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Rototillers'A Buyers Guide
Potatoes From Seeds
Conquer Clay Soil
Useful Knots

$2.50

Horse Stall
Jerusalem

B lo ck-»yed 1«*k

Watercress - Gourfriet Green

So when I'm off the playing
field and working my own
field, it takes a Mitsubishi
mid-size, utility tractor to sat
isfy a tough old pro like me.
Mitsubishi's 2 and 4-wheel
tractors com bine the size
and convenience of garden
tractors with the power of
larger farm models. These
economical, all-around
tractors can handle tough
everyday jobs just like the
big guys, but do it for a
whole lot less.
Mitsubishi tractors have
farm field precision built in,

with features for row-crop
low and performance conwork, power and 4-wheel
sistently high.
traction for soft or steep ter
So take it from an old pro
rain and live hydraulics. And who knows, and check out
with Category 1,3-point link
the tractor built
age, Mitsubishi tractors can
by the pros—
be used for plowing and
Mitsubishi.
harrowing, digging
post holes, hauling
everything from
spreaders to
sprayers, and lots
more. Plus Mitsubishi's
multi-cylinder,
water-cooled diesel
engines keep
fuel consumption
Built b y the PROS

MITSUBISHI

For full details call or write, Sumitomo Corp. of America, Mitsubishi Tractor Division, 345 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10154 (21 2 )9 3 5-8 8 2 6-

TILLER U S E R S !

Just ONE HAND!
The wonderfully

differentand

idea in Tillers!

T h e T R O Y -B IL T ® R o to T ille r P o w e r C o m p o s te r is s o
e a s y to h a n d le , y o u g u id e it
w ith J u s t O N E H A N D !

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Has its revolving tines in the REAR instead of
the FRONT!
Has POWER DRIVEN WHEELS!
You leave NO footprints nor wheelmarks!
Now has 4-SPEEDS! “Whisper Quiet” Power
Reverse!
The TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Compost
er is built by the builders of the original
famous ROTOTILLERS, which introduced
rear-end tillage over 50 years ago. This latest
and greatest of them all is now, more than
ever, the favorite coast to coast with home
gardeners, growers, nurserymen, tiller
renters, landscape gardeners!
Several models, including ELECTRIC START
ING!
Does NOT tangle near as much as ordinary
Tillers!
It chops garden residues, weeds, green
manure crops, old mulch, any kind of organic
matter right into your garden soil without un
bearable tangling!
It turns your whole garden into one big fabu
lously fertile “compost pile” !
Does NOT require great strength ... older
people, ladies, too, operate it easily. We have
many delighted owners in their 70’s, 80’s,
even 90’s who tell us they would have given
up gardening if they did not have our Tillers!
Instant depth control! Hood encloses tines
for safety and for close cultivating!
Furrowing, snow removal and other attach
ments available!
Automotive-type engineering — precision
gears, tapered roller bearings, no chains to
stretch, wear or work loose!
Sold direct to keep prices down—would have
to be at least $125 higher if sold ordinary
ways!
Comes with our famous no-tim e-lim it
promise to you!
Will GREATLY increase your gardening joy!
© 1982 Garden Way

W h y, fo r h e a v e n ’s s a k e ,
suffer any longer with the
F R O N T -E N D ty p e o f t ille r
shown at le ft— the type with
th e r e v o lv in g b la d e s in
FR O N T and NO POWER to
the wheels — the type that
shakes the living daylights
out of you — the type that
leaves W heelm arks and Foot
p rin ts in th e n ic e sm o o th
soil you have just tilled or
cultivated?

SO, PLEASE don’t buy any other Tiller—don’t
put up any longer with the Tiller you now have!
Mail the coupon NOW for complete details,
prices, OFF-SEASON SAVINGS for this wonder
fully different and better idea in Tillers — The
TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composter!
TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composters
102nd Street & Ninth Avenue
Troy, New York 12180
C L IP A N D

M A IL T H IS C O U P O N

TO DAY

TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composters
Dept. A1291C

102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180
P le a s e send m e th e w h o le w o n d e rfu l story o f yo u r
T ille rs , w ith and w ith o u t e le c tric s tartin g , in clu d in g
p ric e s , O F F -S E A S O N S A V IN G S no w in effe c t.
□
□
□

M r.
M rs.
M s --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -—

A d d re s s -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------C ity ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------S tate.

Z ip
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GARDENING? TRY AN AGCO FOR 2 WEEKS . . . YOUR
MONEY BACK IF YOU FIND A TILLER YOU LIKE BETTER.

FARMSTEAD
M A G A Z IN E

W o r k s 8 h r*

Home Gardening & Small Farming
Tills D eep

W eeds Fast

N O T S O L D IN S T O R E S

WoHiha

FR EE BRO CH U RE

W RITE TO

AGCO PO Box 75., Southampton Pa. 18966 Dept. F
Nam e__________________________________________

2 0 lb s .

W hy S h o ve l O r H o e ?
U se an A G C O
G ives you bum per crops of fruits, vegetables & flowers
fceral wenanbes. 2 w * money back bW period from A G C O

Street----------------------------------------------------------------------C ity____________________________________________

1. High speed tiger tines till toughest grasses & clays
Weighs just 20 lbs Easy to handle Tills 6 to 8 inches State____________
Call 215-947-8855 24 hrs a day Charge card orders accepted
deep Weeds narrow rows 1 to 3 inches deep

2.

/

NO MORE WATER BILLS!

W ATER FROM
YOUR OWN WELL
S a v e H u n d red s o f D ollars

Did you know that vast quantities of fresh water lie beneath the surface of the
earth almost everywhere? Pure, sparkling clear water untouched by chemicals or
pollutants — water just waiting to be used — in the country, in the suburbs, in the
city!
For years the only practical way to tap this wonderful supply of free water was to
hire a commercial driller. That costs a lot of money.
But now you can drill y our own water well and save hundreds of dollars.
It’s true! With the remarkable HYDRA-DRILL you can drill your own water well.
Thousands of people in all 50 states have already drilled HYDRA-DRILL water
wells. The HYDRA-DRILL is amazingly uncomplicated and simple to operate!
Just imagine having all the pure fresh water you want today, tomorrow, forever!
FREE INFORMATION!
We’ve put together a big package of information that tells how you can drill
a water well in your backyard and get all the
water you’ll ever need. There’s no charge, no
obligation. Write or call today!
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Letters
REMEMBER THE FLAIL?
Dear FARMSTEAD,

6 0 % M O R E J U IC E F R O M Y O U R A P P L E S !
The s ecret is th e APPLE EATER' g rin d e r w hich
red uces th e fru it to a fin e pu lp . Has stainless
s tee l knives and w ill grin d a box of w h o le a p 
ples in less than fiv e m in u te s . M a k e s 2 to 3
gallo n s of c id e r p e r tub . H ea v y I S
a cm e
screw and cast iron cross b e a m . A ll h a rd w o o d
c onstruction . Four m odels - fro m sing le tubs to
d o u b le tub . C o m p le te ly a s s e m b le d or lo w cost
k its . Plans also a v a ila b le . Send $1 fo r c ata lo g :

HAPPY VALLEY RANCH
P .O . Box 9153, D e p t. 1
Y a k im a , W A 98909

.

I have a large garden of winter
beans and need a flail to thrash them.
As a young fellow I used one for many
seasons. I remember the handle and
club O.K. but I just can’t remember
how the rawhide was fastened at the
swing. See, I am 89 years old and
went to sea for years, and some things
from the old farm have left my mind.
Perhaps someone can draft out a
picture of the flail for me. Also put it
in Farmstead as I am sure a lot of
people have never seen one.
I thank you and wait for readers’
replies.
Mr. Lee McCarison
Islesboro, Maine 04848

In the book, “ Raising Poultry the
Modem W ay,” they recommend the
following procedure for ridding the
flock of mites.
“ To control the depluming mite,
use a dip containing 2 ounces of sulfur
and 1 ounce of soap per gallon of
water. The birds should be dipped so
as to wet the feathers to the skin. Dip
only on warm days. The treatment
should be repeated in 3 or 4 weeks if
necessary.”
I believe this is a good remedy to
use if one does not wish to use
dangerous pesticides like Sevin.
David Stoddard
Grand Forks, North Dakota

Tomatoes

(But don’t plant beans near onions!)
Hard to believe, but botanical characteristics
in vegetables actually help (or hinder) their
growth and taste when planted near or apart
from other vegetables. Our strange but true
new 224-pg. companion planting book tells
what to plant together for outstanding results
and why. Fun, educational, a Great Gift for
Gardeners! Only $6.50 (postage included).
Send to: Garden Way Publishing, Dept A 1 188,
Charlotte, Vermont 05445.

Sem i-Kit SAVES
$ 7 5 + on
TILLER
Save assembly costs
when you build the
groundhog Semi-Kit
tiller, with easy-step
instruction sheet and
c o m m o n to o ls in
just 6 hours. ' ‘Earn'' $10-$50/hr assembly
time. Groundhog features 5 H P Briggs &
Stratton engine, optional reverse efficient
chain drive transm ission, V-belt clutch. Tilling
depth and bar height adjust to 15 points.
Slasher tines (14" D.) till 26", 14" or (with
optional tines) 36" swath. Blades bite 9+ "
deep, yet even ladies can handle groundhog.
Groundhog converts to walking tractor for use
with attachments. Tiller kits start at
Send name, address to: Carl Heald, Inc.,
D e p t.Q H A
Box 1148, Benton Harbor, Ml

$279.95.

49022
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Dear FARMSTEAD,
Flail illustration from The Scythe
Book by David Tresemer.
ROOT BEER EXTRACT RECIPE
Dear FARMSTEAD,
Does anyone have recipes for good
root beer extract? I’ve used Heyers
extract for years but it is no longer
available for non-commercial enter
prises. How does one go about
making homemade extract?
Also how do you make or get
extract for making birch beer?
Thank you very much for your help.
I look forward to hearing from some
old-fashioned root beer fans.

When I was growing up we always
had chickens and chicken mites. Dad
always had a box of furnace ashes in
the coop so the chickens could dust
themselves.
Also, at that time bananas arrived
at the store still on the stalk. W e used
to hang the stalk from the ceiling so
that the tip of it rested on the roost.
The mites would leave the chickens
and crawl on the banana stalk.
About every four months we also
turned the chickens out in the yard,
and burned a sulphur cake in the
closed chicken coop.
Although the chickens still had
mites to some degree it never seemed
to bother them.

Bob Bray
152 Clarendon Ave.
Chicopee, MA 01013

Campbell Yates
Bedford, Virginia

REGARDING MITES
WOOD ASHES
Dear FARMSTEAD,
Dear FARMSTEAD,
I am writing this letter in response
to the inquiry of one of your readers
regarding the control of mites in the
chicken house.

The use of wood ashes on garden
soil is not the unalloyed blessing
Rebecca Hinton’ s enthusiasm (Wood

This is the kind of book
dreams are made of

0 0 0

Successful
Small-Scale Farming:
Living on the Land by Karl Schwenke

W e invite you to smell the fresh-tilled earth... to work for
yourself and know the rich fruits o f your la b o r... to hear
the grass grow, enriched by your own careful tending... to
trade your pencil for a plow, even if it’s just for a few hours.
For some, Successful Small-Scale Farming: living on
the Land may be just food for fantasy. W e hope it will be
m ore for you.
Successful Small-Scale Farming is a thorough guide
to every aspect o f small-scale farming. It goes back to
farming before agribusiness took over and brings the
family farm up-to-date as a practical, profitable, and
desirable alternative to the over-industrialized corporate
farms o f today.

It may become
the most useful tool
on your farm!

To be a success, the small farm ow ner must have a
broker’s knowledge o f land...an investor’s skill with
m oney management..the know-how o f a soil conserva
tionist, weatherman, vet, ecologist, m echanic and that’s
just the beginning! That’s why Successful Small-Scale
Farming covers such a broad range o f subjects —

Appraising and buying farm lancL.
Soil Management..Farm implements...
Plowing, seeding, cultivating and
harvesting techniques... 11 Specialty
Cash Crops...Basic farm botany...
Marketing and Barter...Farm economics.
Planning for the future and more.

By quoting old farm primers and journals, the author has
made this unique book as entertaining as it is informative.
And the Appendix makes the book well worth the investment
It’s crammed with facts, formulas, essential trivia, com m on
sense, and simple-to-construct, work-saving contraptions
that will help even arm chair farmers.
Whether you’re a serious farmer or just a dreamer, you’ll
find Successful Small-Scale Farming: Living on the Land
immensely enjoyable to read, a handy reference book to own.

Only $8.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling.

Complete 36 page appendix includes:

Garden Way Publishing,
Dept A l l 89, Charlotte, Vermont 05445

• Tables of simple interest, animal gestation,
weights and measures, etc.
• Useful trivia on everything from woodlot
management to weather signs.
• Recipes for home brew, chicken feed, cement and more.
• Formulas to measure light, board feet, cord wood,
mechanical horsepower, pulley efficiency, to name a few.
Many work-saving simple-to-build, make-do contraptions.

I
I

TO: Garden Way Publishing,
Dept A l l 89, Charlotte, Vermont 05445
Please send m e ______ copies o f

Successful Small-Scale

Farming at $8.95 per copy plus $ 1.00 for postage and handling.
(AK. AZ, CA, CT, FL, GA. IL, IN, MI, MS, NY, OH, PA, TO. UT,
VT, WA state residents please add state and local sales tax.)
I have enclosed $_
□ Check/Money Order

□ VISA/Master Card
.Exp. Date

Satisfaction guaranteed or money-back
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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'•^Creations
""—:
Handcrafted Oak Wheelbarrow. Lovely
spring decorations or kids toy. 13x34x14.
$69.50.
PO Box 487, Danvers IL 61732

FREE CATALOG
o f ra re f r u it s . . .

such as Giant Grape, Everbearing
Black Raspberry, many others.
Since 1837
Send for copy today
\

Dean Foster Nurseries
Dept. F-3D Rt. 2, Hartford, Mich. 49057

YOU CAN GROW HERBS!

Current catalog is brimful
with culinary, tea, and de
corative herbs, dye plants,
seeds, recipes, growing
guide, garden plans, handy
items for the herb grower.
New varieties yearly! Send
$1.00 (refundable first or
der) to:
SANDY MUSH HERB NURSERY
Rt. 2, Dept FM, Leicester,NO 28748

R A IS E R A B B IT S
Put a high protein meat on your table from your
back yard at nominal cost. Profitable as a
i Business or Retirement Hobby as we* as
rinteresting for young or old alike. -O IT TH*
, FACTS- 64 page illustrated booklet describing
many breeds. Housing, Breeding, Feeding
|Care, 504. Let this National Association of
* Rabbit Breeders help you start right.

Ashes, Farmstead, Winter 1981)
would indicate. Writing in the November-December Extension Service
publication of the University of Rhode
Island, Richard J. Shaw, associate
professor of plant and soil science at
URI, advises caution.
While his application recommenda
tion - a five-gallon pail spread over
1000 square feet - is roughly compar
able to that of Hinton, Prof. Shaw
warns that whatever micronutrients
and heavy metals may be present in
the wood are concentrated in the ash.
“ Continued application on vege
table gardens at rates per year in
excess of that indicated tend to build
toxicity levels in the soil over a period
of y e a r s /’ he says. Additionally, the
resulting high pH is not favorable for
the growth of most landscape and
garden plants.
The gardener will want to bear in
mind that, while a relatively modest
dose of wood ash may be beneficial to
garden soil, more does not mean
better.
R.J. Siegler
Winthrop, Maine 04364

AMERICAN RABBIT ASSOCIATION. INC.
T 1 5 B o x 426, Bloomington, I L L 61701

TRICKERS

W A TER
L IL IE S
SEND FOR OUR NEW
24 PAGE FULL COLOR

CATALOG

$ 1 . 0 0 (to cover cost of postage and handling)
brings you America's most compieta water garden
catalog. It contains beautiful four-color photos
and a superb listing of hardy and tropical Water
Lilies as well as many graceful aquatic palms or
creeping oxygenating plants. Also includes a wide
selection of interesting and exotic fish for indoor
or outdoor pools . . . all from America's oldest
and largest water garden specialists.
AH THICKER plants ate
GUARANTEED TO GROW
WATER LILIES . . . in every imaginable color
. . . both hardy and tropical . . .
AQUATIC PLANTS . . . many types of shallow
bog and oxygenating plants from
creeping Parrot Feather to Umbrella Palms
and Taro.
ORNAMENTAL FISH . . . We offer a large se
lection of Goldfish and unusual Scavengers.
W rite to file o ffic e n e a re r! you
Box 398, 0 e p tF -8 2 S a d d le River, NJ 074 58
Box 7 8 4 5 , D e p tF -8 2 In d e p en d e n c e. O hio 44131

W ILLIAM THICKER, INC.
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HAPPY HORSES

ARTICLES FROM READERS?
Dear FARMSTEAD,
After reading your magazine for
two years I am compelled to write this
letter. First of all, I would like to say
that your magazine has had a tremen
dous impact on my life. Your articles
are very informative and most go into
great detail, which is a great help.
I am curious, however, to learn
where you get your articles for your
magazine, and if you would consider
publishing articles by some of your
readers. Also I wonder if you would
consider using photographs from
people through the mail for your
magazine cover.
I would appreciate some reply to
my questions.
Judy Meyer
—Cape Girardeau, Missouri
REPLY
W e gladly welcome both articles
and photos from any of you. Most of
our articles come from ordinary
homesteaders and are unsolicited. If
interested, send us your ideas or
articles or write for our writer’ s
guidelines. W e look forward to hear
ing from people, especially those of
you with helpful gardening articles or
ideas.

Dear FARMSTEAD,

HARD CHEESE

I noted with interest your response
to the letter concerning the “ Wood
Chewing Horse.” (Holiday 1981). Not
an uncommon problem at all, I would
like to offer some additional sugges
tions. First, any of our fences or stalls
that are made of pine are treated with
several coats o f creosote or carbolineum (which we sometimes mix with
left-over motor oil). Second, as the
winter drones hit - we head out to the
woods and cut poplar saplings. The
horses love them and not only does it
save on fences, but it also keeps them
busy. Some neighbors have offered
their saplings for this dietary delight
as they consider the poplar trees a
pest. Third, unless it’s raining or
snowing, we keep the horses outside
during the day. This gives them time
to play with their buddies or to just
soak in the sunshine, and together
with the saplings, adds up to less bor
edom and less chewing.

Dear FARMSTEAD,

Sandy Wright
Wiscasset, Maine

Would it be possible to ask your
readers for help with the following? A
friend and I are attempting to
organize a cheese making workshop
to be held next spring. W e have both
experimented with many soft goat
cheeses and cottage cheese from
cow’ s milk but have had limited
success with hard cheese. Are there
readers who would be willing to share
their expertise with us? If so, please
write or call Julie Irish, Box 15,
Peabody, Kansas 66866; Telephone
316-983-2971. Thank you for your help
in furthering this idea.
Julie Irish
Peabody, Kansas
ADMIRED HOLIDAY
Dear FARMSTEAD,
I read the Holiday 1981 issue for
content and some time re-admiring its

artistry. It made Christmas more
beautiful for my husband and me. He
especially enjoyed “ The White-Tail”
since he is a bow and arrow as well as
a gun hunter of deer.
Vonde Lee McKay
Wadley, Alabama
MORE ON STINGS

>^~~~n ew T handpo w erb ^ ^ ~ ^

NEWSPAPER
SHREDDER

Slices newspaper into 'h " ribbons which
tangle together tor excellent garden mulch
and compost material. Also tor use as animal
litter or packaging material. Just turn the
handle and self-sharpening blades
cut up to 12 thicknesses at once
Send tor FREE literature
and ordering information.

River Road (Dept 2 3 1 )
Point Pleasant PA 18950
(215) 297-5613
J

In response to “ Softening the
Sting” in your Summer ‘81 (#40)
issue, I feel there are some important
points left out.

First, although it is true that bee (as
well as wasp) stings contain some
Formic acid, this is not the cause of
their intense discomfort. Research
has shown that the stings also contain
an antigen. When injected, it causes
DeoDle and animals to make their own
antibody which has been shown to be
the chemical which makes a sting
“ sting.” In other words, the simple
injection of the sting causes little
discomfort. It is our body's immune
system response that produces the
pain associated with a sting.
Luckily, there is a completely
organic sting desensitizer in most of
our back yards! Common Burdock,
Arctium minus, can actually lessen
the stinging sensation by drawing out
toxins, antigens, antibodies, etc..
The secret is in a phenomena called
osmosis. For our purposes osmosis
can be defined as the diffusion of a
substance through a semi-permeable
membrane (skin) from an area of low
concentration to an area of high
concentration. Simply put, the ex
pressed juice of Burdock, applied to
the sting, will cause the toxins,
antigens, antibodies, etc. to be drawn
from the area of low concentration
(under skin) into the area of higher
concentration )Burdock sap). This is
also the principal behind Jim Hum
ble’ s baking soda cure.
So the next time you get “ got,”
grab for Burdock!
Les and Lynn Calaway
Butler, Kentucky

CORRECTION
Gary Hirshberg, the author of Water
Pumping Windmills in our Spring
issue, would like our readers to know
that his last name is spelled without
the “ C .” .I t ’ s not “ Hirschberg” -but “ Hirshberg.”

Herbs and flowers, too.

Hoyt
H Y D R O P O N IC
G A R D E N 30 \

Abundant yields, fabulous flavor.

THE
KINSMAN
COMPANY .

Dear FARMSTEAD,

/GROW S VEGETABLES!^

30 in. soilless garden quality built for outdoor or indoor use
Advanced pumpless design. Complete, all you need is seeds!
Send $44 for prompt shipment or ask for free brochure:
HomeHarvest Co.. Dept. S, 1810 Country Club Lane,
Escondido. CA 92026 (714)489-0940 MC/VISA

Yellowbird
Adjustable
handies for
easy storage
com fortable
operation

Easy changeover
to cultivator;
no tools required

Easy-to-start
Briggs fr Stratton
engine
j—.

6-to-l gear reduction

Convenient
controls
•Adjustable
drag stick
H eavy duty
steel hood,
protective flap

Power-driven
wheels, tractor
tread tires
Worm and
worm gear drive

•Rear-mounted bolo
tines, made o f
hardened steel

3-in-l
Machine

Rototlller: Enjoy rear-tine

Composter: Build fertile

Cultivator: Unique, patent

tilling performance with easy
handling that only a compact
machine can offer.

garden soil by tilling under
crop residues, compost and
nitrogen-rich cover crops.

ed power cultivator attaches
easily. Oscillating tines up
root weeds, aerate soil.

And more...

r

Compact Size: For better

J
y
A.

maneuverability, more convenient storage. Transports
easily in the back of a car.

FREE COLOR CATALOG
with com plete specifications, guarantee and
ordering inform ation. Send co u p o n today.
N o obligation. N o salesman will call.

E

B ta

Factory-Direct Prices: You j
save money by buying direct. "
No middleman’s profits are |
built into the price you pay.

Address

No-Risk Trial Offer:

City____________ ______________ State_________ Z ip ___________

|

Money-back return privilege ■ Precision Vfclley M anufacturing Co., Inc.
if you are not completely
(802)672-5136
satisfied. Lifetime warranty I Route 4£ox 2234Woodstock, VT 05091
on materials &workmanship l
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GARDENERS:
A rc Y ou
Proud
'
of
Y our

,

ROOTS?
Then say it with a "Gardeners
Are Proud of Their Roots" T-Shirt!
T h e s e b e a u tifu l, s ilk -s c re e n e d shirts
a re th e p e rfe c t w a y fo r b a c k y a rd
g a rd e n e rs to w e a r th e ir g re e n th u m b
e x p e rtis e "u p fro n t"!

I have a small chicken hatching
business that I would like to expand to
turkey’ s. I found the article, “ How to
Raise Turkey’ s ,” in the Holiday 1979
issue very informative, and wonder if
you might be able to supply me with
the source of the author’s cross
variety? I am interested in either fer
tile eggs or poults.

Shirts are white with green and brown ink

only $ 0 9 9 e a . + $1 25 p o sta g e & hd lg.
Order you shirt now - in time for
spring plantingl
Send check or M.O. for *6“ + $1.25 postage &
hdlg. (Wis. residents add 4% sales tax)
S tate size: S, M , L,
Name.

. Address .

City _

__ State ^

Zip

D & S Products, S88W22545 Milwaukee Ave.
Dept. FSM-ES82, Big Bend, Wl 53103
^^Saf/stecf/on guaranteed or your money b a c k j

— ANTIQUE APPLE TREES----First varieties grow i in America.
A flavor treat unknown to most people to
day. One of the largest collections in the
United States. FREE List.

Lawson’s Nursery
Route 1 - Dept. F
Ball Ground, GA. 30107
___________ 1404] 893-2141___________

GREENHOUSE
ACCESSORIES
Unique selection of hard-to-find
hobby greenhouse- equipment and
supplies. Send $ 2 .0 0 today for 32
page catalog.

CHARLEY’S GREENHOUSE SUPPLY

FREE NURSERY
CATALOG
Listing many varieties of Azal
eas, Rhododendrons, Hollies,
Flowering Shrubs, Flowering
Trees, Tree Seeds, Seedlings,
Transplants, Trees suitable
for Bonsai Culture.
GIRARD NURSERIES
P.O. Box 428
Dept. F. Geneva, OH 44041
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W e contacted Jan Willems, the
author of the article, and here is his
reply.
Generally the Poultry Press publi
cation, especially early in the year,
offers plenty of ads for turkey poults
and eggs of all varieties. My cross
breed is based on Royal Palm, Bour
bon Red and some wild turkey stock.
These are mostly birds for the
fancier and ;he cross is not the ideal
meat turkey. The taste is superb, but
they are rather light, and the meat is
not the plump, very tender type.
They also reach their maximum
development in the second year.
For expanding a hatchery business
I would advise going instead for the
smaller and early maturing Beltsville
White, which are increasingly in
demand. In that case it is best to buy
fertile eggs from an artificially inse
minated flock, as getting good fertile
eggs from natural mating in your own
breeding stock might yield a lower
percentage of fertile eggs and could
be a bit hard on the hens if proper
precautions are not taken.

W e read with interest your answer to
a reader’ s question regarding how to
stop a horse from chewing wood. Your
reply indicated that a horse should
have 10 pounds of hay per day. I have
to disagree and say that depending on
the amount of pasture, that 20 pounds
is the absolute minimum. Could you
please do some more research and
reply?
W e have consulted other sources,
and have found that 15 to 18 pounds
of hay per day are desired supplement
to grain when bam feeding a light

horse, while heavier horses will
require 20 pounds or more. For
example, in areas with bam feeding
periods o f approximately 200 days,
IV 2 to 2 tons of hay are required to
winter one horse (or approximately
the amount of hay that can be
produced from one acre, depending
on the number of cuts).
The pasture requirements for a
horse range from 1 to IV 2 acres,
varying according to the season of the
year. Peak pasture production is early
in the season when you can probably
keep two to three horses on one acre
of pasture; but by midsummer your
horses per acre must be reduced to
one, or even less. Therefore, with
small pastures you should consider a
rotation basis of grazing to prevent
overgrazing, and with larger pastures
(three to five acres or more) you
should either make smaller pastures
or clip the areas of undergrazing on a
regular basis.
Obviously, different types of horses
have different nutritional require
ments. A local breeder in your own
particular region may be the best
source o f information regarding your
horse.
A fairly large portion of my land is
extremely wet, and I have a hard time
getting anything I put in there to
grow. Is there anything I can plant
that will grow?
Wet land is not a curse, but it
cannot be treated like the rest of your
garden space. There are some plants
that grow particularly well in wet
land.
Both peppermint and spearmint
will grow in wet soil, if it is fertile, and
both are very convenient tastes and
fragrances to have around.
Moneywort will grow well, in fact it
may grow too well and cover your
entire area with its bright yellow
flowers.

Bee balm will also thrive nicely
in wet soil, and faithful to its name, it
will also attract bees, hummingbirds
and butterflies.
There are of course many others
that will do well, so check your
favorite seed catalog and pick a few.
I planted several tomato plants in the
late summer last year so that they
would produce by the beginning of
the new year in the house. The large
plants are starting to flower, but the
foliage is beginning to look black.
Also, when the plants are disturbed,
small white insects fly around.
W h at’ s the matter with my plants and
how can I control these insects?

Your tomato plants have whiteflies.
This sucking insect is difficult to
control. There are several pyrethroids
on the market that are effective
against the whitefly, but few are
labeled for use on food crops. Because
o f the difficulty in controlling the pest
once it becomes established, it is best
that you discard the plants.
The

potatoes

that

I

planted

bacteria in the fluid that escapes her
uterus.
With few exceptions, brucellosis is
carried from one herd to another by
infected or exposed animals. This
happens when a herd owner buys
replacement cattle which are infected
or have been exposed to infection
prior to purchase. Infection can also
spread from a neighboring farm that’ s
infected, by contact of cattle through
fences or use of common pasture.
Contaminated boots or clothing of
visitors, or equipment, can also
introduce disease.
There is no known cure for brucel
losis in cattle. Vaccination along with
sound herd management can go a
long way toward preventing the
disease from entering a herd. When
the disease is diagnosed in a herd,
infected cattle must be sold for
slaughter. Exposed cattle are quaran
tined until tests confirm that the herd
is free of infection.

CASE SALE
118

6 0 d o z . R e g u la r # 7 0 ’s , o r
3 6 d o z . W id e M o u th # 8 6 ’s
p e r C A S E p o s tp a id <«>»»
Whet * buy!
only 30* doz for
Regulars, or 50* for Wide Mouth

6ardener’s
Kitchen d e p t
.

A l s o . . . # 6 3 's , 1 0 d o z . 1700
f m

Bet 412, Farmington. CT
06032

(J5 00 plus 12 00 postage / handling)

# 6 3 c o m p le te R in g S e ts :
2 d o z . 1450 p o s tp a id

A

FINE GARDEN AND FARM TOOLS
Smith & Hawken offers the finest durable tools,
forged in England: forks, spades, shovels, hoes,
rakes, scythes, trowels, pruners, shears,
_
and more.
FREE
mail order catalog
of durable to o ls.
68 Homer, Dept F22, Palo Alto, CA 94301

you can make
Iheese
at

H o m e

--Virginia Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services

last

summer looked fine when harvested,
but the inside had a lot of brown
spots. W hat is the problem and how
can I avoid it this year?

Biogas is a hot topic in agriculture
these days. But is this type of energy
really economical for the small
farmer?

There are many diseases in potatoes
that cause brown or black internal
spots.
Browning can also be caused by
high soil temperatures and lack of soil
moisture. You can avoid this problem
by irrigating the potato plants during
extended dry periods with one inch to
one and one-half inches of water per
week and/or with a mulch. An
application of a mulch such as six
inches o f straw or two inches of
sawdust will conserve moisture and
maintain lower soil temperatures.

Dick White, extension agricultural
engineer at the Ohio State University,
says yes, it can be--under certain
conditions.
Biogas is the mixture of carbon
dioxide and methane resulting from
bacterial decomposition without the
addition of air, also called anaerobic
digestion. When an anaerobic di
gester is working well, 60 percent or
more of the biogas is methane, with a
heating value of about 600 BTUs per
cubic foot. Natural gas has about
1,000 BTUs per cubic foot.
To heat a house of 1,500 square
feet, about 100 dairy cows would be
required. On a hog operation where
the average weight per hog is 150
pounds, it would take just more than
500 hogs. And, about 70 feeder beef
cattle weighing an average 1,000
pounds or 10,000 birds on a poultry
operation would be needed to heat the
house. The bigger the facility, the
better the return on investment,
White points out.
He recommends that the producer
who has at least 100 dairy cattle, 500
hoge, 70 beef cattle or 10,000 chickens
should consider planning a methane
digester, particularly if he intends to

How do cattle get brucellosis?

They get it by nuzzling or licking
infected cows, aborted fetuses or
placentas, or occasionally by eating or
drinking contaminated food or water.
The infected, pregnant animal is the
most common source of infective
material which is discharged in great
quantity at the time of the abortion.
You can’t tell if a cow is infected by
looking at her. The most obvious
signs are abortion, birth of weak
calves, and retained placentas. An
infected cow may give birth to a
normal calf, however, and still spread

Here’s a NEW
American edition of
MAKING CHEESES at HOME
by Susan Ogilvy. Send $6.95
for book & get a FREE illustrated
Supplies Catalog with recipes.
Catalog alone - $1. (refundable).

Box 8514, Ashfield, MA 01330

GREAT SAUSAGE RECIPES
227 page illustrated book explains sausage
making plus home curing and smoking of meat,
fowl and fish. Over 100 recipes. Free equipment
and supply catalog has more information.
For yours, send to:

The SAUSAGEMAKER
177-18 Military Road

Buffalo, N,Y. 14207

BUTTER CHURN
$34.50 ppd.
Outside continental U.S.
ADD $3.00
One gallon hand crank
churn made of high impact
thermo-plastic and stain
less steel, solid brass
gears, brass bushing, uses
STD. gal. size glass jar (included). Churn
ing mechanism only $39.95 ppd. (use your
own jar)
Laffitte Products & MFG.
Rt. 1, Box 4674
Wheatland, WY 82201 —[307] 322-9459
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do some remodeling. For smaller
operations than this, biogas is simply
not an economical alternative yet.
What is the optimum weight gain and
body condition for foaling mares?
A mare in good condition needs to
gain at least 100 pounds during her
pregnancy to allow for growth of the
foal. She’ll lose about 150 pounds at
foaling but must still be able to
produce enough milk for her foal and
get pregnant again within a month
whether she’s fed to gain or to lose
weight.
Some things to remember regard
ing foaling mares are:
1. Mares foaling in thin condition
apparently have impaired repro
ductive performance even when
energy requirements for lactation are
met.
2. Increasing the energy fed to these
mares during lactation improves re
breeding efficiency, but the large
amount of feed required to produce
weight gains may increase the risk of
colic and founder.
3. Mare foaling in fat condition can
use stored body energy for efficient
reproduction and lactation even when
losing weight.
4. Foaling problems do not increase
with mares in fat condition.
5. Open and maiden mares should
enter the breeding season in moder
ate or higher condition to achieve
maximum reproductive efficiency.
6. Excess fat does not reduce breed
ing efficiency of non-lactating mares.
7. Foaling mares should foal in
moderate or higher condition to
achieve maximum rebreeding effi
ciency.

8. Improving body condition above
moderate levels does not improve or
impair reproductive performance in
mares.
Overall breeding efficiency is ap
parently maximized by maintaining
mares in moderate or higher body
condition throughout the year.

Would you please give me some
information on liming my fields? Are
there any correct procedures to
follow?
If you’re after efficient fertilizer
use, good weed control and good
yields, you can’t beat a proper job of
liming.
Lime requirements and recom
mendations depend not only on soil
pH but also on the crop to be grown
and on the kind of soil in the field. The
amount of lime needed to raise the
soil pH by one unit will vary from as
little as V% ton per acre on low organic
loamy sands, to several tons per acre
on fine-textured silt loams and high
organic matter soils. Liming to a pH
o f 6.5 is desirable on well-developed
silt loams. Bat pH values around 5.8
to 6.0 are desirable on sandy soils. On
high organic matter soils, pH values
of 5.6 to 5.8 are adequate.
Liming to a pH over 6.0 on loamy
sand and sandy loam soils may result
in micronutrient deficiencies, es
pecially manganese and occasionally
zinc it is warned. While these short
ages can be corrected by using micro
nutrients, there is little point in liming
to a level that will produce de
ficiencies if that additional lime gives
no advantage in terms of increased
fertilizer e fficie n cy or increased
yields. Cases o f over-liming have
been as common as cases of under

liming on these sandy soils in recent
years.

A friend who fishes just brought us
over a mess of catfish which I froze.
How should they be cooked?
Because the catfish is so tender, it
cooks quickly. The muscle fibers
separate easily after a short cooking
period. Use low to medium heat for
overcooking results in tough, dry
catfish. The fish is done when it flakes
easily when tested with a fork.
Farm-raised catfish can be pre
pared in a variety of ways. Of course,
the traditional way is to coat fish with
a batter o f commeal and pan or deep
fry them. Farm-raised catfish is also
delicious broiled, stuffed and baked,
and good in casseroles and stews.
If you like your gift, in the future
you may purchase fresh or frozen
farm-raised catfish in several forms:
pan-dressed, fillets or steaks. The
amount to buy per serving varies with
the amount of bone, the size of the
serving and the recipe to be used. If
you allow about three ounces of
cooked boneless catfish as a serving,
you’ll need to buy one-half pound of
pan-dressed or one-third pound of
fillets or steaks per serving.
In cooking you should enhance the
delicate flavor of catfish and choose
garnishes that add a contrast in color.
Small amounts o f onion, celery and
mushrooms add pleasing flavor.
H erbs-such as dill, parsley and
tarragon —com bin ed with soften ed
butter and spread over the catfish
before or after cooking are good, too.
Garnish your catfish dinners at
tractively. Choose sliced beets, carrot
sticks and celery, sprigs of parsley or
mint, radish roses or lemon twists to
add the perfect color contrasts.

The W orld’s M ost Efficient
Garden Cultivator

FRANKFORT

I

#2 - This three bedroom home on 4 acres
of fields could be just what you have been |
looking for. Fully Insulated with oil fired
hot water and wood heat. Much reno
vating has been done. Call us to see this
at only $24,000.
Clark Real Estate Inc.
PO Box 203, 91 High St
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-4614
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Th^ # 1 7 Jupiter Wheel Hoe (formerly Planet Jr.)
is a rugged, precision gardening machine. It will
help you accurately weed your garden 8 -10 times
faster than a hand hoe, increase your garden's
4 ® WHEEL
productivity while decreasing your work, and improve your soil’s health without mechanically
overworking it. It requires little or no maintenance while serving you for a lifetime of
gardening work and pleasure. W e manufacture the * 1 7 Jupiter Wheel Hoe with pride
and care, and always guarantee your satisfaction.
1. A Complete Multi-Purpose Tool for:
Weeding
Aerating
Hilling
Marking Rows
Furrowing Plowing
levelling
Breaking Crusty Soil
2. Easy To Use, Store and Maintain_____________________

3. “Reduces Time Required for
Hoeing And Weeding by
7 5 % or More”
4. Works In All Kinds of Soil

W rite: D.H. Tilmor Co., Box 256 H, Hinesburg, VT 05461
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T o earn the largest cash profit in our corporate
history
is
authorized to dispose o f $9,000,000 (nine million
dollars) worth o f heavy duty truck size covers and
will ship the sizes below to any reader who sees
and responds to this publication by midnight May
15for the appropriate sum plus $3. handling for
each tarp ordered. Each tarp lot # (Z18 PVC) is
constructed from high density material nylon
reinforced, double stitched rope hems. Seams are
electronically welded (100%) waterproof, '/2"dia.
brass grommets set on 3 ft. centers with triangular
reinforcement patches in the corners.
These tarpaulins are suitable for most all bulk
and pallet riding materials. Should you wish to
return your tarps you may d o so and receive a full
refund, less freight and handling. N o orders
accepted after midnight May 15 There will be a
limit o f 50 tarps per address. Y ou may call toll
free and charge orders to major credit cards, or
mail this entire original notice with your name,
ship to address, tel. # and the appropriate sum
plus $3. handling and crating for each tarp
ordered. $50.00 credit card minimum.

GOODYEAR Tarpaulin Mfg., Inc.

ii
k

TARPAULIN REQUEST FORM
Goodyear Tarp Mfg., Inc.

if
i

4107 South Broadway
Los Angeles, C A 90037

i!;
!i?

indicate quantity next to size

6x8

$ 7

20x26 $ 59

9

14x48

65

12x16

19

26x28

69

10x20

23

20x40

73

12x24

29

24x36

83

16x20

31

20x50

91

20x20

35

26x40

93

18x24

37

26x55

129

20x24

39

30x60

165

12x46

49

50x100 469

HOW TO ORDER:

18x32

53

60x120 639

Complete and mail entire Tarpaulin Request
Form at right to:

20x30

55

50x150 699

GOODYEAR Tarp Mfg., Inc.,

4107 Broadway South, Los Angeles, CA 90037.

OR

Nationwide (800) 421-5734
California (800) 252-2295

Call 7 Days 24 Hours
Have Credit Card Ready

Total of S

!i!
19
!H
11£$

Mail To:

8x10

TOLL FREE
11
•'#■1
«>>■

IA

! (V

\tj

1

II
ft
ir
iu

enclosed.

♦Add $3.00 handling for each tarp. Cal.
residents add 6% tax. Rush Orders shipped
72 hrs. add 20% to total or allow 3-6 weeks.

Nam e___________________________________
Address
.State_____ Zip.
City----Telephone ( )
All prices net FOB LA or prepaid on $1000 order or more.
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hours of dark, two more hours of light
and finally eighteen hours of dark
ness. Ari van Tienhoven reports one
Leghorn strain increased its average
egg weight by almost ten percent.
And all the test strain boosted shell
strength about ten percent. The new
lighting scheme does not produce a
greater total weight of eggs for each
hen, but it evens the size, throughout
the year eliminating small eggs. To
reduce the problem of egg collection
at inconvenient hours, the scientists
are now trying to switch hens back to
a 24-hour cycle.
-Science News

PU R E C O M FO B T.
PURE COTTON DRAWSTRflM PANTS, TOPS A ETC'S.
DURASU COMFORT AND AFFORDABLE PRICES

F taa Catalogue and Swatchaa

.1
,R R V A

,

As

a co h a se

BURWTTSVILLE,
^ MARYLAND 21718,

BETTER THAN FREE!
Let us show you how this
machine can save you money,
protect your health, and
eliminate spiraling inflation from
your grocery bill!!!
For FREE information call toll
free 1400^35-0970 or write
RETSEL. Boa

4750

McCammon. Idaho 83250-0047

acid soil

v

Did you know that certain fertil
ization practices can make your soil
acid? Bill Segars, Cooperative Exten
sion Service agronomist, says am
monium nitrogen fertilizers con
tribute to soil acidity. He explains:
Ammonium nitrogen changes to the
nitrate form when applied to soils,
and during this change, hydrogen
ions are released and soil acidity
builds up. Segars says it takes about
five pounds of agricultural limestone
to neutralize the acidity caused by one
pound of ammonium nitrogen.

FANTASTIC
GARDEN TONGS..
Pick up where you left
off. This simple tool
picks up mulch, leaves,
thorns, twigs, animal
droppings; it is light
and easy to use, saves
bending
and
time,
stops nasty cuts. Send
check or m.o. $19.95,
$2.50 p&h, CA res. +
6% tax:
Get Into Shape
Garden Dept., 6240 Vantage Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91606

A

HARDY PLANT
CATALOG

FREE

On* of America's finest collections of
Hardy Perennials, Rock Plants. Flowering
Shrubs, Daylilies. Iris and Poppies.

attention sheepers

It pronounce* a ll nam e*!

LAMB NURSERIES

E 101 Sharp. 6 OX

T-42

Spokane. Wash 992 02

|V1AKE YOUR OWN TRAPSCAGES
__ _

.
'f t

E n jo y — M a kin g
Them

^ ” ^2 5 0 0 Cage Clamps. Clincher 17.95 prepaid
Everything You N ^m e lt V DEALERS
Chcta. M m McttML («I»|V T"kays taaWrts. R*
uuA N TFD
dm Cu e Swan Panck Caans UMs. lacalif s ,
FU
f Z r , ‘ rtan. ScNtav Iro n EppaA Natotaai la fc
Bits. cm NUti tad O ft Kaichtat t«i#i MB.
Books, F e e d e r s

STROMBCRSCHICKS&PtTS UNLIMITED Pme River 60 Mien 56474

Chinchilla
B reeders

V"
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Superior Quality
Breeding Stock

THE MOST MODERN
FULLTIME
C H IN C H IL L A RANCHES
Inquire About Our STARTERS Program.
Rent Your Initial Stock From Us, and Pay
For It Out of Progeny. Send For FREE
Literature On How To Get Started.
Office: p.o. Box 8, Dept. FM
Armonk, New York 10504
[914] 273-6480
Farms: PO Box 331,Dept FM,
E. Princeton, MA 01517 &
P.O. Box 593, Dept. FM, Anza CA 92306
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The Annual Sheep and Woolcraft
Festival will be held on June 19th and
20th from 10 A.M . to 5 P.M. at the
Cumberland Fairgrounds in Cumber
land, Maine.

about eggs
Some folks are bothered by the
thick, rope-like strands of white on
opposite sides of an egg yolk.
Extension Service specialists explain
that these strands are called “ chalazae” and are normal parts of the
egg; they anchor the yolk in place. To
insure best eating quality, cook eggs
over low to moderate heat. The home
economists point out that high temp
eratures and overcooking make eggs
tough.

longer days make
stronger eggs
The biological clock of a chicken
runs on 28-hour days. Allowing hens
to follow this inherent cycle results in
bigger, stronger-shelled eggs, Cor
nell researchers find. They have
worked out the lighting cycle that
gives the best eggs. Strangely
enough, it is two hours of light, six

adopt a wilderness
Some 924 areas—a total of 150
million acres of federally owned
wilderness—are being reviewed to
determine which should receive de
signation by the Interior Department
as- a federal wilderness and be
protected from development activities
such as drilling for energy minerals
and logging. The Sierra Club and
Wilderness Society are recruiting
“ watchdogs” to “ adopt” a given
area, to participate in public hearings
and to report on illegal activities that
warrant prosecution.
„ .
-Science News

sex traps
Entomologists for the University of
Maryland’ s Agricultural Experiment
Station (MAES) say their work with
insect sex attractions may help them
predict infestation and economic
damages caused by a com pest before
it actually strikes local farmers.
The pest is the armyworm moth
which produce larvae that literally eat
a com plant from the inside out. Dr.
Floyd P. Harrison, a university pro
fessor of entomology, says he is
developing a working model that
directly correlates the number of male
fall armyworm moths lured to traps
baited with a synthetic sex attractant

in com fields, and the number of eggs
females will lay in that field.
Although extensive work with
pheromones—synthetic sex attractants used to trap insects—has been
carried out by researchers in recent
years, Dr. Harrison says this is the
first time they have been able to use
them to predict the presence and
damage caused by fall armyworms to
big cash crops such as com , before
such damage occurs. Those predic
tions would provide immense eco
nomic aid to farmers, says Harrison.
“ It’ s feasible now, based on our work
with pheromone traps, to say what
losses a farmer can expect,” he says.

poor soil is usuable
Israel may have no oil supplies,
little water and very poor quality soil,
but it does have a wealth of scientists
who devote their skills to getting
around these limitations. One of them
is 46-year-old Prof. Israela Ravina, a
specialist in soil physics and the first
female Dean of the Agricultural En
gineering Faculty of the Technion
(Israel’ s MIT), who says that rocky
terrain with thin topsoil can produce
healthy crops. Israela Ravina’ s re
search into the use of marginal soils
will make available abundant rocky
mountainside land in the Galilee
which offers only 30 centimeters (12
inches) of topsoil.
The secret, according to the pro
fessor, is frequent use of drip
irrigation so that the plants are not
dependent on a reservoir of water and
nutrients in the soil. Drip irrigation, a
system of controlled water application
through small plastic hoses, is re
commended two to three times a
week, but not more than once a day.
The problem of anchoring roots can
be solved, says Ravina, by selecting
plants with deeper roots, which can
penetrate the cracks in the rocks, or
using mechanical aids for support.
“ W e have found it is not only possible
to grow in these soils, but in some
cases, there actually may be advant
ages,” Ravina points out. “ Soils with
stones in them may have, for ex
ample, better aeration.”
“ The principles we are applying
here,” the scientist explains, “ are
similar to hydroponics (cultivation in
water and nutrients only), except that
rocky marginal soils don’t have to be
irrigated quite as often, and, as our
system makes use of natural el
ements, there is not the expense of
special construction.”

HUMUS 80

iT.M.

NO PLUM BING
COMPOST TO ILET
DOES NOT USE W A TE R OR C H E M IC A L S ,
SELF-C O N TAINED AND EASILY INSTALLED.
VA C A TIO N H O M E S , CONSTRUCTION SITES.
NON-POLLUTING
SA N ITA R Y A N D ODORLESS.
GREAT FOR YOUR G A RDEN,
EC O N O M IC A L
Distributed by: ECOS, INC.
Damon M ill Square
N
A
T
U R A L ...A N D DRY.
Concord, Massachusetts 01742
Phone (617)369-3951
Toll Free: 1-800-343-1706

SEND $1 for full color brochure!
Dealer Inquires Invited

Now there’s a THIRD choice...
The GARDENER™ Rototiller
Not Front Tine
Not Rear Tine

The GARDENER™ Rototiller
New D ouble Tine Tiller breaks
soil much finer than co n v e n 
tional front or rear tine tillers.

The Unique
Double Tine
Rototiller from
Naturally

■*

□ YES! Rush my FREE Color
Brochure Today!
Gardening Naturally, Inc.
21042 Industrial Park
Stockbridge, MA 01262
Name _______________________________ ___________ j
A d d r e s s ________________________________ ________ j
C ity __________________ S tate________ Z ip ________

J
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fFREE C A T A L O G !!
United Farm Agency's latest catalog is
yours FREE! Pictures and describes

UNITED FARM AG EN C Y
612-MO W 47th St.. Kansas City. Missouri 64112
National TOLL-FREE Number 1-800-821-2599
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rent-a-bull
Renting a bull to settle cows is an
alternative to owning one, says an
economist with the Texas Agricultural
E xtension S ervice, Texas A&M
University System. Factors that favor
bull leasing for the producer include
tax deductible rental charges, less
investment capital needed, and less
annual expense in feeding and caring
for the bull. An important factor for
smaller producers is that renting
gives them a chance to use a better
quality bull than they often could
afford to own. And by using a
different bull each year, producers
can keep heifers from each calf crop,
and there is limited bull death risk.

computer cuts crop losses

ElECTfflC FENCE SYSTEMS

the new
concept in
electric
fencing.
If you are thinking of
building or replacing fence,
we want to tell you about
our economical, innovative,
spring-structured permanent
electric fence.
G a lla g h e r J~SprinqTiqhL
Brookside Industries, Inc.
Tunbridge, VT 05077
□ Please send more information.
□ I am interested in becoming a dealer.
Name__________________ — ------------Address___________________________
Town_____________________________
State____________ Z ip ______________

“ discovering
each other”
Companions—Friends,
or more. Single, coun
try-minded men and
women seeking com
panionship with other
country-minded folks
Want to see more?
$3 00 will bring you the
current issue with over
200 personal ads. plus all of the details If you
decide not to join us. just return the materials
and we will refund your $3.00. no questions
asked Send your payment to Country Com
panions, 55 6 -FS Kumquat, Fairhopa,
Alabama 36532.
14
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A powerful computer at the Univer
sity of Idaho here is helping the
world’ s developing countries reduce
crop losses caused by insects and
sp oila g e. The U n iversity’ s PostHarvest Institute for Perishables
under contract to the United States
Agency for International Develop
ment (AID), uses an IBM program
package, Storage and Information
Retrieval System (STAIRS), to make
available abstracts o f thousands of
documents that address specific crop
problems. It also contains the names
of specialists in various countries who
can provide further help.
“ Time is critical in responding to
requests. The information often is
needed quickly to avoid heavy losses
from spoilage of peanuts, apples,
potatoes, all tropical fruits—anything
that rots, except grains.”
He recalled a recent request from a
Paraguay grower for technical advice
on cold storage involving tomatoes,
fruits and vegetables. In response,
the university shipped literature with
information to help correct the pro
blem. If required, further help would
have been available from an agri
cultural engineer who speaks Spanish
and specializes in that type of storage.
Also available from the computer is
a listing of consultants from univer
sities, government agencies and pri
vate industry throughout the world.
The institute will arrange for consult
ation when a country requests such
help.
“ The objective is to share current
knowledge and experience on a
worldwide basis in a very brief tim e,”
Stafford said, “ thus helping reduce
harvest losses.”

black walnut shavings
dangerous
Stabled horses require bedding,
and various materials are used, such
as straw, wood shavings, sawdust,
sand, processed sugar cane and peat
moss.
Many people use sawdust because
it is often available at no charge.
However, horse owners should not
use sawdust or wood shavings from
black walnut trees, warns Dr. C.M.
Retitnour, extension horse specialist
at the University of D elaw are.
Founder (laminitis) cases have
been reported in several states where
horses were exposed to black walnut
shavings or sawdust. The founder
occurs 12-24 hours after exposure to
the material.
In affected horses, the temp
erature, pulse and respiration are
elevated. Both front and rear legs
may be affected with edema from the
knees or hocks downward. There is
increased temperature and pulse in
the hoof and lameness may be severe
or non-existent. The more severely
affected animal shows sensitivity to
hoof testers, expecially over the toe.
The horses’s age also may be a
factor. In one situation, suckling foals
were unaffected while their dams
developed founder. Yearlings re
covered from the symptoms very
quickly.
The actual cause of this condition is
unknown. A chemical component
unique to black walnut, known as
juglone, is thought to be the toxic
element. Once black walnut sawdust
or shavings are exposed to the air for
a time, this toxic effect seems to
disappear. Even so, Reitnour does not
recommend using this material as
bedding.
If you’re using shavings or sawdust
as bedding for your horses, ask the
mill operator if black walnut has been
sawed recently. Its sawdust is dark
red to brown. Most sawdust has a
blond to yellow color. Cedar is also
red, but not as dark as walnut, and
cedar has a very distinct odor.

human milk
Scientists at the Pennsylvania State
University have discovered compo
nents o f human milk that reduce the
body’ s production of cholesterol.
“ The presence of such inhibitors of
cholesterol formation in human milk
may influence infant development,
and may even help to control degen
erative diseases later in life,” state

SPECIAL PRE-SEASON OFFER! *$ 0 9 5
WHY SPEND >39.95 TO >100? ...ONLY! £

GUARANTEED TO KILL MOSQUITOES,
GNATS, FLIES, MOTHS, ETC.
ELECTRONICALLY,
OR MONEY BACK

&

0

s

?%&>

Safe for Humans, Pets, Birds—
Kills Flying Insects with No
Poisons, Insecticides, Sprays
• SPECIAL ANGSTROM BULB ATTRACTS
ALL TYPES OF FLYING PESTS—
KILLS THEM ON CONTACT
• SAME EFFECTIVE ATTRACTING PRINCIPLE
USED AT MANY STADIUMS, RACE TRACKS,
RESTAURANTS, DAIRY BARNS,
SWIMMING POOLS
• PRICED THE SAME AS ANY DECORATIVE
PATIO LIGHT AND AS BEAUTIFUL TOO
• NO CLEAN-UP, NO BAGS TO EMPTY
• USE INDOORS OR OUTDOORS
• ECOLOGICALLY SAFE FOR TREES
AND SHRUBS
• WILL NOT HARM BEES OR OTHER
BENEFICIAL DAY-WORKING INSECTS
Now, after extensive research and field testing,
comes news of a major break-through in pest con
trol The IC7 Insect Control Lamp, employing same
attracting principle used for years by commercial
enterprises, is now available for home and patio.
This amazing insect control lamp will rid your
patio and home of those pesky flying insects, clear
hundreds of square feet and really let you enjoy
your summer evenings.

f SPECIAL ^
PRICE OFFER
ONLY

•Reg. with U S Environm ental Protection Agcy., No.41681.

/0

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS CALL AT NO CHARGE
TOLL-FREE NUMBER 1 -800-453 -48 00

f

— —

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY B A C K - — —

■ INSECT CONTROL CO., INC. Dept
| 10-10 44th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Yes. I want to rid my home and patio of flying insect pests the i0 0 ° o sate effective way

I Please send me_____ (qty.) 1C7 Insect Control Lamp(s) at only $12.95 each, plus $1.50 to
I help defray postage and handling.

■ SAVE: Order 2 Insect Control Lamps at only $24.00 plus $2.00 postage and handling for

INSECT TRAPS WITH 10 WATT BULB SELL AT $69.95
THIS MODEL IS A FULL 75 WATT BLACK LIGHT!
of only $12.95.Hurry. Mail this
no-risk coupon today.

AS
SEEN
ON

(Sorry, no C.O.D.'s)

AMAZING SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE
The A ttracto/Angstom Black Light Bulb with its
special wave length, attracts insects to the IC7
Lamp like a magnet Once they come in contact,
they are exterminated (ADDITIONAL BULBS
AVAILABLE) No clean-up needed —The lamp
is 100% safe for children, pets, birds, and is en
vironm entally accepted

NOT SOLDINSTORES

I

I enclose full payment of $.
Charge to □ Visa
_

■ Car<j 0 --------------I Signature________

New tork residents add sales tax.
□ Master Charge.
Expires.

INSECT CONTROL CO. INC.,

|

name_ ______________________________________

10-10 44th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

|

str eet

_________________________________________________

______________________ __STATE________ Zip.
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M ason
Jar Lids
O ur P rice

[34C/dozen
r-0 /

VO

d e liv e re d (in ease lots)

R e ta il O u t l e t I V i e r
u p to 8 ( ) < / d o z e n | ) l Il l ' s III.IV V .11 V
C O M P LE TE SA I'ISEACI U ) \ g u u ru n te e tl n r y o u r m o n e i b u c k !
O R D E R T O D A Y !! h i t h e r h \ m a il o r use o u r IO I I. I RKI. n u m b e r s toi
M a s te rc a rd o r V isa— im m e d i a t e d e liv e ry
c all

1 800 323-5544
-

-

Illin o is re s id e n ts e a ll r o ll e r ! 3 1 2 -7 4 1 -3 1 0 1
W h e n o r d c iin ^

p le a s e £ i\ e

nam e

a d d re s s

dept

num ber and

< |ii.m lit\

o lo id e i

Clip coupon and mail to d a y 1

Please ship the following.

H O M E CAN PAYS th e fre ig h t

______ Full Cases Standard Mason Jar Lids @$55.00/cs. (160 do:.)
______ Half Cases Standard Mason Jar Lids @ $32.00/h a lf cs. (80 do:.)

______ Full Cases W ID E M O U TH JAR LID S @ $ S 0 .0 0 /e s . (120 doz.)
_____Half

Cases W ID E M O U TH JAR LID S @ $ 3 3 .0 < M ia lf cs. (60 doz.)

______ Cases Standard Mason Jar Rings @$22.00/cs. (24 doz.)
______ Cases W ID E M O U TH JAR RIN G S @S 1 4 .0 0 /c s . ( 12 doz.)

GRAND TOTAL

□ Check Enclosed $________ D M C H Visa
NO C .O .D .’S
Card N o ._________________________________ Expiration Date____________
Signature _________________ __ ____ ___________________________________
Your Name ________________ :_______________ __ ________________________
Address _______________________________ ______________________________
State
,
Zip Code
£itv _______ I____________________________

nome

CAN ( tm l’ONATION

All Orders Shipped L'PS

1591 F leetw ood D rive.
Elgin, IL 60120 Dept.21(V

BUY ROTC-HOE’S MODEL 910 16” 5 H.P.
REAR TINE TILLER and GET THE GREATEST VALUEONLY $598.00:
Only Roto-Hoe offers this 16” tiller—a very
practical width to allow more garden in your
space. We sincerely believe this machine is
the easiest handling, with most convenient
controls right at your fingertips, of any
equipment in the market-place.
BUT THERE IS MORE! For only $199.00,
you can have America’s most popular Cut ’ N
Shred shredder attachment, or Snow-Densa
Thrower attachment that works even on wet
snow. Hilling, Furrowing, and Aerating
attachments also available.
Other data follows:

(Suggested Retail with
Partial Freight Allowance)

3. Simplest application of power to tines—one belt to only power unit
jackshaft;second belt to tiller. First belt has belt idler for clutch to power
unit. Second belt has belt idler for tiller clutch.

6. 8 H.P. wider unit with pneumatic tires at
$779.00, with partial freight allowance.
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“ Since the infant is growing rap
idly, and human milk contains factors
stimulating this growth, buildup of
purines may so far exceed their
breakdown that uric acid production
in babies may be slight at b est,"
McCarthy commented.
He pointed out that milk is the only
true food produced in nature. It is
inconceivable, he added, that milk
would contain ingredients leading to
destruction of the species.
McCarthy and other scientists are
gradually finding that the functions of
milk extend beyond the mere supply
ing of nutrients and calories. For
example, research elsewhere showed
that human milk also contains a factor
preventing growth of undesirable
bacteria in the digestive system of
infants.

lime vs. beetles

2. Peerless Gear transmission, four speeds
forward, plus reverse.

5. BUY MODERN DESIGN AND GET
QUALITY. Sold nation-wide.If we do not have
a dealer near you, we will sell direct. Prices are
low due to modern manufacturing, and selling
direct to dealers.

“ W e were surprised when we
identified uric acid as an anti
cholesterol agent," McCarthy af
firmed. “ This compound generally
produces harmful effects when it
increases in body tissues. Uric acid
often produces gout among adults, a
disease marked by painful inflam
mation of the joints."

--Penn State College
of Agriculture

1. Tecumseh 5 H.P. engine, cast iron alloy
valve guides, bronze crankshaft bearing.

4. Tiller unit world’s sim plest-only ONE chain
reduction. Totally enclosed, packed with
grease. Chains use less power at low speeds
than gears. Most all Roto-Hoe tillers have
forged steel tines for extra long life.

Robert D. McCarthy, food scientist in
charge of research.
Dr. McCarthy and associates found
uric acid to be a major inhibitor
of cholesterol formation. This acid is
the primary product excreted by the
body when the compound purine
breaks down or disintegrates. Purine
functions in the structure of genes
and many other body processes.

The Roto-Hoe Company

In the Washington, D.C., area, test
plots were laid out to determine
whether or not lime would affect
Japanese beetle populations. Results
showed that the beetle larvae did not
damage the limes plots.

Dept. FP., Newbury, OH 44065
Gentlemen: Please send me Information
on your tillers and attachments.
Name

_____________ ______________

Address________________ __________
City

___________________________

S ta te _ _ ___________ .Zip____________

An eight-year study by entomolo
gists at an Ohio Research Center
stated: “ That the Japanese beetle
larvae population is directly cor
related with soil acidity seems to be
definitely established. The studies
also indicate that it is possible to
obtain reduced levels of grub pop
ulation by applying lim e.”

Grow with

Farmstead M agazine!

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE is a
storehouse of practical, commonsense information. Eight great is
sues a year will bring you expert
advice on growing a terrific garden,
meeting energy needs economic
ally, building and maintaining your
home and caring for your livestock.
In addition to the variety of articles,
there’s a bookstore section, inter
views, book review, plenty of ori
ginal illustrations and a touch of
humor now and then. So if you’re
looking to become self-reliant and
improve your lot Farmstead belongs
in your home.-

Get started on next year’s garden
now...even while winter storms
rage outside...with your subscrip
tion to FA RM STEAD M A G A Z IN E !

FARMSTEAD

Money back guarantee: If at any time you’re
not completely happy with Farmstead, you
may cancel your subscription and receive a
full refund for all undelivered copies.

M ail Coupon or Card Today

M A G A Z IN E

Home Gardening & Small Farming

D282ES

Farmstead Magazine
Box 111, Freedom, M aine 04941

Please enroll me as a subscriber
to Farmstead.
I enclose payment for:
□ $12.00(One Year) □ $24.00 (Two Years)
□ $36.00 (Three Years)

□ Bill me later.

Subscribe Now & Save

[^Canadian Subscription $15.00 per year.

For just $12.00 a year you get eight
BIG issues (you’d pay $20.00 on the
newsstand). Or SUBSCRIBE for two
years for only $24.00...that means
even BIGGER SAVINGS off the
single copy price!

N am e................... .............................
Address............................................
C ity .....................................................
S tate................. .................... t ___

Zip.................... .........................
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How To Improve
Your Pastures

You con have greener pastures without hard work,
buying exotic grass se e d s or costly chemicals. H e r e ’s how.
by K. Hinricher
ach spring a farm pasture looks
like a picture out of a story
book. It’ s green, lush and
growing so fast you can almost see the
grass push up before your eyes.
But how do you keep it that way?
If your pasture is like those on
many farms, in a month it won’t look
as good. The grass won’t be as
vibrantly green. The plants will not be
as thick. And Bessie, the family milk
cow, will be eating the grass faster
than it can grow back.
Often without realizing it, we abuse
our pastures. Sometimes we do it on
purpose. Land is priced too high to
just go out and buy 10 to 12 acres
when Bessie needs more room to
roam. So we try to get by on what
w e’ve got.

E
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But there are always ways to keep
the green in your pasture without
having to sell Bessie or give her
expensive feed. You don’t have to buy
exotic new grass seeds from South
America, or costly herbicides and
pesticides from the country elevator
to improve your pasture. You don’t
have to plow the land or irrigate it.
You don't even have to work hard at
it.
To improve your pasture you have
to create the right environment for
your grasses to grow in. Creating that
environment takes patience and you
have to use your head.
Here are some key things to
remember about grass:
First, you never see at least half the
plant. The roots are as deep as the
leaves are tall. The roots are probably
more important than the leaves, too,

because the roots determine how
healthy the plant will be and what
type of crop will grow next year.
Second, grazing the grass not only
affects the leaves, but also the roots.
When a cow bites off a mouthful of
leaves, in a way it is also taking a bite
out o f the roots.
Third, like people, grasses are not
all the same. There are 1,000 varieties
of grass in the United States. In your
region there may be as many as 200
different kinds. Each variety has its
own characteristics. Each should be
used differently.
Fourth, no matter what types of
grass you have, they all have one
thing in common—a growing point.
Knowing where to find the growing
point is the most important piece of
grass anatomy you can learn, because
if you cut off the growing point too

early or too late in the season, the
grass won’t grow anymore. But cut it
off just at the right time and the grass
will grow like crazy.
Where do you start?
Find out what type of grass you
have in your pasture. Ten to twelve
different types out of the 200 common
to your part of the country will
produce 80 to 90 percent of the forage
for your livestock. You’ll find not just
one, but many types of grass in a
pasture. That’ s good. Several species
of grass growing together in a pasture
prevents a disease from killing all the
grasses. It is like having an insurance
policy.
If you are used to identifying
garden plants and flowers, identifying
grasses will be more difficult at first.
You can’t pick out grasses by color,
flower or smell. Since grasses are
pollinated by the wind, they don't
need bright colors, fragrances or
nectar to attract insects. To tell the
difference between grasses you! 11
have to study thfc shape of the leaves,
stems and seed heads, the height and
the hairiness of the plant.
rasses can be split into class
ifications which give you some
hints on how to best use them
on your farm. There are warm season
and cool season grasses. Cool season
varieties flourish and make their
major growth in the cool weather of
the spring and fall, when soil temp
eratures reach 40 to 45 degrees
Fahrenheit. They complete their
growth cycle during cooler months
before summer’ s hot weather sets in.
They are usually partially dormant
during warm months. These cooler
weather grasses are important be
cause they help extend the growing
season while warm weather grasses
Eire dormant. Some cool season
grasses are: wheatgrasses, bluegrasses, fescues, bromes, wheat,
barley and other small grains. Warm
season grasses don’t even start
growing until the ground heats up to
around 60-65 degrees Fahrenheit.
They grow best in the summer, and
complete their growth cycle in late
summer or early fall. They thrive in
much o f our rangeland, and especi
ally, the Great Plains area. They
include: greimas; bluestems; dropseeds; lovegrasses; buffalo grass Eind
Indian grass.

G

Grasses are either annuals or
perennials. A perennial remains alive
for severed years. Each spring it
grows new leaves from the crowns
and roots which were dormant

Parts o f
Grass Plant
(Red T op)

Rhizomes

Underground stems store

food

and provide a vegetative

method of

reproduction as an alternative to seeds. Rhizomes sprout laterally from the
mother plant to form new plants.
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... overgrazing affects plant & root growth

through the winter. Annual grasses
start from seeds each year.
Grasses are also classified by
height. Tall prairie grasses, which
once covered the plains from the Mis
sissippi River west grew to heights of
eight feet. Short prairie grasses top
out at 18 inches and form a thick sod
mat.
To get specific information on the
grasses in your area contact the Soil
Conservation Service. It’ s a branch of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
and assists farmers big and small.
Your county extension service, a state
agency, can also help.
How do plants grow?
Trees and shrubs grow from their
tips, but not grasses. Grass grows
from the bottom, pushing the tips of
the leaves out, from a spot called the
growing point.
If you’ve ever pulled a seed stem
out o f a clump of grass and bit into the
tender base, the sweet juice you
noticed was the growing point. It’ s
the spot where the new cells are
formed. You can always find the
growing point just above the last
complete joint in the stem.
20
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In the spring, the growing point is
very near the ground. As the season
progresses, the growing point moves
higher.

actually control the vigor of your
grass.

Because the growing point controls
growth, it is a very important part of
the plant to watch while the grass is
being grazed. If the growing point is
clipped off by the livestock before the
plant matures, the stem will go
dormant and the plant will have to
start regrowing from the base. Such
regrowth is slow.

Unless you’ve got a very smart
cow -an d not even Bessie is this
smart--she won’t leave the growing
point along until just the precise
moment in the plant’s life. You
control how closely she grazes by
moving her off the grass when it gets
short, or when she is close to cutting
off the grazing point.
That job is harder than it sounds, or
more o f us would have better pas
tures. But we have traditionally made
four basic mistakes when using our
pastures.

But if the growing point is removed
after the plant seed has formed inside
the stem, the plant will regrow
rapidly. You can tell the seed has
formed when the stem of the grass
swells at the point where the seed
head will emerge. The grass is then
said to be in the boot stage.
If the seed “ heads out,’ ’ or
emerges from the stem, and then the
growing point is grazed off, the plant
will not begin regrowing at all. Very
little vegetation for grazing will be
produced until the seeds are mature.
By controlling when your animals
graze off the growing point, you can

Grazing Grass

W e put too many animals in one
pasture, and usually let the livestock
graze too soon in the spring. We also
don’t allow the grass to rest, or
re-grow, during the summer, and in
the fall, we don’t take the animals out
of the pasture soon enough.
Putting too many animals in one
pasture is called overstocking. It’ s the
cardinal sin in misusing your pasture.
The stocking rate is the number of
animals one acre of ground will

support. Each part of the country has
its own stocking rate, which depends
on the type of grass, rainfall and soil.
In some parts of the country a cow and
her calf can live on less than an acre.
In the West it takes 40 acres in some
places to support one cow-calf pair.
o find out the stocking rate for
your area, check with the
extension agent in your county
or the Soil Conservation Service. Once
you know what the rate is be careful
not to exceed it even if your pasture
looks as if it could hold more. Stocking
rates reflect how many animals the
land can support in even the worst
year.

T

Percent Leaf
Volume Removed ,
1 0 % .....................................
2 0 % .....................................
3 0 % .....................................
4 0 % .....................................
5 0 % .....................................
6 0 % .....................................
7 0 % .....................................
8 0 % .....................................
9 0 % .....................................

If you want your grass to stay
vigorous all year, give it a head start
on the livestock in the spring. Don’t
let your grazing animals out into the
pasture until the grass is knee high,
for example. That gives the plants
time to grow without being clipped. It
puts them in good shape to regrow
when you do let your animals graze
them.
Rest your grass too. Most good
farmers do this by moving thenanimals between pastures during the
year. If you have several pastures,
make a plan for resting them through
out the year. Instead of putting
animals in each pasture and letting
them graze all season, concentrate
them in one pasture in the spring and
then move them to the next pasture
when they have grazed the grass
down.
If you don’t have the luxury of
owning several pastures, you can
divide up even a small pasture into
individual paddocks with inexpensive
fences. Move your animals every one
to 15 days, or as often as grass
conditions dictate.

By moving your animals from
pasture to pasture, or paddock to
paddock, you’ll be following grazing
patterns established by herds of
bison, deer and antelope. When bison
moved into an area on the Great
Plains they grazed it until the best
grass was gone and then moved on.
Even though the herds were large,
the grass flourished because it had
time to rest and regrow before the
animals returned.
Always leave half the grass in the
pasture at the end of the year. It
sounds like a waste, but the leaves
that are left support the roots, which
will provide new growth in the spring.

Percent Root
Growth Stopped
....................................... 0%
....................................... 0%
....................................... 0%
....................................... 0%
................................... 2-4%
..................................... 50%
..................................... 78%
................................... 100%
................................... 100%

Grass produces twice as many
leaves in a year than it needs to
survive. But when more than half the
leaves are taken off, roots stop
growing. If your animals take 80
percent of the leaves, the roots stop
growing for 12 days. Take 90 percent
and the roots stop growing for 18
days. Each day of growth is important
to the roots because one third of the
root system dies each year due to
natural pruning.
In large pastures uneven grazing
can be a severe problem. Animals
tend to overgraze spots they frequent.
Areas around sources of water are a
particular problem. If possible, move
the water supply or have several
sources scattered throughout the
field. If you also feed your grazing
animals minerals, salt or additional
rations, locate the feeders away from
the water.
Another way to stretch what pas
ture you do have is to plant comple
mentary grasses. If your pasture is
mostly a cool season type, one which
flourishes in the spring but goes
dormant in the summer, plant a warm

season grass that does well in hot
weather. That way when the cool
season grasses begin to slow down
you can move your animals into the
warm season pasture.
If you have a good warm season
pasture it is probably pretty hard to
get good spring grazing. Planting a
cool season grass will help you get
your livestock out on the grass sooner.
Fixing abused pastures takes time.
You may not notice a big difference
the first season you try to improve
your pastures, but have patience. The
difference you’ll see in two or three
seasons will be remarkable. Your old
grasses will be more vigorous. New
grasses will crowd out weeds and
brush. Your livestock will be in better
shape because they will be grazing
better. Bessie might even give more
milk.
D
K . Hinricher homesteads and writes
in Moorhead, Minnesota.

Perennial rye grass
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That Terrible Cold Clay
Clay soil is usually rich, but it takes so m e special
gardening wisdom to unlock its stubborn secrets
and release its potential fertility.
by Fran Stoddard
lay soils Eire very common
throughout this country, and
they can be found all over the
world a£ well. This kind of soil is
troublesome stuff for the gardener,
but it can be worked with and still
produce good results. Clay soil is
often called “ strong land” by farm
ers, and there are certain crops that
actually do well on it—wheat, beans,
potatoes and oak trees—to name a
few.
First of all, how do you know if you
have clay soil? You can have your
county extension agent check it with a
soil testing kit or you can use my
simple home method. Let the kids
walk through your wet garden soil
with their boots on. If the mud that
cakes on their boots dries as hard as
concrete—it’ s probably clay. Clay is

C

sticky when wet and is composed of
the finest individual soil particles.
A soil is classified as “ light” or
“ heavy” depending upon the size of
its particles. “ Light” soil is composed
of large particles, and “ heavy” of
small particles. Pure sand is the
“ lightest” and pure clay (or blue clay)
is considered the “ heaviest.”
Heavy and light soil do not indicate
the weight but rather the ease or
difficulty with which they can be
worked. You can take a shovel and dig
sand with ease, even on a wet beach,
but try to dig clay when it’ s wet! For
that matter, try to stick a pitchfork in
it when it’s dry and hard-packed!
Why is clay so obstinate? Clay soil
consists mainly of aluminum oxides
and related compounds which are so
finely ground they act as colloids and
tend to stick together, making a solid
and often impervious lumpy, hard-tomanage soil. Because it’ s impene
trable to moisture and air, solid clay is
tough going in the garden. But there
are things you can do to make this
stubborn clay fertile and workable.
Soil containing more than 35
percent clay is known as “ cold” soil.
22
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Clay contains so much water in the
springtime that the soil does not
warm up as quickly as other soil types

sand warms the quickest). The sun
causes the water in the clay to
evaporate and this evaporation is
what keeps the soil cool, therefore
delaying planting and germination of
seeds. For this reason, plants in clay
soil may have a shorter growing
season in certain temperate zones
than in other soil types.
Unlike loam and sandy soil, soil
with a high percentage of clay, tends
to “ puddle.” It forms a sticky wet
mass, much like a potter’ s clay. This
kind is almost impossible to cultivate,
for when it gets dry, it hardens like
concrete and forms cracks. Acidity,
working the clay while it is wet and
heavy equipment cause clay to “ pud
dle.”
Clay soils are generally rich in
potential if the plant nutrients can
only be unlocked from their insoluble
chemical compounds. For these nu
trients to do any good, they must
undergo chemical changes to be
dissolved into the soil moisture. The
soil “ atmosphere” must be just right.
Drainage
Why does clay soil usually have
poor drainage? Topsoil is seldom
more than a few inches deep. Subsoil
is the soil directly underneath. Most
plants grow in topsoil but some plants
such as trees, alfalfa, comfrey and
herbs, have roots that go deep into
the subsoil to bring up nutrients. Be
low the subsoil lies rock which scien-

tists say extends to the earth’ s core.
Some sedimentary rocks like chalk,
limestone and sandstone make for
good drainage, while clay (which can
be classified as rock when below top
soil), slate, granite and most ingeneous rock are usually poor for
drainage.
Subsoils are important for drainage
and for bringing up nutrients to
enrich the topsoil. If you have a lot of
clay m both your topsoil and subsoil,
the particles in the clay will be so
close together, especially when wet,
that it can’t drain well. There’s just no
place for the water to go.
Clay land has to be managed
properly to get the best results.
Commercial farmers often invest in
expensive drainage systems. With
enough time, work and money, most
badly-drained fields can be properly
drained. If you are farming on a large
scale and have the time and money,
m6le-drainage is best for clay since
water percolates only short distances
in clay soil. However, since most of us
farm on a small scale we don’t need to
go to all that expense.
Clay D o’s and Don’ts
Don’t use heavy equipment or let
heavy-hooved animals graze on clay
soil when it’ s wet. It will cause it to
puddle.
Do plow or work it at exactly the
right time when it isn’t wet. Clay has
the propensity to “ flocculate” which
means that the microscopic particles
which make the clay stick together
will under certain conditions make it
lump together into larger particles.
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This is good as it will make the clay
work easier, drain better and breathe
better because air will be allowed to
get down into it. Air in the soil is
essential for good plant growth as it
allows roots to penetrate more easily
and earthworms will work much
easier and more readily in it. So, if
you can get clay to flocculate, you
have practically won the battle.
Do keep the soil more alkaline (as
opposed to acid). Do expose clay to air
and frost, add humus and provide for
good drainage. If your soil is acid, use
lime and in extreme cases incorporate
sand in with your clay. Clay is usually
rich in potash, and thus naturally
alkaline. If this is the case with yours,
you won’t need to lime it. Have your
soil tested to find its pH.
Clay contains aluminum. When
clay or soil has aluminum together
with high acidity, it makes the
aluminum soluble and thus “ avail
able” to the plant roots. Aluminum
in more than trace amounts can be
toxic to plants, therefore you should
try to keep clay soils from becoming
too acid. Applications of organic
matter plus lime will “ lock” the
aluminum in the soil and prevent it
from getting into your plants' roots.
Sandy soil is known as “ hungry”
soil because whatever you put on for
fertilizer will leach quickly away. But
clay soil is just the opposite. There
fore, you want to strike a happy
medium. By putting some sand along
with fertilizer (organic is much better
than chemical) into clay soil, your soil
will improve.

^SEVERAL V/AXS "To DEAL

5. Use the permaculture, method as
described by Bill Mollison in his
books “ Permaculture One”
and
“ Permaculture Two” * Mollison's
methods are similar to Ruth Stout’s
“ No Work” method, using mulch the
year around. But his techniques are
more extensive and go into plant
selecting and reseeding.

Add sand if drainage is really bad and
if necessary, put in some mole
drainage ditches. Your county exten
sion service will provide details for
this procedure.

1iC FAMILY G ARDEN :

All is not hopeless with clay soil
now that you understand its composi
tion, why it puddles and how to
remedy it. Remember—keep heavy

2. For family gardens, you can treat
clay soil the same as for a large field.
Or, you can build up the soil
organically. Plow, dig by hand or use
a rotor-tiller when soil is not wet.
Lime it and add fertilizer, compost,
manure, mulch—anything that will
turn into good humus. The richer the
soil, the more the earthworms will like
it and the better the soil can breathe l

Fo r

im p r o v e d

machinery off clay soil when wet and
don’t let the cows trample it. Keep it
alkaline, not acid. Flocculate clay by
good drainage and the addition of
lime and humus. Plow it when it’s not
wet and when the soil is warm. Let
frost and air penetrate it and add sand
when the clay is really bad.
□

.d r a j m a g c

3. If drainage is really bad, build your
garden in terraces. This is in contrast
to the procedure used in sandy soil
where you would plant in the ditches
where irrigation would be applied.
You plant on the ridges with clay
soils.
4. You can build garden boxes in
raised beds and fill them with
composted earth. They can be as
large as you wish to build and as
plentiful.

♦from International Tree Crops Insti
tute, USA, Winters, California 95694.
$8.95 and $10.95, respectively.
Fran Stoddard is the author of
“ Cattails” in the Early Summer 1981
issue of Farmstead. She gardens and
improves her
soil
in
Brandon,
Vermont. Art by Liz Buell.
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1. For your larger fields of hay and
grain: Don't plow them when wet, but
when conditions are favorable plow
and lime then, if needed. If you can
plow in the fall and let them set
undisturbed all winter, the frost and
air will help to flocculate the soil. By
turning under hay stubble and any
organic material year after year, the
soil can only get better and better.
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Be A Potato Pioneer
Pros and Cons
Potatoes are one of America’ s
favorite vegetables and are
grown in every state. A Gallup
poll found that 26 percent of
home gardeners grow potatoes.
Now we have a new potato which
can be grown from seed.
Johnny’ s Selected Seeds in
Maine lists the disadvantages as
well as the advantages to using
potato seed as opposed to the
traditional tubers.
Potato Seed Advantages
*

by Doris Stebbins
hat are those plants in the
window pots?” friends ask,
looking closely at the bright
green leaves. Then, if they look close
ly enough, they may add with sur
prise, ‘ ‘They look just like potatoes!”
To this I reply, ‘ ‘they are potatoes,
started from seeds like tomatoes and
peppers.” Their disbelief is two steps
short of shock, because who ever
heard of starting potatoes from seed?
But the W. Atlee Burpee Company
believes so strongly in the future of
growing potatoes from seed that they
sent me a trial packet. In fact, the new
Burpee seeds catalog encourages all
gardeners to try these seeds in any
climate and soil where potatoes
normally do well.
Explorer—the first potato commer
cially available which can be grown
from seed -is aptly named. Its intro
duction this year follows many years
of research in China, the United
States and elsewhere.
‘ ‘Start them indoors like toma
toes,” advises Burpee’s Mr. Torrey,
and set them out when the weather
warms. Give them a warm, welllighted area four to six weeks before
the last expected spring frost. Sow the
seeds in potting soil or planting
formula and cover them lightly. Keep
soil slightly moist. In 10 to 15 days

W
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seedlings will emerge at 64 to 72
degrees, growing the strongest at 60
to 65 degrees Fahrenheit. When
seedlings have developed at least two
pairs of leaves, transplant them to
individual containers. Set them out in
a sunny location in the garden after all
danger of frost is past. Give them
fertile, well-drained and deeply-pre
pared, acid soil. Space them in groups
of three plants every 18 inches in
furrows six inches deep and two and a
half to three feet apart; pull soil in
around (Re base of the plants to a half
inch abbve tops o f root balls.”
To avoid the usual growth of
dandelions and other pesky weeds
commonly known to choke potatoes,
mulch with plastic or organic material
to control weeds and hold moisture in.
You can dig small “ new” potatoes
to cook with your peas in 90 days and
firm mature potatoes in the fall before
a heavy frost. Store as any other
potatoes, in a cool damp, dark place
(35 - 40 degrees Fahrenheit).
If you’re adventuresome by nature
and a pioneer at heart, you’ll want to
see what it’ s like to be a potato
pioneer by trying this unique method
of growing a unique potato.
□
Doris Stebbins pioneers in unusual
vegetables and writes in St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

Eliminates need to handle,
ship and store a large volume
of tubers for propagation.
* Eliminates the transmittal of
viruses and other diseases in
the tuber to the next crop.
* Has the potential for a large
choice of varieties as do
tomatoes today.
Potato Seed Disadvantages
*
*

*
*
*

*

Seedlings are not frost hardy
in the spring.
Requires facilities to grow
potato seedlings as direct
seeding is not reccomended.
Currently there is only one
variety available.
The crop from seeds is late
maturing.
Young seedlings are more
delicate than plants from
tubers.
The harvested potatoes are
smaller than those grown
from tubers.

Burpee would like any
home gardeners who try the
Explorer to report back on how
well the potatoes do since they
are still undergoing field testing.
Burpee offers a trial packet of 50
seeds for 25 cents with any order
from its free catalog. In their
same catalog 50 seed pieces of
Kennebec, Red Pontiac or White
Cobbler potatoes go for $6.95, so
by trying potato seed you can
save quite a bit of money as well
as help provide information on
this new and promising
experiment. □

P ennsylvania M o th e r R eveals:

How Natural Cooking
Helped Heal Her Son
and
How You Con Ease Your Way
Into A Happier, Healthier Life Style
Pardon m e fo r asking, but,

MUCH M O RE THAN JUST A C O O K B O O K

WHAT IF THERE'S A BETTER WAY
TO FEED YOUR FAMILY?

The Good Life Guide to Natural Cooking is like
three books in one. Its nutritional guide sum 
marizes the current wisdom on nutritional eating
in 30 simple, concise pages. It tells you:
• What’ s wrong with processed foods,
white flour and refined sugar

The reason I ask you is this: for /ears I thought
I was doing the best I could. With what I knew
then I probably was. If my son Eric hadn’t
become hyperactive I never would have stumbled
on to the marvelous discoveries that revolution
ized my fam ily’ s eating habits and caused us all
to fe e l so much better. . . and so much better

a b o u t ourselves.
When the doctor told me my precious son
would be on a drug called ritalin for the rest of
his life I just couldn’t buy it. Believing in God as
I d o . . . I just knew there had tc be A Better Way.
I studied the scriptures and everything else I
could find about nutrition and this just confirmed
my beliefs. There is A Better Way to feed your
family. I Know ’cuz we found it.

FAR SIMPLER 0 CHEAPER
THAN HEALTH FOODS
AND WE NEVER HAVE TO DIET
Mind you, I never imagined myself to be a
health food nut. That whole thing seemed so
bland, expensive and complicated. I discovered,
however, that with very little real effort on my
part I could dramatically alter my fam ily’s intake
of unhealthy foods and gradually begin to sub
stitute wholesome, delicious, nutritious ones
instead. H ealth y easing d o e s n ’t have to be
d u ll or d iffic u lt. We enjoy eating now more
than ever and we all feel better and are pounds
lig h te r... and we N E V E R have to diet.
We found tha* eating the way we were meant
to satisfies us completely and keeps us in
excellent shape.
Best of all, anyone can find this better way and
your family will love it! No more bland diets, no
more radical self-denial programs. No more
complicated cooking schemes. Most of the foods
we now eat can be prepared with common
ingredients that are readily available. You don’t
need to be a nutritional genuis and you won’t
have to do all your shopping in expensive
health food stores.

YOU'LL L O O K AND FEEL BETTER
When our neighbors and friends saw the
dramatic change in Eric (he’ s now been off of
drugs for over six years and will never need them
again) and the way our whole family began to
thrive ju s t b e c a u s e we began to e at
b etter, they wanted copies of my recipes. We
printed some up and sold around 2,000 copies,
almost solely by word of mouth. That’s when
Good Life Resources decided to offer you My
Cooking Guide.

• Why supplements are essential
• How to choose the best supplements
• Natural sugar substitutes with no cancer
causing additives
• What about cholesterol
• Why too much meat can be bad for you
• What additives to a v o id ... and Much,
Much More!
Included is a bibliography to point the way to
books that can help you even more.There’ s also
the miraculous story of my son’ s dramatic re
covery from the ill effects of hyperactivity.

“ Excellent; the front part information is very
helpful and opens a lot of peoples eyes to the
food they are eating.” — Don and Shirly Dick,
Supervisors, Apollo, Pa.
“ Thank you for your research and precious
time used in preparing your book and for sharing
your good inform ation." — Joan Stauffer,
Lancaster, Pa.
“ Thank you so much for taking the time to
write and compile such a wonderful cookbook.
Many of my friends are really interested in
good health and your book brings them a whole
new w orld.” — Earnest Carey, Pottsville, Pa.

the Qoot> Ift guide

OVER 2 7 0 DELICIOUS, HEALTHY,'
SIMPLE-TO-PREPARE TASTE TREATS
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Scrumptous main dishes
Creative casseroles
Delightfully different desserts
Unique salads & beverages
Natural breads
Healthy cakes, cookies & candies
Even appetizers & other miscellaneous
treats

THOSE W H O V E TRIED IT LIKE IT
“ Your cookbook is the greatest!’ ’ — Barb
Thompson, Murreysville, Pa.
“ People in our group have been asking how
they too could have your terrific recipes. I am
looking forward to beginning a new adventure
in my kitchen.” — Vickie Greening, Supervisor
Shaklee Products, Rockvale, Tennessee

GUARANTEE
You can’t lose. Many have already paid
fifteen dollars and more just for a Natural
Cookbook. W e’ re pleased to offer you over 270
recipes, plus the nutritional guide, bibliography,
and my son’ s dramatic testimony for only $9.95.
You've got everything to gain and nothing to
lose. If you’ re not completely satisfied your
money will be cheerfully refunded. Order today,
and while you’ re at it, get one for a friend. The
G o o d Life G uide is a Natural gift idea for
weddings, showers, Mother’ s Day and any
time you want to show someone you care.

A NATURAL GIFT IDEA THAT KEEPS ON GIVING. . . Great for Showers, Weddings, M other’s
Day, any one you love!

KAREN, YOUR Cooking Guide sounds like something I’ve been looking for. With your
money-back guarantee i ’ve got nothing to lose. Please send m e _________________ copies
at $9.95 each, (add a nickel and w e’ ll pay postage and handling.)

TOTAL enclosed________________________
SHIP TO:
N A M E ______________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________ :____________________________________________
CITY__________________________________ STATE_____________________ ZIP______________
To keep our cost down, only prepaid orders can be accepted.
P.S. □

Send info on how our group can use your Cooking Guide as a fundraiser.

Please make check to Good Life Resources and mail, today to 5764 Mill St. Erie, Pa. 16509
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Is a TILLER For You?
Whenscouting around
fo r a tiller, there are
almost as many things to
look fo r as there are
crops to grow.

by Terrence Day
ood soil is the foundation of a
good garden, and cultivation is
a key to good soil. Cultivating
provides a une seed bed, controls
weeds, aerates the ground, and by
tilling in the organic matter it
improves the soil’ s water retentive
properties. It also prevents key plant
nutrients from leeching away.
Initially, a hoe and a spade may be
all you need to keep the garden
producing, but as your interest in
gardening grows, and your commit
ment to wholesome food and greater
independence from the local grocery
store becomes more firmly estab
lished, you will want to expand, and
the hoe and spade, though they can
still do the job, may not be efficient.
You may consider a move to mechani
zation and a rotary tiller. Especially if
you are employed outside the home,
time becomes a factor when you want
to grow more. And like the de
cision to burn wood as a primary
source of heat, a rotary tiller can
affect your garden in much the same
way that a chainsaw affects your
woodpile—you may wonder how you
ever survived without it.
Before considering a rototiller you
should probably do some serious
evaluation of your gardening prac
tices. How big is your garden, and
how big do you want it to become? A
60 x 50 foot plot (3,000 square
feet; 5,700 square feet is one-eighth
o f an acre) is about as large a garden
as a single gardener can work alone

G
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comfortably with hand tools. There
are of course a lot of variables
involved in what any particular person
can do, and this is only a general
estimate.
You must also consider how much
time you are willing to devote to your
garden.. Are you in good health,
strong, young, old? A rototiller is a
big machine, and though manufact
urers claim you can use them with one
hand, and some you indeed can, they
must be respected and you must be
capable of controlling yours. How
often do you think you will use it?
What will you use it for? Most tillers
today are capable of adapting to many
options.
\
Are you prepared for the greater
production and do you have the
means and space to store it? What can
you spend on your tiller? In short,
once you’ve devised your own list of
gardening priorities and are fully
aware of your needs, you can begin
searching for the machine for you. A
rototiller is a big investment, thus it
demands and deserves attention.
When scouting around for a tiller,
there are almost as many things to
look for and investigate as there are
crops to grow. Tillers usually have
tine mounts in the front or the rear of
the wheels, the tines being the part of
the machine that turns the soil. There
are tillers that do not have wheels and
so do not fall in either catagory. These
usually have two rows of counter
rotating tines, and are worth consid

eration, but will not be covered here.
Front-tine tillers are propelled by
the tine blades, with the weight of the
machine pushing the blades into the
soil, thus drawing it forward. The
tines work double-time in both tilling
and propelling, and this can lead to
control problems, with the machine
walking away from the operator on
hard or stony soil. Rear-tine tillers are
generally better balanced and easier
to maneuver than the front tine. To
turn them you lift so the tines come a
little out of the soil, and pivot in the
direction you wish to go. The forward
motion of the rear-tined tiller is
controlled by the wheels, so the tines
turn more than the wheels and as a
result there is more chopping done
per foot. This is called the “ tine speed
ratio.’ ’
There are quality tillers of both
styles available, with the front tine
generally the less expensive. Your
choice will depend on your needs and
gardening plans. The rear-tine tillers
usually have greater horsepower and
better balance, which makes them
ideal for turning in cover crops and
green manure; while the front end
tiller can have difficulty cutting
through heavy plant cover. You must
do your homework and get some
hands-on experience by trying out as
many as possible. What feels good to
you?
You should also consider the horse
power you will need. Will you just be
cultivating or will you also be turning

in organic matter? Do you plan to turn
virgin soil? If you are planning heavy
work you will want to consider the
rear-tined models and a larger
horsepower, say six to eight. As you
con sid er larger h orsepow er the
weight of the machine will become a
bigger consideration, and you will
want to make sure that it is wellbalanced. The weight will work for
you in a well-balanced machine, but
against you when it is poorly dis
tributed.
You should check the drive and
type of tines. They come in different
styles, with different advantages.
Rototillers have either a gear or
chain-driven assembly. They are both
good. The chain driven is cheaper and
easier to repair, but will at the same
time tend to wear out more quickly.

Tine Designs
The type of tine blades is also an
important consideration. After all,
they are doing the work that you
bought the machine for; they cultivate
the soil. There are at least five basic
designs for tines, though manu
facturers may call theirs something
different for various reasons.
-•Chisel tines are usually the cheapest
and are best on rocky ground and
clay. They are not especially good for
turning in plant matter and tend to
clog easily on grass and weeds, so
they are not recommended for the
organic gardener.
--Slicer tines are short and knifelike
and dig about six to nine inches, but
will also become tangled on organic
matter.

--Slasher tines are designed more to
cut and chop, and are larger than the
slicer tines and good for turning sod
and breaking ground for the first
time.
--Finger tines provide good traction
and perform well in preparing the
seedbed and cultivating.
--Bolo tines are usually used on the
bigger six- to eight-horse power
models. These are heavier and move
more dirt per revolution so the work is
done faster. They mulch and cultivate
well without clogging.

B

ecause a tiller is perhaps the
biggest investment you will
make in your garden, you
should be thorough ip your invest
igation. Decide how often you will use
it and how fast you want to get things

Front-Tine Tiller
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A u to H oe Inc.
P .O . Box W 121
Lost Dauphin D rive
D eP ere, W iscon sin 54115
C h orem aster & M agna
M agn a A m erican Corp.
P .O . B ox 90
R aym ond, M ississip pi 39154

1

6

2

3 -5

1 0 0 -1 3 0

F

3 .5 -8

„

3 -5

3 -5

3 -5

120 - 350

F,R

$340 - $950

140

72 -1 8 1

F

F

$439 - $469

$234 - $853

G ravely D ivision
M cG raw -E dison Co.
O ne G ravely Lane
q ie jn m o n s, North Carolina 27012
Carl H eald Inc.
P .O . Box 1148
4
Benton H arbor, M ichigan 49022
H onda
A m erican H onda

1 2 8 -1 4 7

F

8

2 -8

57 - 284 F,R
(shipping)

5

8 -1 2

355 - 476

F

$1500 - $2500

2 (kits)

5

122 -1 2 5
(shipping)

F

$280 - $300

6

2 -7

355-476

F,R

$300 - $1000

8 5 -1 6 6

F

$ 3 0 8 -$ 5 1 4

$594 (kit)

3

2 -5

5 3 -1 5 8

F

$279 - $429

(

2

1

3 .5 -5

5

The type and condition of your soil
will help dictate how you use your
rototiller. Heavy sod or dense weed
growth that has not been tilled in
some time is not easily turned with
any machine. You could Cover it with
mulch and till it after the growth has
rotted, or you could jump right in with
your tiller, but don’t do so im

75 -1 8 4

1 1 5 -2 3 0
(shipping)

F.R

R

$398 - $955

$970 - $3800

2 -6

(shipping)

M ainline
B ox 348
London, O hio 43140

3

$ 2 6 0 -$ 1 0 5 0

$290 - $420
John D eere & Co.
John D eere Rd.
M oline, Illinois 61205

How to Use
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100 W . Alondra Blvd.
G ardena, California 90247

done. How do your needs correspond
with the price of the machine you
want, its expected life, and the
greater productivity you will reap?
What horsepower will meet your
needs? Where will you take it if
something goes wrong? If you plan to
do the mechanics yourself, does a
parts diagram come with the ma
chine? And since balance is crucial,
does the machine feel good in your
hands?
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70

$314 - $389

S heb oygan Falls, W iscon sin 53085

Frazer Farm E quipm en t
1919-23 So. W ayn e St.
A uburn, Indiana 47355

4 -5

o

Price

Tine M ou n t

Price
$298.95

•

D ayton E lectric M fg . Co.
5959 H ow ard St.
C h icago, Illinois 60648

Ford Tractor and Im plem ents
O peration o f N. A m erica
2500 E. M aple Rd.
Troy, M ichigan 48084

1

Z

G ardener Rototiller
G ardening Naturally
Rte 102

G ilson Brothers
Box 152
Plym outh, W isconsin 53073

1

F eldm ann E n gin eering and
M anufacturing

F*

TILLER j!
Stockbridge, M assachusetts 02162

3

Clark M anufacturing
P.O . Box 999
C on yers, G eorgia 30207

D ynam ark Corp.
165 W . C h icago A ve.
C h icago, Illinois 60110
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T ine M ou n t

-

W eigh t
[p ou n d s]

PO B ox 75
Southam pton, PA 18966

21.2cc
(about
4hp.)

H orsep ow er

AGCO

W eig h t
[p ou n d s]

TILLER j!

H orsep ow er

Your 1982 Rototiller Directory

M asport A m erica
200 G ate 5 Rd.
Sausalito, California 94965

’’

M urray O hio M fg . Co.
P .O . Box 268
B rentw ood, T en n essee 37027

patiently. It will take a nujnber of
passes in different directions to chop
up all the green matter, work it into
the soil, and bring the soil to that
loose, fluffy and friable state you
want.
'
Tillage is particularly important
before planting trees, shrubs, bushes
and any perennial that will be left
undisturbed for a number of years.
You want that soil to be as close to
perfect as possible.
Soil is always in a state of flux, so it
is essential for any gardener, es
pecially the serious one, to maintain
the cycle of nutriepts. The soil
nourishes crops, which in turn feed
animals and man (and the soil), whose
waste must be returned to the land to
feed the soil. We must constantly
tend our soil because it is, in a way,
the nucleus of life. Soil is composed of
95 percent minerals that must be

3

8 -1 0

160 - 240

R

$ 1 1 0 0 -$ 2 4 6 6

1

3

96

F

$399

2

3 -5

70 -1 5 5

F

$400

present in sufficient quantities to
make the topsoil rich and conducive to
growth.

Three Major Minerals
Nitrogen: responsible for the veg
etable growth above the ground, and
with a good supply, plants will grow
strong and have lush green foliage.
Nitrogen supplies must be constantly
replenished.
Potassuim: is essential for strength
and bacteria resistance.
Phosphorous: builds strong roots,
aids fruit development and disease
resistance.
These are the major nutrients of
plant nutrition, but sulphur (supplies
protein), magnesium (cholorophyll
development), calcium (regulates in
take and balance of nutrients), and

Price

Tine
M ount

W eig h t
[p ou n d s]

3 -8

R o p e r O utdoor P ow er Products
1905 W . Court St.
K ankakee, Illinois 60901

4

3 -8

R oto-H oe
100 Auburn Rd.
N ew bury, O hio 44065

5

3 .5 -8

125 - 245 F,R

$220 - $780

'7

3 -8

85 - 395 F,R
(shipping)

$300 ,-$1420

3

3 -8

133 -1 7 8
(shipping)

F

$390 - $640

4

5 -8

160 - 286

R

$ 8 6 9 -$ 1 4 0 9

W h ite Farm O utdoor Products
2625 Butterfield Rd.
O akw ood, Illinois 60521

4

3 -8

73 - 330

F.R

$ 3 0 7 -$ 1 1 8 9

Yardm an E quipm en t Co.
Box 36910
C leveland, O hio 44136

7

3 -8

6 0 -1 4 5

F,R

$325 - $1265

3

90

R

$599

Sears R oebuck & Co.
Sears T ow er
BSC 20-04
C h icago, Illinois 60684
Sim plicity M fg .
500 No. Spring St.
Port W ash in gton , W iscon sin 53074
Troy-Bilt
G arden W ay M fg .
102 St. & Ninth Ave.
Troy, New York 12180

Y ellow bird
P recision Valley M fg . C o.
Rt. 4 Box 247
W o o d stock , V erm ont 05091

1 1 5 -2 3 0 F,R
(shipping)

$190 - $600

6

94 - 150

F

$305 - $725

1

1

Photo courtesy of MAINLINE

Parm i & Lazy Boy
Parm i T ool C o.
B ox 326
Lynn, Indiana 47355

ji
z 0

H orse
pow er

TILLER

F* D irect drive tiller
F -F r o n t-m o u n te d tines
R -R e a r -m o u n te d tines
R* —T w o sets o f counter rotating tines (w heelless)
Prices are recent, but su bject to ch an ge.

Rear-Tine Tiller
the other “ trace” elements are also
absolu tely essen tial for healthy
growth and reproduction.
Good soil consists of one quarter
air, which can be achieved with
regular cultivation. By loosening the
soil you avoid compaction, aerate it
and reincorporate organic matter,
weeds and cover crops back in.
Composting, mulching, leaf mold,
lime and ground rock fertilizers are all
good additions that help keep your
soil strong.
If you have sandy soil you can use
your tiller to turn in compost and
manure to improve the water re
tention and add essential nutrients. If
you have clay soil you can use a tiller
to add organic matter, wood ashes or
sand to make it more friable.
In addition to tilling, cultivating
and soil reclamation projects, most

machines (especially those with more
horsepower) can usually be fitted with
a host of options. There are til-row
attachments to prepare rows and
seedbeds, disc shields to protect
plants, furrowers, utility carts, plows
and sickle bars. You can also get
attachments for snow throwers and
grain grinders. Some companies even
have attachments like hydraulic log
splitters and spray pumps that use the
tiller merely as a power source.
‘ A tiller is a basic humus building
tool for the organic gardener. It
prepares the bed in spring, cultivates
between the rows all summer long
and nourishes the soil with compost
and cover crops in the autumn. It will
be there from the beginning to the
end of your gardening season.
□

Art by Christopher Walker.

Safety and Care
--Check and change the oil often.
—If chain-driven, keep chain and
bearings lubricated.
—Do not refuel a running engine.
—Always wear hard shoes when
using your tiller.
-Disconnect spark plug wire
before going near the tiller tines
to clear them.
—Always maintain complete con
trol of the tiller.
—Stay away from fencing, con
crete and ditches.
—Be sure all belts are guarded.
—Stay behind the machine.
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The Quackgrass Conspiracy
H ow to beat back this form idable garden fo e .
,

by Robyn Healey

‘

y

e ’ve learned a lot about quack
grass in the past four years.
When we moved to our country
place one of our first priorities was to
start a garden, in a field that had
produced nothing but hay for thirty
years.
The sod was turned over quite
nicely by a tractor, disked and
dragged. It looked fine and brown for
about a week. Then it began turning
green again. Inspection revealed that
the grass that had been plowed under
had simply begun growing up the
opposite way off the root. We
rototilled the garden. W e rototilled
again. And again. Then someone
pointed out that each time a quack
grass root is broken, each piece starts
a new plant. W e mulched. The stuff
grew through hay. It even grew
through potatoes'in the ground. I
need not tell more—that first year
garden was declared a disaster area.
Over the winter, I did so ae reading
and learned just what a formidable
enemy we were up against. It seemed
that there was nothing short of
chemicals or burying it for long
periods of time to kill it.
Undaunted, springtime found me
plucking every quackgrass root that I
could find. W e then spread news
paper (at least four pages thick)
everywhere where nothing was plant
ed, and covered it with a layer of hay.
The grass grew through the mulch. Of
course. But my new-found knowledge
could be applied. A good thick mulch
Will cause the quackgrass roots to run
just under the mulch’ s surface; an
easy matter to lift them out. They
break very easily, a survival char
acteristic that is very effective. They
are also, however, surprisingly strong
once removed from the earth. I even
wove a basket out of quackgrass
roots.
Last year, I managed to keep the
grass under control; and this year, I
got the upper hand. What have I
learned? I will share my magic with
you. My plan was a simple, biologic
ally sound, three-pronged attackconstant cultivation (to deter abund
ant growth), manual removal of the

W
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Quackgrass can grow 18 to 30
inches high and make great numbers
of seeds that have the ability to
germinate for four years or more.
The rhizomes spread laterally and
quickly choke out all but the most
vigorous of crops. Corn, cabbage,
squash and tomatoes can withstand a
quackgrass invasion because it’s easy
to hoe around them and their roots
can penetrate the weed’ s thick
rhizomes. .

roots whenever possible, and vigil
ance to remove young plants before
they become a problem.
Constant cultivation is disruptive to
quackgrass. A lready established
grass is thrown for a loop when it’ s
suddenly cut off from its communal
root system. It tries to send out new
root runners and new top growth at
the same time, thereby weakening
itself. For a short time after culti
vation, the survival strengths of the
plant are working against it. If one
cultivation after another is carried out
faithfully, the grass can be controlled.
I cannot emphasize faithfully enough.
Cultivation approximately every nine
days, or more often during strong
growth periods, is essential. After
cultivation go through and remove,
either by hand or with rake, all loose
quackgrass roots. Following this plan,

the interior of the garden would be
free of quackgrass by the end of the
second growing season.
It is also helpful to plant crops that
provide dense shade that will smother
the quackgrass. Squash and pump
kins work very well, especially if you
hoe regularly until the plants produce
a heavy growth. The boundaries of a
garden in the midst of a hayfield of
quackgrass and other mixed grasses
is bound to be infringed upon
constantly. To partially alleviate this
problem I have successfully mulched
heavily around the outer perimeter of
the garden.
To combat new growth from seed, I
watch closely for seedlings. They
have not yet had time to develop an
inter-Connected root system and can
be easily plucked from the ground.
Laying the grass in a single layer on
top of the mulch, with the roots
openly exposed to the drying effects
of the sun and the air, has proved an
effective way to deal with both young
plants and established root runners
that are pulled out of the mulch or the
ground during cultivation.
Do not compost quackgrass roots,
unless, of course, you’d like to see a
nice, green, well-nourished mound of
quackgrass. Som etim es thinking
about how quackgrass can grow under
the most adverse conditions, I get a
feeling that if I were to get my
quackgrass root basket wet, it might
start growing again too. So beware.
Compost and quackgrass roots do not
belong together!
Quackgrass is a formidable foe in
the garden, but it is also a staunch
ally in the hayfield. Here, its quick
growth and strong root system bind
loose soil and provide excellent
erosion control, while the thick grass
cover makes it difficult for broadleaf
weeds to get established. It offers,
palatable grazing for livestock and
makes a good hay, especially where
better grasses won’t thrive, like in
some areas of the West. For optimum
nutrition, it should, like any other
hay, be cut before the majority of the
plants set seed.
□
Robyn S. Healey gardens in Norwich,
New York. Art by Elizabeth Bailey.

Raise your own
on Blue Seal

■■■cmd SAVE
Sound good? Your participating Blue Seal Dealer
is holding his “Chick Days” celebration . . . he’ll
take your order for egg production or meat birds
. . . he’s offering “early bird” specials on feeders,
waterers, and other things you may need . . . his
up-to-the-minute guides to poultry management
are free for the asking. Naturally, he has the Blue
Seal Feeds to make you the most over feed cost.

And not just for hens and broilers. Blue Seal also
has a complete line of feeds for turkeys and pigs
(not to mention sheep, goats, and beef cattle).
What you grow yourself is better than anything
you can buy and Blue Seal Feeds make the
growing better to keep the cost down! On farm
performance built our business . . . your Blue
Seal Dealer can let you in on our secret!

Look for the name of your Blue Seal Dealer in the Yellow Pages under Feed Dealers
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Plant a Garden
For Your Livestock

Barnyard friends will benefit from the extra vitamins
and minerals that

c a r r o t s ,kale

and other vegetables will supply
by Sandy Dews

hy not take the time this year
and plant a garden for your
goats, chickens, cows, horses
and other barnyard friends? Plan on a
wide variety of vegetables to feed not
only during the growing season, but
for winter use as well. Your livestock
will enjoy the variety in their diet, and
it will help cut feed costs and increase
milk production.
If you already have a garden,
providing the extra vegetables for
your livestock won’t add much work.
Remember, however, they replace

W
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only a portion of the regular ration,
and the animals should still be
receiving grain and hay or pasture.
Like any new food, introduce it slowly
or the rumen bacteria may not be able
to handle the unaccustomed feed.
When feeding the vegetables to any
milking doe, for example, it is best to
feed directly following milking, or at
least four hours before to avoid off
flavors in the milk.
Carrots are the mainstay on our
homestead, and last year we harvest
ed over 600 pounds. We store them in
feed bags in the cellar, leaving the
tops of the bags open to allow the air
to circulate. W e do have minor rotting

problems but not enough to warrant
any changes in our system. Carrots
are an excellent source of vitamins A
and C as well as copper and
manganese.
Mangels are one of the easiest
crops to raise for your livestock. They
are relatively trouble free to grow,
yield an amazing amount in a small
area and are easy to harvest. I don’t
over feed them to our buck goats since
it can cause urinary calculi if fed over
an extended period of time. Their
main benefit is as a source of
succulence and bulk during the winter
months. Like carrots, the mangels can
be winter-stored in feed bags.

Sugar beets are grown the same as
mangels; yet I’ve found them to be
slightly more difficult to raise and the
yield is much lower. The garden space
can be put to better use growing
something else.
Sunflowers are relatively easy to
grow and the entire plant may be fed
to your animals, although unless the
stalks are chopped your critters may
ignore them. Sunflowers are high in
fiber, protein, digestible energy,
manganese, potassium and phos
phorus.
Pumpkins are not only easy to grow
and store well, but they are an
excellent source of vitamins A and C.
I simply cut the pumpkin into large
chunks and feed them seeds and all.
The seeds are over 14 percent
digestible protein, so even if you are
using the pumpkin in your kitchen,
save the seeds for your livestock.
Everyone who has ever planted
zucchini knows full well the prolific
powers of this plant. Simply let the
squash get fairly large and slice
lengthwise to feed. There will also be
an abundance of seeds your creatures
will relish.
The cultivation of winter squash is
the same as that for pumpkins. The
variety doesn’t really matter nutrientwise, although I prefer the large types
of squash simply because it always
seems easier to handle one large
squash than several smaller ones.
Most everyone with a garden has
some sweet com . My goats love the
stalks, and I even feed them the husks
after harvesting the ears. For the
most feed value, cut the stalks as soon
as you have picked the ears. Once the
plant dries out its feed value is almost
nil. I go through the garden every few
days cutting the stalks without ears
(also those stalks too small to ever
develop ears before frost) and feed
them to my animals.
In England a special variety of kale
is grown especially for livestock
feeding. It is a large growing plant,
and like the kale we are accustomed to
it is an excellent succulent feed.
During mild winters it can be har
vested late into the year. Rabbits
relish this green winter treat and so
will your other barnyard friends.
Most homesteaders are familiar
with comfrey. It is an easy to grow
perennial that can be cut as often as
four or five times a season, and ranks
with alfalfa in its protein content. It
can be cured into hay but not without

a lot of work because of the thick
stems. You would be better off
feeding the comfrey during the
growing season and feeding some
thing else in the winter. If your goats
or other critters won’t eat the leaves
fresh, try leaving them in the sun
several hours to wilt before offering
them to the animals.
Soybeans are an excellent source of
protein but should be fed with
caution. Soybeans contain an anti
trypsin factor. Trypsin is an enzyme
which helps to produce a more
thorough digestion of the protein
substances. If fed in small amounts
there should be no problem. The
grain ration should contain no more
than 20 percent raw soybeans. If you
crack or grind the soybeans, prepare
an amount sufficient only for several
days, and store the unused grain in a
cool, dry place, especially during
warm weather when the oils can
quickly become rancid.
Do NOT feed raw soybeans if your
feed contains urea; the combination is
often deadly.
Parsley is a valuable source of
calcium , thiam in, riboflavin and
niacin. It is rich in vitamin A and
contains more vitamin C than an
orange. While goats, for instance, can
produce their own vitamin C in their
systems and require no additional
supply, parsley should not be over
looked for its mineral and vitamin A
content. Chickens love to pick at it
and your rabbits will love its pungent
smell and taste.
In addition to what I feed fresh, I
dry several gallons of parsley every
summer. A handful on top o f the grain
will perk up a critter’s appetite during
the winter months when a steady diet
of hay and grain can get to be rather
monotonous.
One winter one of my goats
developed watery eyes, and while we
keep antibiotics on hand for use when
needed, I prefer not to use them
unless necessary. I fed this doe two
quarts of dried parsley at ' each
milking and in four days her eyes
were completely cleared up. The
other goats also received dried par
sley in smaller amounts mid no one
else developed eye problems. Did
the parsley, so rich in vitamin A
“ cure” the watery eyes? I don’t know
for certain, but I know the problem
disappeared and never recurred. I’ve
made sure I’ve had plenty o f parsley
in the garden ever since.

Millet is an excellent crop to
provide green feed for a good portion
of the summer months. If the weather
cooperates, I can get two cuttings. W e
planted a plot roughly 40 feet by 100
feet. W e began cutting green feed in
about six weeks and had enough
millet to feed 13 goats for well over a
month.
An interesting thing I’ve noted
when feeding millet is that if I replace
approximately one third of the hay
with the fresh cut millet, milk
production will rise; yet if I feed much
more than one third millet, milk
production will noticeably decrease.
The green feed is high in moisture
content; therefore the animals would
have to consume an enormous
quantity to obtain the same amount of
nourishment in a small portion of hay
where the nutrients have been con
centrated. You can see why it is
important to use the garden crops as a
supplement to the regular diet rather
than try to maintain your animals on
them.
Waste products from the garden
can also be put to use. Carrot tops,
bean and pea plants as well as pea
pods are excellent sources of vitamins
and minerals, and most livestock
enjoy them. Just make sure that they
are clean and free from any signs of
mold or rotting. .
As gardening season nears it is
time to plan ahead and plant a garden
for your livestock. Not only will they
benefit from additional vitamins and
minerals and welcome the change
from their regular diet, but you will
benefit from healthier animals. And,
if you raise goats or cows, there will
be additional milk in the pail each
day.
□

Sandy Dews is the author of “ How to
Cook With a Haybox,” Farmstead,
Harvest 1980. She raises goats and
gardens in Detroit, Maine. Art by
Catherine Frey.
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GARDEN CATALOG- - - -

MANGELS

“4.000 Excitina, Interesting Items”
Our 56th year! Pest controls, Plants,
Trees,
Seedlings, Seeds, Etc. New and
Interesting accessories.FREE by
regular mail.
Rushed by First class mail . . . . . $1.25
HONEY, FLOUR, SOIL IMPROVEMENT

PLANT BUCKWHEAT
All Prices Prepaid

The Remarkable Root

5 lb s .................$5.99 25 lb s ........... $17.95
T o p o in ts w e s t o f M is s is s ip p i R iver

5 lb s .................$7.35 25 lb s ........... $23.45
GRASSHOPPER
SPORE
100% NATURAL
Most affective biological way to control grasshoppers.

6 oz. (3,000 sq.Tt.)........................................ $ 7.95
20oz.( 10,000sq. ft.)...................... ..............
11.95
Caseo! 12- 20 oz. (3 acres)
.................... 100.38
Add $1,50 lor handling and shipping.

MILKY SPORE
Kills Japanese Beetle
many other white grubs.
covers 4,000 square teat.
ib . . $ 1 4 .9 9 2% lbs
5 lbs . $ 6 5 .9 5 25 lbs .

1

grubs and
One pound

. $ 35 .99
.$ 3 1 9 .0 0

Ad 5% Shipping 8 Handling

B ird s A w a y R e p e lle r .
W ill E lim in a t e
B ird s F ro m

FRUIT TREES, GARDENS,
STRAWBERRY PATCHES, A
BERRY BUSHES, BARNS, W
and ATTICS. This 5 ft. long ‘Natural
Enemy’ snake, inflatable, with tie-down
tabs, will do a good job for ycu! Lasts
for years. EACH...............................$4.95
2 f o r .............7.96; 5 f o r ...............17.50

GREAT HORNED OWL
NATURAL ENEMY Pest Repeller. Bird, rabbit, squirrel
and other pest repeller! The
Great Horned Owl is the terror
of the great outdoors. This
inflatable, real-life looking owl
may be reused year after year.
Shipped prepaid. Each . $4.95
2 for . . 7.96; 5 for . . 17.50

HELPFUL METERS

FOR PLANT GROWERS
Easy-to-use precision Instruments show status in 
stantly. No chemicals or dyes. Simply Insert probes
into soil. Fundamental tools for growing all plants.

$ 2 1 .9 5
1.

$ 1 1 .9 5

$ 2 1 .9 5

$ 2 1 .9 5

Fertility Analyzer:

P re v e n ts over a p 
p lic a tio n o f fe rtiliz e r.

2. Moisture & Light Meter:

K n o w yo u r

w a te r an d lig h t n e ed s .

3. pH Soil Tester:

End so il g u e s s w o rk .
G e t a c id /a lk a lin ity b a la n c e .
4. Soil Salts Meter In d ic a te s c o n c e n 
tra tio n a s “ S a fe ” or “ D a n g e r" .
— P le a s e In c lu d e $ 1 .50 fo r S h ip p in g —

★ SAVE ★ SAVE ★ SAVE ★
P u r c h a s e a l l 4 m e t e r s f o r $ 7 1 .9 5 p p d .

Visa & Mastercard accepted. Please
include card number and Expiration date

MELLINGER’S
2378P
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by Josie Irwin

P

erhaps you remember seeing
in one o f your old seed catalogs
a picture of a man carrying an
armload of what looks like reddishcolored firewood. The blurb calls
these things “ mangels.”
“ Looks like you really could mangle
somebody with them !” , you think as
you idly scan the page, looking for
something more appealing.
W/sut a minute! If you keep any
livestock, you’d do well to go back and
take another look. Those huge rocks
can provide your stock—from cows to
poultry; from rabbits to horses—with
the quality forage they’ll thrive on at
any season of the year. And you’ll get
high-tonnage yields even on poor soil.
W e've even raised them successfully
on worn-out claypan that we were in
the process o f reclaiming with winter
rye plowdowns.

A mangel is first cousin to a sugar
beet, but its root is two to three feet
long and weighs as much as fifteen to
twenty pounds at maturity. The
Mammoth Long Red variety which we
grow has a red skin, and the flesh,
which is cherry red clear through at
early stages of growth, gradually
turns white as the root matures.
There are other varieties of mangels
on the market, but they don’t yield
quite as well as Mammoth Long Red.
Being a type of beet, mangels will
grow practically anywhere from
Florida to Alaska. They can be
planted as early as the ground can be
worked and prefer cool growing
conditions, but w e’ve found that they
are tough enough to stand our hot,
dry Missouri summers and annual
onslaughts of grasshoppers and a
million other pests. The seed catalogs
say that mangels can be planted in
rows 15 inches apart, but we’ve used

... these monsters can grow two to three fe e t
long and weigh 15 to 2 0 pounds at maturity,
providing quality forage fo r livestock.
30-inch rows so that we could cult
ivate with our tiller and allow easier
access for thinning the patch.
About a month or so after your
mangels start coming up, it’ s time to
start thinning them. You needn’t be
in too much of a hurry to accomplish
the final spacing. If you give the
plants about six inches of growing
room the first time through, then go
back and thin again to about 12 inches
between plants, you’ll get more feed
per row-foot. The extra sets of leaves
on the plants left growing a little
longer also help serve as a “ living
mulch. ’ ’ You can grow a few rows in a
large garden for your backyard goat
or chickens; or you can sow an acre or
more.
The peculiar growth habit of these
long, tapered roots simplifies harvest
ing. Soon after the roots begin to fill
out, they start growing up and out of
the ground. Most of the mangels will
provide you a “ handle’ ’ at thinning
time, and by harvest they’ll stand
with only a little more than one-third
of the length and maybe one-sixth of
the volume of the root below ground
level. These monsters pull easily, only
requiring a slight twist to break the
few feeder roots that helped anchor
them in place through the season.
Feeding Mangels To Stock
Feeding out the early thinnings is
no problem—just toss ’em in front of
whatever you’re feeding them to.
Chickens will happily peck away at
both leaves and roots. A few plants
placed in a rabbit hutch will soon
disappear. And be prepared to see
wheelbarrow loads vanish if you’re
feeding goats, hogs or cattle! Larger
roots later in the season will have to
be chopped into “ bite-size” chunks
for larger stock, to cut down on waste.
For cows, w e’ve found that chunks
about three inches on a side are about
right. Watch your stock and use your
judgement and you’ll soon find the
size they prefer.
Since we depended on mangels
for about 75 percent of our cows
forage for several years, we re

searched feed value carefully. Like
garden beets, mangels are a good
source o f iron, calcium, potassium,
phosphorus and sodium. The tops
are also especially rich in vitamins
A and C. The roots are high
in natural sugars, and, on a drymatter basis, they provide protein
levels comparable with high-qualilty
legume-grass hay. They also are a
good source of highly digestible fiber
and bulk, which tones and stimulates
the rumen. According to university
research on rumen management, this
results in 'more milk and higher
butterfat tests in dairy cattle and
faster weight gains in beef animals, a
beautiful “ bloom ” on the animals'
coats, and improved overall health.
Harvest And Storage
Just before your first hard frost,
pull the tops off all the mangels left in
the patch and feed these out. The
roots can stand more cold than the
tops, of course, but you’ll need some
type o f frost-free storage for the
winter. A root cellar is ideal, but a pit
or cold frame where straw or leaves
can be packed around the roots to
insulate them, works quite well, too.
My father su ggested another
possible storage method, based on his
boyhood experiences in Poland. He
tells how sugar beets were grown and
harvested in tum-of-the-century Eur
ope. After processing at a local sugar
refinery, the farmers brought the wet
pulp back to their farms and unloaded
it into piles on well-drained ground.
Wagons and teams of horses were
driven over the piles to pack the wet
pulp into an air-tight mass, which was
then covered with a layer of soil and
allowed to ferment into silage. The
Polish fanners also ensiled the beet
tops in separate piles. The fermented
forage from these piles was later fed
out just as modem farmers use com
silage or haylage.
W e’ve often wondered whether it
would be feasible to grow and harvest
mangels for silage on a large enough
scale for a commercial dairy herd,
using a field chopper with a com

head. There would be some waste,
since the com head would leave a
“ stubble’ ’ instead of taking the whole
root, but the drastic decrease in
manual labor and time involved in
harvesting could more than make up
for the loss in tonnage. According to
the claims in the seed catalogs,
mangels yield up to 40 tons of forage
per acre when planted in 15-inch
rows. Even with 30-inch row spacing,
you could expect about 20 tons of
feed. Compare this with about 12 to
15 tons of com silage per acre. Cost of
seed per acre is about the same and
mangels require much less fertilizer.
Up to and during the Great
Depression, mangels were a mainstay
for many small farmers, but the trend
toward larger, heavily mechanized
farms and dependence on cash crops
took its toll. The amount of hand labor
needed for traditional thinning and
harvesting was a major reason for
the mangels’ declining popularity.
Mangels also had to give way to more
marketable crops. Com, harvested for
a cash grain crop, still yields a fair
amount of stover silage, and alfalfa
hay finds a ready market whenever a
farmer has a surplus.
Storage space is another drawback.
Whole mangel roots will start to rot
after freezing and subsequent thaw
ing if they aren’t stored in a frost-free
place. Even if only a few are affected,
they can spread decay to the entire
batch like the proverbial rotten apple.
However, ensiling would overcome
this problem.
Despite the drawbacks, think of
this: many of today’ s family farmers
and small landowners are looking for
ways to get the most yield from their
land while doing minimal damage to
the soil. They are looking for ways to
make marginal land produce. They
define “ efficiency” differently than
the 1 ,000-acre cash cropper does.
They are willing to take a long, hard
look at “ exotic” crops and experi
ment with them. Mangels deserve a
place on their farms.
□
Josephine A. Irwin writes and home
steads in Hannibal, Missouri.
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Build A Sturdy
Livestock Feeder

fter the tragedy of watching my daughter’s
precious “ Little Red” pony die from sand colic, I
swore I would never let my animals eat off the
ground again. Buying a feeder, however, presented
somewhat of a problem. Large feeders would set us back
several hundred dollars, while the smaller feeders that
hold a strand or two of hay didn’t seem too practical. But
finances being a major consideration, I decided to try one
o f those hang-on-the wall types.

A

That was mistake number two—Little Red was my first
mistake, that small feeder was my second. Sure the bars of
the feeder hold the hay in place so the horse can’t throw it
all over, but large amounts of hay still slip through the
bars. As before, my horses were eating “ leftovers” off the
ground.
Now I was really angry with myself for wasting “ hard
earned m oney.” It was about then that I remembered and
began dreaming of owning one of those massive cattle
feeders my husband, Ron, used to build on an Oregon
cattle ranch. The cattlemen created them out of pine poles
harvested from the forest.
Receiving my message, Ron agreed to build the feeder.
However, he knew our budget couldn’t stand the strain of
buying new lumber so he wandered over to the wood pile
hoping there might be one or two pieces of wood he could

recycle. Within a couple of hours he proudly walked into
the house and announced he could build the required
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feeder for the expense of nails alone. This I had to see. So I
followed along as he led the way to the bam.
At a glance I saw he had everything he needed all laid
out and ready to assemble. The fined collection of material
included dozens of pieces of mill end lumber, four 4x4’s
approximately four feet long, three 2x4xl0’ s and around a
half pound each of two-inch and three-inch nails. (There
were many nails left over after the project was completed.)
The shape of this feeder can easily be adjusted to fit
anyone’ s needs or space. It has to be built against a wall of
some sort (it works especially well in a com er). There are
only a couple of points to remember: One, a feeder of this
type shouldn’t be much deeper or wider than 20 inches;
otherwise ponies and small cattle have trouble reaching
the hay. Second, the overall length (in our case 10 feet for
two horses) should be long enough for the animals to eat
without crowding each other.
To build a structure the same size as ours, just follow
these guidelines and in a few hours your stock should be
eating in style.

The Framework
Begin by first setting the 4x4 posts one foot into the
ground. The first two posts are put against the bam wall
and are 10 feet apart. The second two posts are also 10 feet
apart, but are set away from the wall approximately 20
inches. (The length of our mill end pieces.)

The three 2x4xl0’s are attached next. The first one is
nailed to the bam wall four inches off the ground. The
second board is also placed four inches off the ground, but
is attached to the front two posts. The remaining piece is
nailed near the top of the two front posts. The position of
this 2x4 depends on the length of your mill ends.
At this time the front posts are attached to the back
posts with mill end pieces placed at the same level as the
highest front 2 x 4. Up to this point three-inch nails have
been used exclusively. Now the basic framework is steady
and it is time to lay the flooring.

The Flooring
This part of the project is like putting together a jigsaw
puzzle. And here is where my participation in the acutal
construction began. I placed the mill end pieces alongside
each other on top of the bottom 2x4’s and then started
hammering away. I put one nail at the back of each
flooring piece and one nail at the front (use two-inch nails
for this job). Luckily the pieces of my puzzle fit together
nicely, even allowing a small space—Va to Vi inch—be
tween each board for dust, dirt and powdery hay to filter
through to the ground below. Occasionally a rake handle
can be used to remove the accumulated debris under
neath.

The Sides and Front
To complete the sides of our hay holder just continue
downward nailing mill end pieces one below the other in
the same position as the top brace piece. All that is left to
do now is nail the lumber to the front of the feeder. Ron
started at one side and continued across until the front was
completed. As a finishing touch, he added a brace-type
divider at the top and center of the feeder.

Unexpected Bonus
Since this large animal feeder has been completed I
have realized this is a piece of construction which could be
accomplished by all. There is nothing to saw. There are no
fancy angles, measuring, braces or mathematics involved.
Ron (with his design in his head) simply “ rooted" through
the wood pile until he found pieces of wood approximately
the right size. Discrepancies in length here and there
merely contributed to the “ rough country look.” Of
course, all the horses care about is that dining has now
become a luxury.
□

Where to find mill end pices
and scrap lumber:
Mill end pieces - In northern states: Contact the

lumber mills directly.
In southern states: Lumber mills are impossible to

find, so an excellent source has been construction
sites.
Scrap lumber - Local auctions: W e have found great

buys in used 2x4’ s, 4x4’ s and plywood.
Newspaper ads: Keep your eyes open for possible

“ finds.”

Linda Martin, her husband and daughter live in Norco.
California. Art by Ricardo Passalacqua.
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A Lifetime
W ith Horses
by Jack C. Barnes

t is a glorious May afternoon.
Once again rural New England
is renascent with that sudden
burst o f life that follows several days
o f warm sunshine. Wild cherry and
apple trees are in bloom, and tiny
green leaves are unfolding from the
buds. Except for the occasional
outburst from a song sparrow perch
ing upon a fence post and the tinkling
notes o f a bobolink in the distant
meadow, the world seems silent.
I stand mesmerized as a giant of a
man wearing a battered old hat holds
firmly to the handles of an ancient
moldboard plow. It is drawn by two
sturdy horses whose muscles ripple as
they pull a large steel blade that
seems to whisper as it cuts like a huge
knife through the green velvet carpet
and turns black soil skyward.
Despite his seventy years, the big
man grips the handles of the plow
with authority. With the reins about
his neck, he is guiding his team with a
lifetime o f skill. Here is a man with a

I

“turn over
the sod and
save h oe’n.”
Seventy-one year-old Ralph Sturgis
has been plowing alone since the age
of twelve.
“ There ain’t many boys that will take
a pair of hosses and plow all day,”
Ralph remarks.
“ If I had my life to live over, I
wouldn’t change much. I’ d always
keep hosses. A tractor is all right, but
it could never take the place of a good
team .”
Here he is shown with the reins
about his neck guiding his team with a
lifetime of skill.
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powerful voice that can shake the
rafters of his sturdy bam if provoked
to wrath; yet, he is speaking ever so
softly to the well-trained team.
Occasionally there is a grating
sound as the blade scrapes against a
granite rock, for this is glacial soil that
is being turned over in preparation for
the planting of a variety of garden
vegetables, most of which will be
harvested and either stored or can
ned, to be savored during the long
winter months when all the land lies
deep beneath layers of ice and snow.
Whenever the steel tip of the plow
hooks onto an immovable rock, the
horses seem to ^ense that it is a
moment for halting. There is no
evidence that either horse is perspir
ing or breathing hard as they stand
patiently while the big man lifts the
plow free. Then he clucks softly to the
team, and once again the turf begins
to turn over. It is man and beast
toiling in complete harmony-a scene
that has almost vanished from the
rural landscapes of America.

Although Ralph has spotted me, he
continues working. But soon, he stops
the team, removes the reins from
around his neck, drapes them over the
plow handles, and strides over to
where I stand, proffering a massive
hand that dwarfs mine.
“ Ha ‘ wa’ ya, son?” he asks me
with a toothless smile, “ it’s good to
see ya again.”
“ The soil is turning over well,” I
comment.
“ Ayeh, t’is,” he agrees. “ My
grandfather used ter say, ‘Turn over
the sod and save hoe’n ’ .”
How true these words ring to
anyone who has ever had new sod
improperly plowed. It is a constant
struggle the first year to prevent the
witch grass from overwhelming the
plants and all too frequently the witch
grass triumDhs.
Right: Rex [age 5] and Roger [age 14]
effortlessly pull an ancient moldboard
plow while their master holds firmly
onto the handles.

“...man and beast toiling in com plete
a scene that has almost
vanished b om rural A m erica

...
.”
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The Versatility o f the 1
“Idon’t owe
nobody...One good
twitch horse is
better’n gettin’ in
debt with
askidder.”
It’ s mid-June and time for the
first mowing. Ralph prepares to
hitch his team to the mowing
machine. An almost endless
stack of cordwood is evidence
that Ralph and his two horses,
Pat and Jake, were not idle
during the winter months.

The toiling trio pass by a stack of lumber. During winter
months Ralph selectively cut some of his mature pine and
twitched them out with Rex and Roger. The logs were
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loaded on a scoot and hauled to a mill several miles away
where they were sawed into boards.
“ I like to keep a stack of boards around to use whenever
I need ’em .”

armstead W orkhorse
“It

wasa bit cloudy

this m om in’ but
it burned off good.
With luck w ell
get the hay in
after dinner.”
The warm sun has lapped up
the last of the dew, and Ralph is
at work raking hay into long
rows that look like waves on an
ocean.
Ralph uses both horses to pull
the rake rather than the custom
ary one. He does it to train his
team to work well together.

Ralph and Florence Sturgis take a spin atop the mower.
Their laughter can be heard above the clatter of the
machine. The horses seem to sense the merriment.

Florence devotes many hours to canning vegetables
from the garden and making pickles. Several bushels of
potatoes are stored annually in the cellar; beans are
stacked, dried and threshed, then baked in the oven.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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alph was bom in 1911. When
he was a small boy, his parents
were divorced. Consequently,
he spent most of his boyhood on his
grandfather’ s farm overlooking the
Saco River, just a few miles ‘as the
crow flies’ from his present farm,
which he purchased in 1936.
From the time he was three years
old, Ralph was driving a team of
horses. At the age of twelve he was
plowing alone with a team from early
morning until sunset.
“ There ain’t many boys twelve
years old that will take a pair of
hosses and plow all day,” he remark
ed.
Ralph attended the local country
school. On stormy days in winter, he
usually stayed home and worked with
his grandfather in the woods.
“ My grandfather was a little fel
lah,” he recalled. “ He didn’t weigh
much more them 130 pounds, but
gawd how he could swing an ax!”

R

By the time he was sixteen, he was
working for a Finnish feumer up in
South Paris, Maine. Ralph receilled
the time “ that Finn fellah” wanted
Ralph to go with him in a “ pung”
(sleigh with a box-shaped body) to
take a calf to be butchered. The only
stipulation was that, although Ralph
could drink hard cider, he was not to
get drunk.
“ It seemed kinda strange,” Ralph
related, ‘ ‘that every time we stopped
along the way, we had a drink of
cider.”
It finally dawned on Ralph that the
farmer was intentionally trying to get
him drunk, but he felt up to the
challenge.
“ As things turned out,” he chuck
led, “ the old Finn passed out on the
way home. I’ll admit I was beginnin’
to feel a little good myself, but I
reached down every so often and
grabbed a handful of snow and put it
on my face and head. When we got
back to his house, his wife helped me
get him inside and on the b ed .”
According to Ralph, when the
farmer came to, he looked around the
room and then asked his wife, “ What
happened to the boy?”
“ He’ s out in the b^m doing your
chores,” she replied.
“ By golly!” exclaimed the Finn
with a look of astonishment, “ that boy
can sure hold his cider. H e's just the
one for m e.”
So Ralph was hired for $30 a month
plus room and board.
Suddenly a twinkle came into
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Ralph’s eye. “ I drank a lot of cider in
them four months I was there,” he
guffawed.
At the age of nineteen, Ralph fell in
love with Florence Campbell, a pretty
school teacher three years his elder,
from Kennebunkport. She had just
graduated from what was then Gor
ham Normal School and was hired to
teach at the East Limington School.
She was boarding with the Chase
i family who lived in the Octagon
House by the Saco River. The Chases
ran dances every Saturday night, and
it was at the dance that Ralph met his
future wife.
“ W e met on a bet,” he chuckled.
She was sittin’ by herself, and
somebody bet me I didn’t dare ask her
to dance. I was a pretty good dancer,
and she didn’t dance much. Some
body had to teach her. I just went
right over and grabbed her, and that
was all there was to it.”
Apparently it was, because they
were married within a year and
moved in with Ralph’s grandparents.
Florence continued to teach until she
became pregnant with their first
child. Ralph worked for the State.
“ Ralph was away most of the time.
All eight of our children were bom
while he was away working some
where, and all of them were bom
during the Depression years,” Flor
ence recalled.
“ Boy, oh B oy!” Ralph exclaimed.
“ Them were tough years. 1930 was
the toughest. Men worked for seven
teen cents an hour shoveling sand,
and I earned twenty-three cents an
hour driving a truck.”
In 1932 Ralph was able to scrape
together enough money to purchase
the small farm where he and his wife

have lived ever since, and where they
reared their family.
Between intervals of working for
the State (in 1936 he was elected Road
Commissioner),. Ralph logged and
hauled lumber. He was probably one
of the very last in this area to log with
a.bobsled. At no time was Ralph
separated for long from his greatest
love-horses. He purchased sojne of
the most recalcitrant horses for next
to nothing and within a very short
time would have them trained and
ready to sell for a profit.
“ I’ll give you an example,” he
said. “ A fellah down at Standish
Comer had a hoss he couldn’t do
nothin’ with. The fact was he didn’t
dare go into the stall to get the hoss
out.” ,
Ralph went on relating how he had
to cut the rope to get the horse out of
the stall. The horse calmed down
somewhat once he got him out onto
the bam floor.
The man was impressed and asked
Ralph, “ How much will you give me
for that hoss?”
“ I’ll give you $32 when I can get
the money,” was Ralph’ s quick reply.
“ Gawd a’mighty. I gotta have
$75!” retorted the man.
“ Put him back in the stall then,”
Ralph responded with a note of
finality.
‘ ‘Take him right up the rod with ya!
I ain’t taken’ that hoss back in the
stall if I have to give him away!”
shouted the owner, gesticulating with
his hands.
Within a week or two, Ralph had
the horse trained and traded it for
another horse and thirty-two dollars,
which he promptly took down to the
man at Standish Comer.
“ What is your technique, Ralph?”

I asked him one winter afternoon as
we sat in his kitchen enjoying the
warmth radiating from the wood
range, and a good conversation about
Ralph’s favorite subject-horses. .
“ There’s no technique about it,
son. I've bought a lot of horses that
were nervous and they said they
co u ld n ’ t use them , but they
could’v e ,’ ’ he explained. Some fellahs
are apt to be a little rough on ’em. Be
easy with ’em. Don’t pound ’em every
time ya come near ’em. Some hosses
are a little man shy. After a hoss gets
confidence in ya, he’ll come ’round.
Don’t whip ’em—work ’em. Don’t
work ’em to death neither; they’ll get
used to things.’ ’
Whether Ralph is working with his
team on the farm or competing in a
pulling contest at one of the local
fairs, applying the whip is not his
style. The gentle way in which he
speaks to his team and the golden
touch he seems to possess when
holding the reins accomplish far more
than acts o f violence, either physical
or verbal. To Ralph a whip is seldom
necessary except to flourish in the air
or to hit the harness to impress upon a
young team that he is in command.
“ I never licked a hoss in my life,’ ’
Ralph explained. Then with a marvel
ous twinkle in his eyes he added,
“ I’m too lazy to lick a hoss.’ ’
Much o f Ralph’ s success with hor
ses is because of the care he has given
each horse he has owned. He gives
them all the hay that they want, which
is about a ton a month for a pair. If he
is working his horses regularly, he

will give them a goodly amount of
"whole com and oats. However, it he is
not working his horses, he is careful
not to give them com .
“ I don’t grain ’eifi much when
they’re just standing ’round in the
bam. Oh, I give ’ em a handful of hoss
feed morning, noon and night just to
give their hair a shine.”
Ralph monitors his horses very
carefully, especially when they are
getting just a minimum of exercise.
Over-feeding and lack of exercise can
lead to serious complications such as
cholic, Black water, and related
urinary problems. Ralph really stress
es the importance of a horse
owner recognizing very quickly that a
horse is in trouble and diagnosing the
symptoms correctly.
“ As quick as you see ya’ hoss is
sick, you want to give ’em somethin’
right there. By the time the vet gets
‘round, ya’ hoss could be dead!”
Ralph’s most common remedy for
cholic is to take a coca cola bottle, fill
it half full o f either warm milk right
out of the cow or hot water, and then
add enough paregoric to fill the
bottle.
When a horse has what is called
black water, according t6 Ralph, it
will want to lie down. “ You've gotta
get that hoss on his feet and keep him
u p,” is Ralph’ s urgent advice.
or those who may be contem
plating attempting vu make a
living today with a team of
horses, they may be pleased to know
that Ralph feels that there are several
advantages in logging with horses.
One obvious advantage is that a

F

skidder costs thousands of dollars,
and one must operate on a large and
continual scale in order to make the
skidder pay. A man with a team of
horses has a relatively small invest
ment, and horses are much more
desireable when one is practicing
selective cutting.
About six years ago Ralph retired
to his farm to raise a few head of
cattle and devote full attention to his
horses. He enjoys taking them to the
fairs and competing in the pulling
contests whenever he can spare the
time from the farm—for he is a
compulsive worker, having worked
hard all his life. When he is not
competing, he can usually be seen
somewhere in the upper rows of the
grandstand studying every movement
o f every team. His weather-beaten*
face becomes scarlet when he sees an
occasional driver become frustrated
and abuse his team.
There are days when Ralph limps
slightly from an attack of polio he had
when he was over thirty. Ralph looks
back upon that ordeal and feels it was
a miracle that he ever recovered as he
was temporarily paralyzed from the
hips down. There are also times when
he suffers a few aches and pains from
a serious logging accident years ago
when a scoot tipped over and pinned
him to the ground, breaking his
collarbone and some ribs.
“ I ain’t as rugged as I used to b e ,”
he sometimes laments. “ There are
days when my old ticker bothers m e.' ’
Maybe so, but he manages to put in
a good day’ s work at seventy. The
Sturgises are proud of the fact that
they have seventeen grandchildren
and three great-grandsons.
One July morning I found Ralph
mowing a field of red clover behind
the barn. After chatting with him
awhile, I asked, “ Ralph do you think
you will ever trade in your horses for a
tractor?”
“ Goshamighty, n o,” was his ready
reply. “ Hosses don’t take much
gasoline.”
□
Jack C. Barnes is a free-lance writer
who has written several articles for
Farmstead. He lives on Brookfield
Farm, Hiram, Maine. Photos by
author.
A brief rest after mowing. The barn
in background sits like an ancient
giant, its mouth open, waiting to
swallow the first of seemingly endless
loads of hay. The hay will be hoisted
into mows by an iron fork attached to
a rope drawn by one of the horses.
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So You W ant To
W ork H orses...
Som e considerations for the beginner.

by Lynn R. Miller

he decision to depend on
horses or mules in harness for
farm, logging or highway work
is important and should not be taken
lightly. Aside from romantic notions
of involvement in a picturesque
scene, most of the considerations are
serious. This is not to suggest that the
romantic notion is negative or in any
way, detrimental as part of a com
mitment. Quite the contrary; the
prevailing motivation behind a major
ity of good practicing horse farmers
today seems to be just that notion.
But without considering all of the
practical questions related to “ Why
use horses?’ ’ a person new to the
business could very well find himself
or herself in either a dangerous,
humiliating, confusing or discourag
ing situation. Make the choice care
fully.

T
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Before making the decision to
depend on work horses, a person
should seek out a good measure of
practical information on horses:
materials and procedures as well as
advantages and limitations. Seek out
people who still work horses or who
did it in the recent past and talk to
them. But first a rule, and then a
warning. The rule is, “ Don’t settle for
‘orte’ source;’ ’ and the warning is,
“ stand prepared to hear as many dif
ferent ways and reasons for doing as
people you talk to .’ ’
Allow yourself the benefit of the
doubt by talking to several people and
asking them and yourself questions
about the differences in methods and
approaches you will hear. In the end,
you will have to trust your own
judgement, so build up a healthy
reservoir of information.
Another little suggestion; be care
ful of any information you might
gather from a meeting of several

“ T h e all-day w ork in g
s p e e d o f a tea m o f h orses
is b e tw e e n tw o a n d four
m iles p e r hour _ If s p e e d is
im portant to y o u ^ h o r s e s
m ight p r o v e to b e a
liability

practitioners. It might be good, but
then again....To see first hand what I
mean, after you think you have
a pretty good grasp of a couple of
people’s horse thoughts, invite them
to meet with you and others at some
informal gathering to talk horse. You
should be surprised to hear the
difference. You will witness soihe
amazing about-faces (and maybe even
some rather long silences). So beware

Hopefully ypu will discover an
intelligent person, with an amazing
'memory, and a real sensitivity to your
need for information, or you will
discover a “ holdout," someone who
is still using horses. Do not, however,
disregard someone relatively new at
the business. They can make good
teachers, because the learning pro
cess, with its pitfalls and triumphs, is
still fresh to them, and they can
communicate this to you. But, re
member to seek out as many sources
as are available and accept no “ on e"
article, book, person, or magazine as

representing the “ only w ay." There
is no “ only w ay."
It is a complex and subtle business
of which the teamster must know
everything. If he does not, it quickly
becomes a dangerous business.
If you think you want to work
horses, consider these points first.
The all-day working speed of a
team of draft horses is between two
and four miles per hour. By how most
of us are accustomed to living, that is
slow. It is, for example, slower to
work horses than tractors. If speed is
important to you or your operation,
horses might prove to be a liability.
Modem tillage practices and seasonal
work schedules on most farms could
not be met satisfactorily by horses.

That is not to say that horses cannot
get the necessary work done, but it is
to say that practices and schedules
will have to be modified with the
horse in mind.

“H o r s e s a re qu iet a n d
sm o o th a n d d o n ft g iv e o ff
2 0 0 d e g r e e h ea t m ix e d
with d iesel fu m es,

in

fact

h o r se s can b e d ow n righ t
c o m fo r ta b le , e v e n
relaxing

Photo: Tim Matson

of the seminar sources; it seems
nobody wants to “ look the fool” and
the good information often gets set
aside.
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HOME GARDENER’S CATALOG
• Select from over 500 seed varieties
• New Oregon Sugar Pod II
• Improved Oregon Giant Pole Bean
• Herb Seeds and Herb Plants
• Profitable Gardening Projects
• Potpourri Supplies • Botanicals
FREE 70 page catalog filled with
Gardening Tips and Cooking Hints

Nichols Garden Nursery
1190 DE Pacific
Albany, Oregon 97321

Over 30 years of reliability and service

The

EVENEF^
The
Draft Horse Magazine
If you are looking for practical information and readable, entertaining
articles'about draft horbes, mules and oxen, you'll find them in each issue
of The Evener.
Our bi-monthly magazine, under new ownership since early '81 /offers
a wide selection of features written by farmers, breeders, and people who
work horses, as well as our columnists specializing in veterinary medicine,
hoofcare, blacksmithing, harnessing, oxen, and farm-shop economics.
The Evener fosters a vital exchange among its readers, and is
dedicated to supporting both the small family farm and the draft horse in
dustry.

If you didn't see The Evener this past year, here are a few of the titles
you missed:
• Things to Consider when Buying a Draft Horse
• Land-Use Legislation and the Family Farm
• Baling Hay the Horsepower Way
• Directing a Team from a Distance
• The Horse Canals
• Winning Tips from Douglas Palmer
• Animal Power: The State of the Art Around the World

Don't miss another issue-Subscribe today!
• One Year (six issues) $9.50
• Two years $16.50
• Samples $2.50
For subscriptions outside the U.S., please add
$2.00 per year.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
The

EVENEF^

Box 356-F Salem, N.Y. 12865
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Horses, unlike tractors, must have
fuel daily, whether they are working
or not. They have to eat. And when
working they must be cared for
regularly. When the day’s field,
woods or road work is donej the
teamster is not. He must still unhar
ness, feed and curry his horses,
looking after anything which needs to
be repaired or remedied for the next
day’ s work. A horse farmer must work
longer hours than his tractor counter
part.
In large farming operations (of
more that 160 acres) it may become
necessary to bring in outside labor to
help drive and care for the horses
needs. Finding qualified help can be
difficult.
The supply of well-broken, drafttype horses suitable for work is
limited. The good ones bring healthy
prices now. When supply matches or
exceeds demand the price should
drop some. Until that time, as
demand for horses increases; so also
will the price.
Consider the availability of harness
and equipment. The recent interest in
draft animals has pumped some life
into the harness-making trade. Due to
some international trade pressures,
leather prices are high and so new
harness is not cheap. However, with
proper care it remains an excellent
investment choice over old harness.
Although there are new harnessmakers springing into business,
demand still appears to exceed sup
ply. Used harness can be found, but
many inexperienced people have had
unfortunate, discouraging accidents
because important parts of used
harness broke at a crucial moment.
The same holds true for old single
trees and doubletrees as well as neck
yokes and poles.
Horse-drawn farm machinery is
becoming increasingly hard to find in
usable condition. Farm machinery
companies no longer build this equip
ment. However, a handful of small
shops do still make a few items, such
as plows, but on a very limited basis.
So limited, in fact, that they are
back-ordered and not bothering to
advertise.
The Advantages
The major consideration in favor of
horse farming includes the practical
economy, the relative independence,
and advantages to soil condition. That
might not sound like much after the
setbacks already discussed but these

categories cover a lot of ground.
If comparing the straight-across
cost of setting up a working farm with
tractors versus horses, horse farming
is less expensive. The difference in
cost could be dramatic, depending on
the particular combination of vari
ables, i.e., crops grown, technology
selected, new tractors or purebred
breeding stock versus old tractors or
grade horses. All these considerations
could affect prices by tens of thou
sands of dollars.

Photo: Tim Matson

It is also less expensive to operate a
farm with true horse-power over
tractors. To do an accurate job of
accounting actual costs, especially in
horse farming, can get complex. For
example, horses produce not only net
energy converted to work, but also
manure (fertilizer) and offspring.
These all need to be calculated into
the income production of horses.
There are also very subtle, almost
intangible values to be derived from
the use of horses as they impose
certain limitations, which, if accepted
as constructive outlines, will account
for the development of individual
farm systems which are inherently
less costly. For example, pasture, hay
and grains are the fuel for horses.

Horses can be maintained much of the
time on grain stubble and pasture that
might be made available on marginal
areas of the farm. And horses work
best as a power source if the cropping
practices are mixed and divided
between Spring and Fall seasons. Set
ting up a farm plan to take full advan
tage of these aspects can reduce outof-pocket expenses considerably.
If you consider the operations cost
for the entire year on the farm, there
will be periods when the tractor will
not be used and fuel costs will be
zero. During those same periods (the
horses, because of their tractability,
will be able to continue to perform—
feeding or spreading manure or
yarding logs, etc.) there will be idle
days, perhaps even weeks, for the
horses and they will have to be fed.
But there again, with good manage
ment, those horses can be on pasture
and the cost will be small. In the
course of the year, repair work may
have to be done to the tractor. Tractor
parts and mechanic’s labor are get
ting more expensive every day. It is
relative to the skills and good fortune
of each individual farmer, but often
maintenance and repair of the tractor
equipment is a major cost item in a
farm budget.

sing horses can make a farm
iess dependent on outside
needs such as fuel, oil, grease,
mechanical help, tractor parts and
such. Horse manure contributes as
fertilizer to the farm’ s soil, reducing
outside needs. Horses reproduce,
providing their own replacements.
Horses, for the most part, are
self-repairing. Horses can be an
important ingredient in any deliberate
program to improve the self-suf
ficiency of the farm. And horses are
good to the soil. They don’t compact
the soil with a rolling pin effect as
tractors do.

U

All of this seems to suggest that the
choice is either tractors or horses.
That is most certainly not necessarily
so. Many farms enjoy an excellent
balanced mixture of tractor and
horse-power. These mixed power
farms have many advantages to offer,
For a variety of reasons many farms
may operate most comfortably with a
tractor and a team of horses.
There are some hard-to-measure
advantages of horses that will be
of more or less value to different
people. They include the quiet,
attractive way of working that horses
provide. Anyone who has spent a
long, hot, dusty day sitting on a hot,
smelly, noisy, vibrating tractor knows
how uncomfortable that can be.
Horses are quiet and smooth and
don’t give off 200 degree heat mixed
with diesel fumes. In fact, doing the
exact same work, horses can be
downright comfortable, even re
laxing.
No one can guess what will happen
in the near future with our energy
systems. Today most farms are
connected to survival by a gasoline/
diesel hose as an umbilical cord. Cut
off that hose and the farm grinds to an
absolute standstill. It is worth consid
ering horses, as recent years have
proven it is not an altogether impos
sible situation. Horses and horse
equipment do not require gas or die
sel fuels and will continue on. In light
of what has happened in recent years
and what could happen again, the
horse farmers have good reason to
feel healthy in their relative indepen
dence and self-sufficiency.
On the tractor farm, the farmer
must be concerned about the age and
condition of his equipment relative to
the work it must do and its resale
value. That depreciation scale for
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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farm machinery is a slick, steep,
downhill slide. On the other side,
horse values, after maturity, hold up
well until the horse is too old to work.
Add to this the fact that horses are
self-renewing. After an initial invest
ment for good work mares, many
farms spend no money on replace
ments. With foals every year to add to
the work string, the farmer will find
he has horses to sell. Under good
management, after the initial invest
ment in horses and equipment is
made, the farmer will find himself in
an attractive balance of payments sit
uation. With little or no cash outlay
for fuel, repairs and maintenance;
and no annual debt service on new
equipment, and no depreciation in
resale values, the farmer has reason
to feel healthy. The reduced total
overhead makes for a handsome profit

margin potential. Horse farming
makes money by saving money.
The choice to use horses for log
skidding is certainly affected by much
of what has been said. Some consider
ations peculiar to horse logging have
to do with the astronomical difference
in initial capital investment required
between using horses or using ma
chinery. Horses are much cheaper.
Also horses do considerably less
.damage to the forest floor. Horses are
a sound choice for ecological reasons.
Horse logging is hazardous business
with greater inherent risk to horse
and driver than most farm work, so
great caution is necessary. A good
strong horse or team of horses can
yard a substantial quantity of logs and
should be considered a practical
optional power source for logging.

The Draft Horse Revival
Following World War II the decline
in draft horse numbers was so rapid
that the five major breeds (Belgian,
Percheron, Suffolk, Shire and Clydes
dale) faced dangerously low breed
numbers. Recent years have seen a
dramatic popularity turnaround for
the big horse. Certainly the muchpublicized beer company Clydesdale
hitch has done a great deal to
reacquaint the general public with the

FEED AMOUNTS
Work horses and mules should
be fed approximately the follow
ing amounts of grain and hay per
100 lbs. of animal live weight:
At hard work~l to 1.4 lbs. of
grain, 1 lb. of hay
At medium work--.75 to 1 lb. of
grain, 1 to 1.25 lbs. of hay
At light work--.4 to .75 lb. of
grain and 1.25 to 1.5 lbs. of hay
Idle—Chiefly on roughage with
grain if roughage is poor quality

W hat W ork Horses Cost...
Item

•

Amount
(cash value
for six head
horses)

Cost
per
horse

% of
total
cost

The standards of horses at
hard work are actually working
for 7 to 8 hours per day.

Notes

Feed and bedding

1750.92

291.82

39

Assuming no pasture, all feed purchased

Chores

1049.40

174.90

23’/2

Assuming all chores hired out

Depreciation

480.00

80.00

11

Assuming all geldings with 12 yr.
working life (value $ 1,000 each)

Interest

550.80

91.80

12

Assuming amortization

Stabling

120.00

20.00

2Vi

Assuming maintenance o f existing
structure

Harness

93.00

15.50

2

Assuming maintenance & replacement of
existing harness

Hoof care

270.00

45.00

6

Assuming corrective shoeing & trimming

Misc. vet

165.00

27.50

4

Worming & misc. vet supplies

4479.12

746.52

100

246.00

44.00

s

Gross total
Offset — Manure
credit @ 160 lbs.
nitrogen per year
per horse

Notes: Feed computed at 2624 lbs. oats per year, 1.3 tons good quality hay per year and 1.8 tons o f
straw per year. Chores at 66 hours per head per year @ $2.65 per hour. Interest at 9%.
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COST PER HOUR PER HORSE ON FARMS
WITH VARIOUS HOURS OF USE
Cost
500
1000
723
per horse
hours
hours hours
A
B
C

746.52
401.82
110.00

1.49
.80
.22

romance of large draft horse hitches
as well as to influence some people to
put together show and parade hitches
of their own. Many draft horse
showmen disavow the beer company
hitch and take great independent
pride in the origin of their own show
traditions. But more important has
been the rapidly growing number of
farmers, ranchers, loggers and home
steaders who have decided for various
reasons thaj; they, once again, needed
the work horse in harness.

Ten or twelve years ago, early in
this draft horse boom, most of the
prospective buyers had very little or
no practical experience with the craft
of working horses in harness. Whe

1.03
.55
.15

.74
.40
.11

“The more hours a horse actually
works, the less the actual cost per
hour as the maintenance costs do
not go up proportionately. ”

ther their aim was to skid logs with
one horse, feed cattle in the snow with
a team, plow fields with six head,
cultivate the garden with one mule,
pull a manure spreader, haul kids on
hay rides, take the buggy to town,
pick com , mow hay or any of the
hundreds of things horses can suc
cessfully be used for, too many new
teamsters had to leam the hard way
that this was a craft which looked
much easier than it proved to be.
Wrecks were so numerous and some
so terrible that the only reasons that
the interest in work horses didn’t
become a forgotten fad were: “ It was
too solid a notion,’ ’ and “ good old
human resolve.’ ’ These pilgrims
stuck to their guns and some were
successful in finding old-timers who

shared some precious,
taken-for-granted secrets.

long-ago-

Some nice things happened in that
process. Some people were redisco
vered, respected, needed and made to
feel worthwhile. A beautifully subtle
craft based on the cooperative com
munication between man and horse
was spared from extinction by being
reborn as once again a living legacy.
This article has been excerpted from
Lynn R. Miller’ s new book: THE
W O R K H O R S E H A N D B O O K --M ill
Press, Route 4, Box 68, Reedsport,
Oregon 97467. $12.95, 11” x 8 V2 ”
Paperback. Lynn Miller is the editor/
co-publisher of SMALL F A R M E R ’ S
JOURNAL, Junction City, Oregon.

B uild a HAHSA® — a safe, outdoor w ood furnace
that supplies your indoor heat and hot w ater.
Build a HAHSA
and cut down
your heat and
hot water utility
bills to as low as
zero! Yes, we do
mean it - $0.00.
You can
the
way many smart homeowners have. With a
safe, practical HAHSA a far better
investment than a wood or coal stove.

THE HAHSA BASICS
HAHSA (Heating and Heat Storage
Apparatus) is a wood burner located
outside your house in its own little 8' x 10'
block structure—a self-contained heating
system connected to your house by 4 pipes
buried underground.
It burns wood and paper, cardboard or
scraps and stores heat until you need it,
thanks to 18 tons o f sand. Chances are that
it will pay for itself in 12 to 18 months.
That's what users tell us. After that, it's like
having a little gold mine in your
backyard—year after year.

A

HAHSA IS 1 0 WAYS BETTER
THAN A WOOD O R COAL STOVE

J.. S afe. Unlike a stove, it's outside. Ho fear
o f fire, explosions or choking gases.
2. C lea n . Ho smoke, dirt, a$hes, termites
or bugs inside your house.
3. Efficien t. Uses less wood than a stove as
well as paper, cardboard or scraps.
4. S tores Heat. Because a HAHSA is well
insulated, it supplies heat for hours, even
days, after the fire is out. Burn it only a few
hours every other day in summer—yet your
water always stays hot.

Praised In
the press by:
The Mother
Earth news.
The Christian
Science Monitor,
Handyman,
Popular
Mechanics
5. Healthy Heat. Hot the dry, irritating,

smoky heat o f a wood or coal stove.
6. Versatile. A HAHSA can work with the
solar system you have or plan to install.
7. S im ple. The HAHSA ties in directly to
your hot water radiators, hot water
baseboard or hot air systems via a heat
exthanger.
8. Lo ng La stin g Perform ance. Every part
o f a HAHSA is custom designed, tested and
proven in use.
9. You Can Do It Y ou rself. Our plans give
you step by step instructions. The cost o f all
materials is about $1600. Or you can save
tim e and put your HAHSA to work faster by
purchasing key parts from us.

10. S u p p lie s D om estic Hot W ater Year
R ound. Because the HAHSA is outside, it

can be used during the warm m onths also
— so it never stops saving you money!
We are licen sin g franchised dealers— a
terrific b u sin ess op portu nity. W rite o r
ph on e today.

START SAVING NOW
D on't delay. Nail the co u p o n now. S end
$1.00 for general in form ation o r $20
for com plete p lan s and everything you
need to know to g o HAHSA.

■ Call 7 1 7 -3 8 8 -6 1 7 2 .
To: HAHSA, Box 112-B
Tj
Falls, Pennsylvania 18615
I want to go HAHSA. Please send me:
Com plete plans, drawings,
instructions, material cost lists,
plus general inform ation. $20.00.
General information about HAHSA.
$1.00 to cover printing and m ailing.
My check o r money order is enclosed.
VISA o r □ Master Charge

□

(Please print or type)

Exp. date_

.Interbank (MC).

name
Address.
City
State

Z ip
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G ood Horse
Stall Bedding

by Bonnie Davis
horse has to have adequate
bedding in its stall for more
than just comfort, but for
safety and health as well. Without
anything to absorb moisture, stall
floors can become slippery. Plus, a
wet stall floor is obviously not a
healthy place for a horse to lie down
or stand up in!

A

Probably the two most popular
beddings are straw and shavings.
Straw makes an excellent bedding,
but depending on the region where
you live, it can be pretty expensive.
Good straw is usually made of
wheat, oat or rye stems. It comes in
bales that vary from 40 to 60 pounds
and it should be yellow in color, crisp
and completely free of weeds, grasses
and grains. If there is any grass or
grain mixed in, a horse may try to eat
it. (In fact, regardless of the condition
of the straw some horses will eat it
about as fast as it is put in their stall
simply from boredom.)
With a 12 by 12 foot stall, one bale
50
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of straw will usually make a pretty
good bed. With straw it’ s a good idea
to bank it to the sides so that when the
stall is cleaned and the dirty straw
picked up and disposed of, fresh
straw can be pulled from the sides
into the center. Straw that is not dirty
or wet, and is just trampled or slightly
soiled, can be used on the bottom of
the bedding with the fresh, clean
straw pulled over the top.
One disadvantage of straw is
disposal. Many people who will take
manure mixed with shavings for
gardens or compost piles will not
accept mixed straw and manure
beause it’ s too bulky and takes too
long to break down.
Shavings therefore, are probably
the most widely used type o f bedding
because it is cheap and easy to use
and handle. It is also easily disposed
of.
Shavings can be purchased either
by the bag, bale or by the yard (where
you pick them up yourself) or by the

truckload where a dealer brings the
shavings and dumps them on your
site. Most horse owners buy them by
the bale or the bag because they are
easier to store. Unless they’re wellcovered, loose shavings will blow
around if left outdoors.
A compressed shavings bale holds
about four cubic feet. It is bound
tightly with a two-wire strand much
like a bale of hay. It is wrapped in
heavy brown paper, which eliminates
any waste and also keeps it from
breaking apart during shipping. To
use, just rip off the paper, pull the
wire loose and spread the shavings
around.
Bagged shavings are like bales,
except there are less shavings in
bags. A bag usually holds about three
cubic feet. It is a simple task to merely
tear it open and dump shavings
around the stall floor. Bags . of
shavings are easier for a child or small
person to handle than bales.
Shavings vary in price from $4.50
and up for a bale, and $3.00 and up

for a bag. Usually they are most
popular in wet weather as they help to
keep a horse’ s feet dry and free of
“ thrush.” Consequently, shavings
are harder to find during the wet
months than during the dry summer
weather. For this reason most horse
owners buy shavings during the
summer months and store them for
winter use. A disadvantage to shav
ings is that they will blow around if a
wind drives directly into the stall, and
also they cannot be reused.
Sawdust should never be used as a
bedding because it is dusty and can
get in horses’ eyes, causing irritation
or into the lungs which causes a
hacking cough. The purpose of
adequate bedding is so the horse can
lay down and stay clean, and since
sawdust is so fine and dusty that it
clouds every time the animal gets up,
it does not work very well. Also, with
geldings or stallions it can often work
into the sheath area causing urinary
problems.
(When buying shavings check the
bag or bale lettering, or ask the dealer
if sawdust is included. Some shavings
are now baled with sawdust with the
percentages being as low as 10
percent sawdust to as high as 50
percent sawdust. Since the item is
being baled and sold as “ shavings
make sure shavings are what you’re
paying for!)
Rice hulls are used for bedding in
some stables, but like peanut hulls
are not very easy to get rid of once you
remove them from the stall. Rice and
peanut hulls are noisy, at least until
they get walked on for a few hours,
and some horses shy away from stalls
when there is all “ that noise.” Also,
like sawdust, they again tend to work
up into the sheath area of geldings
and stallions causing urinary pro
blems.
Peanut and rice hulls are far less
absorbent than straw or shavings, and
they must be shoveled. And, unless
you live near a rice or peanut farm,
they can be as expensive as shavings
or straw.
1In the Midwest, com stalks and
cobs are used for bedding and after
they have been walked on for a few
days and crushed they make a fair
bedding. They can often be obtained
free from feed mills but, again, some
horses won’t go into stalls because
they are scared of them, while other
horses will spend many happy hodrs
eating the stalks and cobs.
One of the newest beddings to hit
the horse market is newspaper.

Newspaper can either be shredded or
chopped and baled or bagged. It is
quite cheap and in some areas it can
be found with a chemical added to
hinder the explosion of the fly
population. Some problems with
newspaper bedding are that the ink
tends to rub off on the horses (and can
be hard to wash off); chemicals are
added to the paper to kill flies which
can be dangerous as horses toss their
hay on the stall floor during the
course of feeding; newspapers break
down slowly and are difficult to
compost; and finally, once removed
from the stall and added to the
manure pile where the newsprint
dries out, they may be found blowing
around the barnyard!
One seldom seen bedding, but one
that is considered the cream of
bedding is peat moss. It is used in
some of the most exclusive stables
and especially in England. It is often
used for race horses because it
provides a springy bed which is easy
on the legs. The big problem with
peat moss is cost.
Peat is easy to shovel up and is a
real plus in the manure pile. In fact,
where you often can’t give manure
and bedding away, you can often wind
up selling it simply because of
the presence of peat moss.
The important thing to remember
with any bedding is to make sure it is
thick enough for the horse to lie down
and be comfortable, and is absorbant.
Dumping one bag of shavings or
opening one bale of straw and
splitting it between two stalls will
never do. It has to be deep and thick
enough or you’ve defeated your whole
purpose-plus wasted your money! So
to be sure, make the bedding at least
six to eight inches thick all over the
stall (regardless of the type of
bedding used). In this way your horse
will not only be able to lie down in
comfort and stretch out, but you’ll
find the stall cleaning chores easier
since the moisture will stay in one
spot and not run around on the stall
floor. Simply remove the wet and
dirty bedding, fill that spot and you’ll
have not only a happy horse, but a
healthier horse!!
□
Bonnie DaVis has been writing about
horses for ten years. She’s worked
with them her whole life and teaches a
college course on their care in her
hometown of Fremont, California.
Illustrated by Catherine Frey.

THE EASY-ROLLING
GARDEN WAY® CART!
YES! When you use our big, strong
easy rolling Carts you too will be able
to carry huge loads — up to 400
pounds — with incredible ease. You’ll
carry up to 10 Times A Wheelbarrow
Load...with practically no effort.

WRONG

RIGHT

W h e e lb a r r o w s
require that y o u lift
the entire load w ith
you r arms and low er
back. Hit a snag,
and you must strain
painfully to keep
you r balance.

G a rd en W ay Carts
balance the load on
the axle, taking the
strain o f f your back,
arms and heart.
Large w h eels pre
vent tip-overs. Carry
up to 400 poun ds
effortlessly!

What’s our SECRET? The axle
carries the weight — not you! And
because the Garden Way Cart does so
many things so well you’ll complete
your chores in a fraction of the time.
And this is TIME TO RELAX...
TIME TO ENJOY your home...family
...and friends.

F R E E Cart Literature
Send for Yours TODAY!

Garden Way Research

01

Dept. A1803C, Charlotte, Vermont 05445
YES! Please send my FREE Cart Literature.
Name______________________________
Address____________________________
City_
State_
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Improve your
knot-tying technology
with these new twists.
They're easy to master
& useful around the
farmstead.
by Hugh Stevens
nots and ropes are among the
most dependable partners to
be found around the farm. Yet
many homesteaders learn only a few
knots along the way, which they use
or misuse, often with moderate
success or frustrating failure. But
with a little practice, anyone with
initiative enough to choose a life on
the land can easily master new knots
that not only broaden the role of
ropework but make it a great deal
easier and a lot more fun.

K

I grew up on a farm in the deep
South before electricity and running
water reached the rurals, and almost
before the automobile. Through daily
work with mules and wagons and with
horses and cows, respect for the few
knots we used was instilled early in
my youth. The simple overhand knot
was generally learned around the age
of four. The common loop knot,
sometimes called the department
store knot, was good for staking out a
calf without choking him. The same
knot with a minor change served for
adjusting the length of plowline
between the mule’s bit and the plow
handle. There were the square knot,
of course, the half hitch and a few
others, and finally the one that the
whole world uses to tie its shoe lace.
At an early age we learned to adapt
these knots to boyhood needs. A rope
and knot could lasso a steer and break
him to yoke. It could swing a boy from
a treetop. In a minute, a simple rope
could be turned into a halter and
tether. With a turn or two around a
saddle horn, a rope could snake logs
in for a campfire. These and other
variations made ropes a ready friend
to brighten pastime pursuits in young
52
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Step 2: Continue with the loose end
up behind standing end. Bring it
around to the front and down through
the original loop.

fotcfts
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Step 1: Hold standing end of rope in
left hand. Pass loose end behind and
through the loop of standing end.

Step 3: Make sure the loose end
passes through loop of standing end.
Practice makes perfect!

Half-Hitch Halter
ith a little more technology, the
homesteader can turn the farm
rope into several practical hal
ters. The simplest is the half hitch
halter which is the bowline tether with
a half hitch over the horse’ s nose. For
handling an animal a short time or for
a temporary hitch, little else is
needed. But for a long haul, the half
hitch tends to work down on the
horse’s nose and, unless repositioned
occasionally, will fall off.

W
lives before gasoline and radio erased
the charm of simplicity and that
certain brand of self-reliance en
dowed by life on the land.
Chief among knots is the bowline,
regarded by many as the “ prince of
knots." I didn’t meet up with the
bowline (rhymes with rollin’ ) until I
got bitten by the sailboat bug. Here is
a knot that neither slips nor jams no
matter how tightly pulled. It can be
tied in a jiffy. Yet unlike many of the
knots I grew up with, it can be just as
quickly untied. The bowline, seems
made for the farmer, and a natural for
the tether line.
Back on the farm, the most common
tethering knot was the common loop
knot. It was dependable. It would
neither slip and free the animal nor
tighten and choke. It was flawless
except for one drawback. Once in
service for a while, untying the knot to
remove or adjust the loop was next to
impossible without a sharp probe and
a bushel of patience. It was worse still
when wet.
The homesteader will do better to
substitute the bowline. Though a little
strange and baffling at first, with
practice, the bowline can be tied in
seconds. It can be used about an
animal’ s neck, but it works equally as
well at the pivot end of the line,
whether around a small stake or a tree
trunk. On a cold wet morning you’ll
count your blessings for having
learned it!
An offshoot of the tethering rig
provides a handy rope collar, made by
installing a metal ring on the bowline
and cutting the tethering line a few
inches from the knot. Whether at the
feed trough or out at stake, this collar
and a tether line with a snap on its
end make a convenient setup for
handling an animal on and off a tether
line.

A better arrangement is the noose
halter. Tie a bowline with a loop about
two inches in diameter. Run the end
o f the rope over the horse’ s neck and
through the bowline loop to form a
noose. Adjust the noose to bring the
bowline knot down under the horse’ s
jaw. Pass the line around the horse’ s
nose and back through the bowline
loop. This makes a more stable halter
than the one above.
Lassoes
Lassoes and lariats seem as far in
the past as the Old West. But during
my years on the farm, we occasionally
dealt in cattle trading where a little
skill in pitching a loop was often
essential. It is unlikely that a home
steader will want to toss a lasso thirty
feet while riding at full gallop, but
there are times when a loop pitched a
few yards can save a lot of effort and
frustration in handling shy animals.
Lassoes work best when made from
a moderately stiff rope. Three-eighths
inch rope is generally preferred. Tie a
honda knot with a loop of about two
inches in diameter. Pass the other end
o f the rope through the loop to make a
lasso three to four feet in diameter.
The lasso loop and the running part of
the rope are gripped by the throwing
hand a foot or two from the knot. The
remaining length of rope is gathered
in the other hand as follows. Grip the
tip end o f the rope tightly with the
little finger and ring finger, and then
gather the middle section of the rope
in loose coils about 15 inches in
diameter with the middle and forefin
ger. The coils are held so that they
can pay out freely when the middle
and forefinger open and release.
Making the cast requires no great
amount of skill nor years of experi
ence. In the movies, cowboys race
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about on their steeds whirling the
lasso about their heads. This develops
momentum for long throws and does
require great skill as well as much
experience. But a modest side arm
cast is ample for close targets. As the
throwing hand releases the lasso, the
middle and forefinger of the other
hand open and release the coils to
feed out and follow, while keeping a
tight grip on the rope end with the
ring and little fingers. When the lasso
connects with the animal, both hands
are free to take control of the rope.

WOOD SAW

Indian Bridle
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□ Jan 83
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A still more stable rig is the Indian
bridle halter. Start with the half-hitch
halter, then throw on a second half
hitch. Bring the bight (loop) of the
second hitch over and under the bight
of the first, then continue it up and
over the horse’s ears in the fashion of
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Heavy duty, multi-purpose saw for any
tractor with pto. The Yankee Wood Saw
rests firm ly on the ground (on four
sturdy legs) in operation and the frame
has sufficient strength to support
gasoline engine or electric motor, if
desired. Has 3-point hitch for transport
ation. Its 30” blade will take a 12” log
without turning. The Yankee Wood
Saw incorporates ideas from many
experienced New England Yankee us
ers.
IMITATED BUT NEVER DUPLICATED
JAMES F. NELSON
RD 2, BOX 104
HOOSICK FALLS, NEW YORK 12090
Phone 518-686-9557
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a bridle’ s headstall. This gives control
o f the horse’ s head and requires little
attention to maintain.
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Semi-Permanent Halter

SEPTICTRINfc

SEPTICTANK

These halters are quick to tie and
handy to use. But each requires
dismantling to remove from the
animal. With a little more time and
fitting, a semi-permanent halter can
be made that remains intact for reuse
as many times as desired.
Start with the bowline, tied about
20 inches in diameter. About 15
inches from the bowline knot, tie a
dropper knot. The dropper is the
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free-flow ing system.
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NATURAL ORGANIC
SEAWEED FERTILIZER
4 ACRES FOR $12!
Sea-Born natural organic
liquidseaweed fertilizer adds
essential nutrients and trace
elements to your soil. You get
all the right natural additives
for your plants and
vegetables best growth and
production. 1gallon makes
enough for about 4 acres.
Send $12 for your 1gallon
sample and free literature.
Offer ends March 1,1983.
Begin with step 1 and start to make an overhand knot [Step 2].
Instead of completing the overhand, grasp the opposite side of
the loop [shown with arrow] and pull it through. [Step 3]. To
keep the knot in shape while doing this, pull down and up on
either side of the knot, as shown.

S e a b o rn
Charles City, Iowa 50616
Phone Free WATS 1-800-247-1833
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man-harness or artillery knot. (The
common slip knot or a small bowline
may also be used as the dropper). Fit
the halter over the horse’ s head and
adjust the knots so that the halter
nose band fits about halfway between
the horse’ s eyes and nose With a
lead line of a few feet, this halter
works well for handling animals or for
hitching. It can be hung on the barn
wall and used again as many times as
needed. And the farmer can make as
many as he wants for no more than
the price of rope.
Hauling
Hauling is another essential chore
around the homestead. Whether the
farmstead is large or small, cartop
racks are often the most efficient
method of moving moderate loads.
Cartopping, however, can be a night
mare with poorly tied loads. In
cartopping there are two principles to
be followed for smooth and safe
transporting. Tiedown lines must
maintain tension on the load; and
knots must be dependable and easily
untied.
Straps or elastic lines are some
times used in snubbing down loads
but ropes are a natural for cartopping.
The tiedown starts with a bowline
looped over the end of the rack. Pass
the line over the load, under and back
over a second time, then to the other
end of the rack. At some convenient
point between load and end of the
rack, tie a dropper loop in the line.
Several knots make a suitable loop for
this purpose. The man-harness knot,
the simple slip knot, or the bowline
work well.
To make the tie, pass the line under
the end of the rack, then up and
through the dropper loop. With both
hands, haul down on the end of the
line and tighten the line over the load
until it is free of all slack. Maintaining
tension, tie a slippery hitch at the
dropper, making a loop, or bight, in
the hitch about a foot long.
Now, tie the loop onto the standing
part of the taut line with two half
hitches. Draw the two half hitches
tight to maintain line tension over the
load.
Make a similar tie over the load on
the other rack. Coil any excess rope
and secure to the load or rack.
This method of looping tiedown
lines around the load does more than
just hold the load down on the rack.
When underway, loads tend to shift
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backwards on the racks. This move
ment increases tension on the tiedown
lines, causing the loops to “ bite" into
the load. Thus the lines grip tighter
and prevent further backward move
ment. Longer loads, such as ladders
or canoes, Eire prone to rock in transit.
It is advisable to tie the ends of long
loads to front and rear bumpers.
One note of caution is recommend
ed. A few miles after getting under
way, stop and check tension in
tiedown lines. Soft loads, such as a
tent or cardboard crate, may yield
under tension and “ pinch in.’ ’ This
can cause excessive slack and allow
the load to shift dangerously. It only
takes a minute to take up the slack
and retie for a smooth and safe haul.

A neighbor of mine used the
capstan in taking down a large tree
limb growing too close to his house.
He tied the rope to the limb, ran it up
to another limb above where it was
passed several times around. Then he
secured the free end of the rope to the
tree trunk. As the unwanted limb was
sawed off, the rope took its full
weight. My neighbor then untied the
rope from the tree trunk and gra
dually began removing wraps from
the limb above. As the wraps were
reduced, the rope slowly began to slip
and the limb was lowered gently to
the ground. In a similar manner a
rope and an overhead beam could
handle a heavy or clumsy load from a
truck bed or from a hay loft.

The Capstan Principle
When I first heard the term
“ capstan principle," I had no idea
what it meant until I discovered that I
had been using it since youth. One
day I had lassoed a little more steer
than my 98 pounds could handle. As I
was being dragged about the turf, an
old farmhand called out to me to take
a wrap around a nearby tree. I edged
over to the tree and swung around it
only to find myself still giving rope
and threatened with pinched fingers.
“ Take another wrap!’ ’ the hand
shouted.
I did. And to my surprise, the steer
was Quickly stopped. With a couple
more turns, I had full control of the
animal. And as he began giving slack,
I easily took it up until he was
snubbed in close.
The capstan principle is simple.
The more wraps around a tree, post,
overhead beam, etc., the more the
rope grips and the more load it can
take without slipping. It’ s a handy
trick for handling certain types of
loads around the farmstead.
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The Drayman’s Knot
The drayman’s knot, sometimes
called the log packing knot, is a
simple and effective way to bind poles
into a safe and compact bundle for
smoother handling. The knot is made
by passing a rope several times
around the bundle of poles and tying
the ends, leaving a few inches of slack
in the strands of rope.
Run one end of a twist stick through
the slack. Grasp the other end of the
twist stick and wind it, like a crank, to
make twists in the rope strands.
Continue cranking until the twists
have drawn the poles into a tight
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bundle. Secure the crank end of the
twist stick to the bundle of poles with
a cord or rope and the poles may be
easily transported safely. A single
drayman’s knot converts short poles
into a rigid easy-to-handle package.
Longer poles may require two dray
man’ s knots.
These are just some of the tricks to
make rope a more efficient and more
rewarding farmstead tool. To a casual
visitor, a hank of rope hanging on the
shed wall might appear just a lowly
relic out of the past. But in the hands
of a homesteader who knows his
knots, it can be transformed into an
instrument of magic. Ropes with
proper care are ever willing servants
to fill a hundred needs from the
barnyard to the farthest reaches of
the wood lot and plowed field.
□

No plastic trays to warp, crack or break.
Hugh Stevens is a retired research
engineer who free-lances as an avoca
tion. He and his wife are involved
with building a home on their Virginia
homestead. Illustrated by Liz Buell.
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Other References:

1. The Ashley Book of Knots, by
Clifford Ashley, Doubleday and Com
pany, Inc.
2. Knots and Splices, by Percy W.
Blandford, Arco Publishing Com
pany, Inc.
3. Handbook o f Knots, by Raoul
Graumont, Cornell Maritime Press,
Inc.
4. Encycolopedia of Knots and Fancy
Rope Work, by Raoul Graumont and
John Hansel, Cornell Maritime Press,
Inc.
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Farming on a Small Planet
Celebrating the 7thAnnual

NOFA Conference

The Natural Organic
Farmers ’ Association
began in 1971 when
a group of organic
growers met in the
Northeast.. Today
NOFA is fast becom
ing a rallying point
for a new agriculture
of self-reliance.
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by Lynn Ann Ascrizzi

bove the farthest tree lines, the
mountains of western Vermont
roll and recede, changing from
profound blue to a faint pearly haze.
Every deep turn along Route Two un
folds yet another sturdy farm house or
silvered barn seemingly rooted to the
giant granite slopes, whose vivid
green pastures, weeds and wildflowers tumble endlessly this late
August afternoon.
My destination is a small college
town named Johnson, a bit off the
tourist track and located about 40
miles from St. Johnsbury and 35 miles
from the Canadian border. For the

A

A thought-provoking outdoor dis
cussion on “ permaculture” is con
ducted by Bill Mackentley [in center,
elbow on knee] owner of St. Lawrence
Nurseries.

next three days this Vermont town is
playing nost to a most unusual and
highly rewarding rural educational
conference.
Clustered modestly along a branch
of the Green River, the village’ s white
frame homes and stores, with hereand-there a bnck dwelling, look
well-ironed by many winters...star
chy, faded, out-of-fashion but still
serviceable—like a clean apron. And
in affirmation of these final days of
sumpier, brilliant pink phlox, red

geraniums, marigolds and chalk white
petunias light their pretty bonfires
from all available dooryard plots and
window boxes.
I am here to celebrate with NOFA,
the Natural Organic Farmers’ Associ
ation whose membership spans New
Hampshire and Vermont. This is
NOFA’s seventh annual conference
and my third year participating in
what to me is an exciting grassroots
event, an agricultural pot-luck and
learning adventure where I can get a
feeling for the rhythms, the extremes,
the growth and the ever-deepening
purpose of the organic movement in
agriculture.

Who is NOFA?
NOFA began back in 1971 when a
group of organic growers met in
Putney, Vermont to exchange ideas
about marketing crops. From a rela
tive handful of members, NOFA has
grown over the years to involve over a
thousand households. Now it appears
more alive than ever, maintaining its
original purpose and core of integrity,
and continuing to base its philosophy
on the principles of sound and sus
tainable agricultural systems, en
vironmental health, meaningful work
and self-reliance.
Sara Norton, the Vermont NOFA
Coordinator explains:
“ NOFA has founded many of the
farmers’ markets in Vermont and
New Hampshire and has organized
producer cooperatives for storage and
wholesale marketing. NOFA has also
provided the means for exchange of
organic and small-scale farming tech
niques through its newsletter The
Natural Farmer, through its work
shops, seminars, on-farm research
planning and through the annual
,conference.
“ As pressures on agriculture, par
ticularly small-scale agriculture, be
come more intense, NOFA is taking
an active role in farmland preserva
tion and in educating the public on the
importance of supporting local farm
ers and strong farm policies.’ ’
Because NOFA is committed to
decentralism, it operates as two
independent organizations in Ver
mont and New Hampshire. NOFA
belongs to its members who take part
in decision-making by consensus. A
joint council oversees the newsletter
and also the annual bulk order of
seeds, soil amendments and supplies.

The banner of the Natural Organic Farmers’ Association-a

In an unmown field just off campus, David Tresemer of of
Brattleboro,

Vermont

and

author

of

The

Scythe

Book,

demonstrates the care and proper use of the cradle scythe. A
Photos by Sandy McLaughlin.

scything contest was held later.
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This bulk order saves members 20
percent off the retail price, and in
1981, NOFA distributed about
$40,000 worth of farm and garden
supplies to members and non
members alike. Non-members can
buy through the organization but pay
fifteen percent more.
The annual summer conference
itself is run almost entirely on
volunteer labor which helps to keep
down the cost of such an ambitious
project. The NOFA people are proud
to say that almost all food served at
the conference (with the exception of
a few items such as brown rice) is
grown in New England, and almost all
of that is from local gardeners and
farmers who have raised crops organ
ically. Food is paid for at market
prices and orders are worked out with
growers in the spring, months before
the conference.
NOFA attracts a broad range of
workshop people to present individual
topics at the conference. Each year
NOFA’ s list of potential contributors
grows larger and richer as they look
for people who are well-deepened in
their fields, whether it is tree farm
ing, vegetable gardening, maple
sugaring, tool making or organizing
co-ops. Hands-on experience or rural
self-reliance is the key to selecting a
contributor, somebody who really
knows something, which may not
necessarily mean a college degree,
although many of the conference
contributors have travelled the uni
versity route, as well.

Mapping a Strategy
Only about a mile or two out of town
is Johnson State College, where the
NOFA Conference is being held. In
contrast to the village proper, the
campus stands as a proud and rather
rude testimony to late 60’s or early
70's institutional design. Its immense
monolithic buildings of dark brick and
much glass seem to square off against
the natural purity of Vermont sky and
mountains, which nonetheless mag
nanimously roll on—aloof to the bald
intrusion of an imposing campus
designed for the arts and humanities.
A greatly appreciated welcome
softening one of the steel and brick
doorways, is the large hand-sewn and
painted banner spelling NOFA in a
patchwork style—a kind of country
college. It’ s the day before the
conference but there is already enthu
siastic evidence of gathering people.
Although dormitory space is provid
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ed, a colorful array of blue, green and
bright orange tents-ballooning flow
ers of ripstop nylon—are clustered
along one spacious stretch of pine
woods by the long campus d riveshelter for the adventurous and
resourceful conference goer.
This time, the conference theme is:
“ Farming on a Small Planet: New
Concepts in Regional Agriculture.’ ’
Although well-organized, the intense
three-day schedule is once again so
packed from morning to night with
workshops, addresses, lectures, slide
presentations, films, musical and
dance events and outdoor demonstra
tions, that if one isn’t careful, a kind
of burn-out I call “ conference glut’ ’
occurs, leaving one feeling dizzy and
disturbingly unsatisfied. I warn my
friend and fellow Farmstead editor,
Sandra McLaughlin (who has come
equipped with camera) about care
fully plotting out a strategy in
advance, using the conference’s
handy booklet and map. W e star only
those talks and demonstrations loca
ted in convenient settings and hours,
and have a tough time deciding which
talks we want to attend at what
designated times—for as many as a
dozen topics are presented under
each slot. Happily, with two of us we
can cover double and talks are
repeated once or twice at a different
hour on another day of the confer
ence, giving us the chance to catch
workshops we might miss.
t’s a hard choice.Will it be
“ Basic Dairy Goat Manage
ment;” “ From Compost to
Soil;” “ Managing Your W oodlot;”
“ Trout Culture;” “ Indoor Gardens

I

for Your Kitchen;” “ Vegetable and
Herb Preservation and Drying;” or
“ Biological Pest Control;’ ’-a ll given
at the same hour in several different
places!
As I thumb through the booklet of
events scheduled for the next three
days, I begin to sense that besides the
more expected topics, the scope of the
conference has expanded to embrace
a world-view. I think: either the word
“ regional” is bursting its bounds or
else this new regionalism is some
thing evolving universally on the
planet. Later, I find both these
guesses to be true.
A Dr. Helmut Vogtman from Swit
zerland, president of the International
Federation of Organic Agricultural
Movements (IFOAM) is giving the
keynote address; there are talks
covering such themes as: “ A Look at
Agriculture in Japan;” “ Sharing
Livestock in a Hungry W orld;” “ Al
ternative Agriculture in Africa, Asia
and Europe;” “ Appropriate Techno
logy in Rural Hondurus.”
It seems NOFA members are no
longer looking defensively out of their
little isolated window in the North
east, but are realizing their connect
edness with what is obviously a
world-wide humanistic movement in
agriculture.
By Saturday morning, the confer
ence is well underway. Late arrivals
have filled the ranks between the
busy sessions, bringing the number to
an estimated thousand. Folks gather
on the walkways and grounds in
relaxed but animated groups, stirred
by the invigorating Vermont air,
encouraged by the smiling wholesome

Besides dormitory rooms at Johnson State College, a camping
area was also provided for conference goers, in a partially
wooded area down from the sports field.

day, encircled by the omnipresent
mountains. Country elegance is the
fashion of the hour-jeans or over
hauls and khakis; cotton flannel plaid
and T-shirts.
An infectious good mood prevails
over the gathering, a hardy and
gracious .lot generally, willing to rise
at 6:30 for breakfast and ready for
their first sessions at 7:15!
NOFA attracts young and old-th e
“ green” idealist, the hard-bitten
realist, the visionary. In the class
rooms, held indoors and out, there
is not only tremendous respect for the
workshop people but room also for the
flying spark of controversy. There are
debates and dialogues on pruning
techniques and working horses. There
is a scything contest and a woodlot
field session. The talks on “ Passive
Refrigeration” and “ Apple Tree Nu
trition” are packed, and people are
happy to sit on the cool classroom
floors after all the seats are filled. All
are here to share hard-won knowledge
or learn brand new ideas—about soil
reclamation, water-pumping wind
mills, solar pod construction, the
phosphate dilemna, acid rain, the
home poultry flock—and, much more.
At dinner hours children appear,
making great sport of tumbling down
a rolling green lawn or playing giant
steps on campus stairs. NOFA is for
the entire family, and children bet
ween the ages of three and twelve
have their own special conferencewithin-a-conference taking place a
short walking distance from the col
lege at the Johnson Elementary
School. There are arts and crafts,
slide shows, organized games, lots of
good films, a professional storyteller,
nature walks and home cheesemaking
and vegetable gardening demonstra
tions. The highlights for the kids is
Horse Power demonstrations, the
Dolly Chapin Mime Troop and New
Games Tournament that includes a
dress-up parade and making ice
cream.
A memorable session is a talk on
permaculture given in a large and
packed auditorium. Permaculture is a
term coined by an Australiam named
Bill Mollison—and as the work sug
gests, it is a sustainable agriculture
system working in full cooperation
with nature in a non-exploitive way.
It’s a kind of “ low energy system of
agricultural strategy” (in Mollison's
own words), where plantings or
groupings of permanent tree crops,
shrubs and gardens weave an intri
cate tapestry of usefulness. These

1

The NOFA Conference is for the whole family. Children of all
ages were present and attended a special children’ s conference
complete with learning activities and games.

perm anent grou pin gs achieve a
“ synergy” so that (as Mollison
explains), “ everything that can be
together is put together, works to
gether and helps each other.”
, Fifteen minutes later, at the sug
gestion of a group discussion facilita
tor we break the meeting to re-group
outdoors for the purpose of discussing
the college grounds from a permacul
ture point of view. Needless to say, I
am delighted at the prospect of
creatively re-thinking the aforemen
tioned design of the campus.
Bill MacKentley, owner of the St.
Lawrence Nurseries, who’s been pre
senting talks on ‘ ‘Northern Hardy Nut
and Fruit Trees,” conducts a lively

and provoking discussion. He urges
the group to take an imaginative,
permaculturist look at the grounds.
He suggests we leave (in our minds)
the structures as they are, but feel
free to scheme up ideas to create a
more viable environment.
Someone suggests more plantings
of trees. This idea is met with
automatic acceptance by the rest of us
as the scarcity of sheltering foliage,
seems to be missed by all. (The rest of
the conversation goes something like
this:)
“ Trees,” MacKentley repeats with
enthusiasm. “ Okay. But what kind
and what for?”
There are several sporadic sugges
tion from the cluster of folks seated on

A1 Johnson from South Royalton, Vermont demonstrates how
to construct a solar pod for garden use to extend the growing
season. He discussed which materials to use and which to avoid,
as well as pod variations. Starting from scratch, he shows how to
build a transportable pod in the course of the day.
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W hat’s Next

With

NOFA?

The 1982
Conference
David Tresemer shows the proper way to file and sharpen a
scythe for optimum performance.
the grass, and Bill MacKentley keeps
the discussion rolling by interjecting
some interesting facts about certain
tree varieties which could survive well
in this Northern zone.
Someone 'has another idea-how
about a windbreak?
“ Great!” responds our facilitator.
“ What kinds of trees make decent
windbreaks and where would they do
the most good around here?”
W e look around. There are a few
tentative suggestions. White pine?
Some sort of cedar? But as to where to
plant them, no one seems to be
coming forward with a concrete idea,
yet.
“ Come on you guys,” blurts Mac
Kentley, sitting up now and making a
large sweeping gesture that includes
the entire campus. “ What do you
think it feels like to be walking across
this very spot in mid-January? Do you
have any idea about the kind of
downdrafts buildings like these make
...and where do you think those
downdrafts are going to hit?”
This draws a humorous response
from the group, as the realization
sinks in of just how bitter an
experience it must be to trudge across
this exposed campus beneath the
punishing onslaught of below zero
winds and hammering downdrafts.
“ Well, where’ s all the bad weather
going to come from ?” asks Mac
Kentley—our cheerful gadfly. And we
all look around, fumbling a bit, but
finally getting our orientation.
From that point on the discussion
really gets rolling, evolving organi
cally from the groups’ knowledge (we
know less and more than we thought!)
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and a barrage of fascinating facts
from a very knowledgeable nursery
man, who discusses such topics as
longevity of certain trees, planting on
southern versus northern slopes, and
so on.
It is such dialogues that make
NOFA work: he direct interaction
between learner and learned—an invi
tation to question, to investigate.
NOFA may be small, but it’ s*vital,
providing a connecting link for all of
us concerned about improving our
soil, water, air, food supply and the
quality of life in our com er of the
Northeast-and around the world! □

At the up-coming 1982 Conference
there will be more in-depth work
shops and greater commitment to
wards developing regional food sys
tems and strategies for the Northeast.
by Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
lthough it now includes some
membership beyond its de
fined borders, the Natural Or
ganic Farmers’ Association is essen
tially based in New Hampshire and
Vermont. Every year, in keeping with
its commitment to decentralism, one
of the sister states takes on the
responsibility for hosting and organi
zing the three-day gala event and
educational rural celebration known
familiarly as “ The NOFA Confer
ence.”
Last year this agricultural confer
ence was held in Johnson, Vermont;

A

People gather in informal groups to exchange ideas and
information between lectures. The variety of people and
backgrounds was enriching; the oneness of goals and good will
was gratifying. Everyone was eager to share their knowledge.

this year the campus of the Univer
sity of New Hampshire in Durham is
the elected site. The dates will be July
30, 31 and August 1st.
The theme of the up-coming Eighth
Annual Conference is: “ Sustainable
Agriculture for the Northeast-Organ
izing for Action.” Robert Rodale,
chairman of the board of the Rodale
Press, will be the keynote speaker.
The dynamic behind this year’ s theme
is the concept of linking the efforts of
other organizations, also dedicated to
rural issues of self-reliance and the
organic movement, with the aim of
forming a network of communication,
support, involvement, awareness and
above all—action.
Gary Olson, the new director of
NOFA New Hampshire, believes that
this year’ s conference will be bigger
not only in the number of participants
(due to Durham’s greater accessibility
over Johnson, Vermont), but also in
terms of commitment and focus.
NOFA sees the need for people to
develop food policies and strategies in
their area and to help raise the
consciousness of both consumer and
grower.
One of the organizations which will
lend its influence will be the Cornuco
pia Project, a teaching arm of Rodale
Press that for about two years has
been holding regional conferences
educating people about our national
agricultural problems—specifically,
groundwater contamination and soil
erosion. They have been encouraging
people to develop food policies that
can be supported by legislation and
will affect both their community and
home state levels.
The workshops and demonstrations
at NOFA this year will continue to be
as educational a° ever, serving all
those who wish to raise healthier
cabbages and apple trees, improve
their compost heap, heat better with
wood or the sun, generate cheaper
electricity with wind, preserve food,
take care of goats and other livestock
and much more.
But this year Gary Olson says that
NOFA will take greater pains to
address the more advanced home
steader by making certain workshops
longer and more technical so as to
provide more in-depth information.
See you at the NOFA Confer
ence!
□
For further information about fees,
dorms, camping facilities, etc. con
tact: Gary Olson, P.O. Box 42, Mt.
Sunapee, New Hampshire 03772.

COUNTRY
DESIGNS

D o M o re J o b s
E a s ie r a n d F a s te r
BACHTO LD
W eed M ow ers and A ttachm ents
□
□
□
□
□
□

A C o lle c tio n o f C o m p le te B uilding P lan s

Big 50” Lawn Head
30" Lawn Head
Cultivator/Tiller
Weed Guard
Sulky with brake
Horizontal & vertical
saw blade

Write or phone today for complete details

BARNS, SHEDS, GARAGES

and other accessory buildings.

M IC H A E L M A R L A K
371 C arter Rd., Thom aston, CT 06787
203/283-9112

S E N D $1.00 I O R 16 P A G E C A T A L O G T O :
C O U N T R Y D E S IG N S . B O X 774. E S S E X . C T 06426

MAINLINE 735
You can see why this is a truly
professional m achine... End-to-End!
E x tra H e a v y
R e in f o r c e d H a n d l e s

Consider these features:

W e a th e r R e s is ta n t
B o w d e n C o n tro ls

1 5 In s t a n t ly A d j u s t e d
H a n d le H e ig h t & S w in g

d Gas
o r 1 0 h p D ie s e l E n g i n e s

A d j u s t a b le W h e e l
W id th s 2 1 ” & 1 7 ”
S t a n d a r d — O p t io n a l
W h e e l s A v a il a b le f o r
S p e c ia l P u r p o s e s

Differential-Action-Drive

All Gear Drive

The New Easiest Handling
Tiller Design!

No Belts— No Chains!
Totally Automotive!

T u r n i n g is e a s ie r
because each w heel
c a n ro ta te in d e p e n 
d e n t ly in a t u r n . It
ca n e ve n tu rn a u to 
m a t ic a ll y w h e n y o u
a p p ly t h e b r a k e o n e it h e r w h e e l!
O n a t u r n , t h e o u t s i d e w h e e l s t r a v e ls f a r t h e r t h a n t h e i n s id e w h e e l.

And ItsConvertible!
\ Choose from more than 15 different work-saving
MAINLINE attachments. Each is quickly and
easily connected to the PTO (Power-Take-Off)
that drives the tiller tines, (similar to every
modern farm tractor.) MAINLINE
convertible tillers deliver more value to
you through better design,
versatility and
performance!
44" Sickle Bar Mower

Whether you plan to use your tiller for
heavy commercial applications or you
simply want to own the best, MAINLINE
Model 735 puts real meaning in the
word “professional." More than just a
superior engine, the 735 includes many
exclusive features you won’t find in any
other machine. All are designed to
improve performance, increase utility
and versatility and make handling a
breeze, especially for long hours of
operation.
Compare all the MAINLINE products,
from the Model 715 and up. Each
retains the same highest standards
of engineering, quality and value . . .
designed to meet your special needs
and applications. For more information
on each MAINLINE model, write
today!
Model 715 20" 8hp Tiller

■ MAINLINE Convertible

5 There is a MAINLINE that is right for you!

j n Model 715

C o m p e titiv e ly p ric e d w ith m o s t
a a r d e n m a c h i n e : , b u t lo a d e d w i t h
f e a t u r e s y o u w o u l d n ’t e x p e c t f o r
th e p ric e !

■ □ M o d e l 725

C o n s id e re d b y m a n y to b e th e
“ p e r f e c t ” G a r d e n in g m a c h i n e ,
e s p e c i a l ly f o r t h o s e w h o p la n t o
u s e m a n y o f th e M A IN L IN E
a tta c h m e n ts .

■ □ M o d e l 733

M o r e lik e a t r a c t o r w i t h t w o
w h e e l s , t h e 7 3 5 is t h e f i n e s t v a l u e
a v a il a b le f o r c o m m e r c i a l a n d
h e a v y u s e a p p li c a t i o n s .

P le a s e s e n d m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n

►Jaime

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone (Optional)

MAINLINE

Box 348 E 0 4 2
Lon d on, O H 43140

Phone
6 1 4 -8 5 2 -9 7 3 3
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START-COMPLETE..ADD TO YOUR
FARMSTEAD LIBRARY
We now offer a comprehensive list of FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE back issues.
Jam-packed with vital information, each issue provides small farmers, gardeners,
and homesteaders everywhere with knowledge essential to self-sufficiency. Buy one,
two,...ten or the entire set. Back issues are $2.00 each. Just circle the appropriate
number on the order coupon, or if you wish to keep the page intact use a separate
sheet of paper.

Baker’s Dozen Special!

“

Buy 12 or more and
take an EXTRA ISSUE FREE!

1974/1975
No. 1 Helen Nearing’s Rose Hip
Recipes. Growing Under Glass.
Build Your Coldframe. Compost
ing at the College
3 Atlantic.
A Greenhornj: OrW orkhorses.
Picture c ri^ V M a in e Farm. A
Child’s harden of Vegetables.
Farmer W hite’s Brown Eggs.
What is Organic. How About a
Woodlot Cashcrop?.
No. 2 Food Storage on the Maine
Farmstead. Energy and the
Sma'* Maine Farm. Making Ci
der Wine. The F
/ Settlers of
Matinicus l.«i Q \Jj,e Your Own
Woodla-v-A O -i tager. Care and
Use
i our Chainsaw. Fall
Flower Gardening. Milkweed
and Monarchs. Christmas Wre
ath Making. The Heifer Project.
No. 3 Goats on Your Farmstead.
Income Tax Deductions for the
Small Farmer.
Apple
Trees. Insurant- Q\3 ;ne Farmsteader. B ^A ,v_ ivin g Without
ElectricityS , Guide to Buying
Farm Equipment. Spinning and
Weaving Your Flax and Wool.
Folk Medicine. Spring and Sum
mer Flower Gardening. Soy
beans.
No. 4 Of Slugs and Suds. Plague
and Pestilence in Your Woodlot.
How to Make Butter and Butter
milk. The Great Purple Vege
table Patch. A Successful Farm
stead. On Growing Red Toma
toes. Canning Fruits and Vege
tables. Highland Cattle. Making
Goat’s Milk Cheese. Stalking the
Low-Cost Chicken.
No. 5 The Wise and Useful Farm
and Garden Guide. Rabbits for
Food and Profit. Tap Your Hide.
Making Jams and Jellies. Stor
ing Fruits and Vegetables for
Home Use. Tricks for the Fall
and W inter Garden. Breed that
Pig. How to Plant a Tree. Saving
Those Green Tomatoes. Purs
lane—The Good Weed.

1976
No. 6 Ice Harvest and Storage.
On Clearing Land. How to Grow
Beautiful Christmas Trees. Hea
ting with Wood. Steps for Start
ing Seeds. My First Team of
Workhorses. Peter Zacharias:
Registered Holstein Breeder.
Fruit Leather. Preserving Herbal
Fragrances.
Coping
W ith
Maine’s Climate.
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No. 7 Raising Bees in Maine.
Heirloom Beans. Planting by the
Signs. Recycling Maine Lumber.
A Patch of Rhubarb Recipes.
Spring Pig Power. How to Work
and Play with Squash. How to
Build a Fence. Tapping Maine
Sugar Bush. Pick a W ild Plantago.
No. 8 How to Buy a Horse.
Planting an Organic Orchard.
Plants that Poison Livestock.
Growing Oriental Vegetables in
Maine. Bountiful Comfrey. Mak
ing Hay Despite the Weather.
Some of My Best Friends are
Bugs. Enjoy Your own Farm
Pond. The Herb Everlasting.
Early Bloomers, Late Bloomers.
No. 9 Old-Time Apples. A Guide
to Raising Ducks. Forest Man
agement at Edgewater Farm.
Myth and Magic in Your Garden.
Chimneys. Muscovies on a
Maine Farm. More About Mus
covy Ducks. Making Feather
Pillows. Winged Pest Catchers.
On Augers, Froes and Crozes.

1977
No. 10 Wood Stove Cookery.
Saving Energy is Saving Money.
Tobacco-Grow Your Own. Lam
bing Time. Harvesting Salt Hay
in Grand Marsh. The Commonsense Gardener. Farming with a
Draft Horse in Quebec. How to
Make a Barrel Stove. A Walk in
the W inter Woods. W inter Deer
Feeding.
No. 11 Know Your Soil. On
Choosing Your Goose. A Bee for
the North. Smelting By Moon
light. Digging Dandelions. The
Wise and Useful Farrp & Garden
Guide. The Modular Coldframe.
Earth Oysters. Pony Power.
Early Care for Better Apples.
\

No. 12 Beefalo. Woodsheds are
Beautiful. Understanding Pas
sive Solar Heating Systems.
Home Childbirth. Nutrition and
the Vegetarian Diet. Let Weeds
Protect Your Garden. W ild Roots
Spring Tonic. Hoes for Hard
Rows. Grow the Autumn Olive.
Valerian-Mystery Herb of M ill
Creek.
No. 13 W ild Harvest: A Guide to
Edible W ild Fruits of the North
east, Part I. Getting a Line on
Bees. Legumes—Selecting Seed
Mixtures for the Small Farm.
How to Hook a Hon’d Pout.
Making Low Sugar Jams and
Jellies. To HusbancL a Goat: A

V T t l

topics covered in pre
vious issues.

Moral Tale. Blackberries. Cof
fee, Tea or Chicory. Tea Thyme.
What to do W ith Those Everlast
ing Eggs.
No. 14 Home-Grown Tractors.
Building a Log Cabin By Hand.
Making a Sheepskin Rug. Woodburning Basics, Part I. Herbs in
-the Fall Garden. Green Manure
for the Fall Gardener. W ild
Harvest: A Guide to Edible W ild
Fruits of the Northeast, Part II.
Gourmet Game Cooking. Taking
Antique Chickens Off the Shed.
From Stump to Stove.
No. 15 Talking Turkey. Beautiful
Creations with Weeds. Quilting.
Woodburning Basics, Part II.
Hopi Blue Corn. Cornerstones: A
School for Would-Be Builders.
Finding Water with a Stick.
Brew Your Own Beer. Sprout a
Garden in Your Pantry. Batter's
Up: The Lowdown on Bread
Baking-.

1978
No. 16 The Truth About pota
toes. Take a Good Look At Your
Garden Soil. Salads On My
Windowsill. Have You Any
Wool? Herbal Healing. Dogs on
the Homestead. Axe Handles.
Hearty Hot Chowder. Cranking
Up lor W inter Driving. Eastler
on Energy.
No. 17 Harvesting tne Sugarbush. Plowing with a Draft,
Horse, Part I. Poultry PalacesPlan and Build a Proper Hen
house. Start a Strawberry Bed.
World Seed Service. Secrets for
Starting Seeds. How to Make a
Hotbed. Enemy in Sight—Biolo
gical Control vs. Pesticides. The
Truth About Onions. Dining on
Daylilies.
No. 18 The Common Sunflower.
Building a Log-End Home. The
Truth About Cucumbers, Melons
and Squash. The Reliance
Peach-A Sure Bet for the Small
Fruit Grower. Sensible Pest
Management in.the Orchard. A
Patch of Greens. Plowing with a
Draft Horse, Part ll-H arrow ing
and
Seeding.
Easy-to-Grow
Flowers. Let My Chickens Go.
No. 19 Plowing W ith the Draft
Horse, Part III—Haymaking.
Raising Rabbits. MOFGA on the
Move. Getting Your Goat. Insect
Pests & Their Enemies. Ginseng
the Inscrutable. A Hand’s-On
Building Experience. Sea Moss.
Plant
Something
Old...And
Something New. Too Much Zuc
chini.

No. 20 Preserving Your Garden’s
Bounty. In Praise of Chickens.
Caring for Small Stock. When
it ’s Time to Butcher the Home
stead Hog. How to Home-Can
Meat. Harvesting Dry Beans.
Small Farm Management-Har
vesting the Corn. Water Closet
Blues—A New Look at No-Flush
Toilets. Community Canning
Centers. Urban Farming. *
No. 21 The Truth About Cauli
flower. Five Easy Ways to Make
a Rug. A Beginner’s Guide to
Raising Bees. First Aid for Fruit
Trees. Mittens for You to Make.
Eva McCann-Enduring Lady
From Lubec. The Sweet and Sour
of Sugar Substitutes. Honey
Cookery. Burning Junkwood.
Scarlet Runner Beans.

1979

No. 22 The Great Tomato Com
petition. Hot Chili Peppers. You
Want to Own a Cow? If Your
Cow Kicks. A Cow-Buyers
Guide. Stop Those Carpenter
Ants. A Homeowner’s Guide to
Insulation.
Our
Retrofitted
Home. Smoking Herbs. Shaping
Uo for Garden Chores.
No. 23 The Truth About Peppers
and Eggplant. Farming For Fish:
Salt Water Trout, Cold Water
Oysters. To Market, To Market,
To Buy a Fat Pig. Pigs in the
Pasture. Pigs for Profit. Blue
Ribbon Gardening Tips. All
About Brooding, Hatching, In
cubating and Caring for Fowl.
No Power Go-Power: Energy
Crisis Foods. Parsley. What
Weeds Can Tell You About Your
Soil.
No. 24 How to Build an Under
ground Home. Companion Plant
ing Primer. Allelopathy-Plants
that Poison Other Plants. How to
Market Your Farm Products.
Great Horses. A Movable Heap.
Raising Earthworms. W ildlife
and Land Management. HomeGrown Chickens. Making Bee
hives.
No. 25 Energy and You-Now is
the Time to Buy Your Woodstove. The Truth About Beans.
Raising Guinea Birds. On Ignor
ance and Bliss. Land-Knowing
What You Own. A Pair of
Oxen-The Beauty of the Beasts.
Eating Flowers. How to Run a
Successful Craft Business. Stoc
king Your Toolshop. Hand Hew
Your Own Beams.
No. 26 The Truth About Root
Crops. Thoughts on Killing My
Fatted Calf. How to Get Your
Livestock to Market. Energy and

Farmstead Magazine offers year-round attention to timeless methods
and current developments in your hom e, field, garden and bam .
You--Woodstove Safety. NFPA
Woodstove Clearances. Cooking
W ith Wood. What to Do for
Chimney Fires. Sheep Dogs on
the Farmstead. How to Skin a
Pig. Favorite Pumpkin Recipes.

Gopher Snake. Caring for Or
phan Lambs. An Easy-to-Make
Rabbit Hutch.
No. 32 W e’ re Rediscovering
Solar Energy. How to Install
Windows. Make Your Own Solar
Window Box and Food Dryer.
How to Raise Goat Kids. A Man
Born to Farming: Wendell
Berry. How to Grow More in
Your Small Garden. Some Bugs
are Good Guys for the Garden.
How to Build Flat Racks. Plants
Can Poison You! Recollecting
the Old Steam Engine Days of
Threshing.

No. 27 The Eastern Coyote. How
to Raise Turkeys. A Seed Cata
log Review. Mother’s Favorite
Stuffing Recipes. Versatile Veni
son. Praise Be for the Sauna.
Barnloft Rabbits. How to Get
Hot Water From Your Woodstove. Brown 'n Serve Bread.
Crazy Quilt.

1980
No. 28 Health and the Home
Gardener. Grow Perfect Peas.
Raise Araucanas. Home-Made
Butter is Better. How to Manage
a Coppice Woodlot. Make Your
Own Snowshoes. Let Your Chick
ens Range. Eating Betty, Tom
and Susan. Digging the Farm
Dump. Nutritious and Delicious
Beets.
No. 29 January to December
Year-Round Planting Guide.
Mulch Helps Your Garden. Bor
age, the Beloved Herb. Toads...
Guardians of the Garden. The
Edible Dandelion. Goodbye Be
etles. How to Harvest Your
Orchard Crop, Part I. How to
Harvest Your Orchard Crop, Part
II. Eggs on Tap. Hot Tips for a
Cold Climate.
No. 30 It’s Time To Prune Your
Fruit Trees. Start Your Own
Backyard Orchard. A Beginner’s
Guide to Chainsaws. W ild Bee
Hunter. Building A Bee Box. A
$150 Honey Extractor that Costs
$15 to Build. Ducks and the
Bug-Free Garden. Choosing the
Right Shovel. Feast of Flowers.
Morel Mushrooms.
No. 31 Bees: Are They Endan
gered? Bee Sting Remedies. A
Guide to Pruning. How to Make
Kaunakes. Blue Ribbon Black
Sheep. Grow Healthier Plants.
The Herbalist’s Notebook. The

No. 33 Woodstove Harvest. A
Guide to Woodburning Cookstoves, Part I. In Praise of the
Cider Press. How to Dry Your
Harvest’s Bounty. Preparing
Vegetables for Drying. Taking
Stock: The Farmstead Harvest
Accounting. Gathering in the
Harvest.
No. 34 Living Underground All
Year Long. Hand Riving Shakes
and Rails. A Guide to Raising
Pigs. On Building Masonry Firestoves. Firestove Building Tips.
A Guide to Woodburning Cookstoves, Part II. The Art of
Cooking on a Woodstove. Make
Your Own Sausage. Plant Onions
in the Fall. Brew Yourself Some
Herb Tea.
No. 35 Blacksmithing: Tool and
Technioues. Building a Brick
Forge. Fruitful Living. On Plant
ing a Permanent Garden. Wind
Electric System. Birds of Prey.
Make Your Own Holiday Gifts.
Raising Rabbits. New Life for an
Old House, Part I. Donuts.

1981
No. 36 The Twitch Horse. A
Greenhouse for the Good Life.
Seeds of the Earth. Grow Your
Own Garden Seeds. Versatile
and Various W inter Squash. To

Fence a Goat. Gourd Crafting.
Let the Wind Blow. Planning and
Planting a Windbreak. Growing
Herbs Through W inter Weather.
No. 37 A Simple and Delicious
Salad Garden. Build Your Own
Cold-Frame Food Dryer. An
Alaskan Garden. Cooling Fram
es for the Garden. Ground
Cherries. Codling Moths. You
Can Eat Acorns.
Braiding
Onions. Window Box Green
house. Living Christmas Trees.
No. 38 Mallards. Know Your
Ducks. Success W ith Seedlings.
Garden
Use^Agains.
Plant
Sprouted Seeds. Blossoming
Time. A Spring Orchard Pictor
ial. Beginner’s Guide to Beehive
Inspection. New Life for an Old
House, Part II. Can Your Melons
Right in the Garden.
No. 39 Water Appreciation. Ear
th Ponds. Water-Loving Peren
nials. Drip Irrigation. Bathtub
Ecology. The Trout of Barren
Hill. The Complete Blackfly Gar
dener. Homegrown Pesticides.
Raising Pigeons. W ild Water.
No. 40 Selecting Land for a Rural
Home Site. Cutting the Cost of
Shelter. Getting Wood to Last.
Taming the Tool Shed. Farm
stead’s
Illustrated
Summer
Wood Heat Safety Check. Bring
ing Back the Attic Fan. USDA
Report...On Organic Farming.
W hither the Organic Farmer?
Milking Your Goat. How to Trim
Goat Hooves.
No. 41 The Magic of Cast Iron
Cookware. The Capable Cookstove. Your 1981 Cookstove Buy
er’s Guide. Home Meat Can
ning. now to Run a Successful
Roadside Stand. Luscious Blue
berries. Half a Cow can be Better
than One. Inside the Home Root
Cellar. Grandma’s Prize Sour
Cream Recipes. Heroes of the
Frosty Morn.

No. 42 Working Gently in the
Woods. Caring for Your Chain
saw. Start a Successful Wood
Co-op. Where Rot Has Spelled
Revival. Fall Soil Ecology. A
Home-Built Wood Burning Furn
ace. The New Hog Economics.
Raising Hogs for a Profit on the
Small Farm. Chicken Tracks and
Soap. Forcing Spring Bulbs.
No. 43 The Rumford Fireplace.
More Heat From the Hearth.
Special Holiday Table. Raising
Chickens Can Be Child’s Play. In
Praise of the Fancy. The Silver
Spangled Hamburg. The Whitetail: A Year in the Life of a Deer.
Tanning Buckskin. How to Make
Buckskin Mittens. Great for
Your Garden...Green Manure.

1982
No. 44 The Total Tomato. Wood
Ashes. South of the Border
Vegies. Success W ith Dried Flo
wers. W inter Care of Livestock.
Farmstead's 1982 Garden Direc
tory. Puttin’ by the Ice. Planning
for New Poultry. Make Your
Own Cant Hook. Whole Grain
Flour.
No. 45 Farmstead’s Year 'Round
Garden Guide and Record Book.
Think Greenhouse for 1982. A
Simple Backyard Greenhouse.
Long-Season Gardening. Alpine
Strawberries. A Time to Reap,
Hand Tools and Techniques for
Harvesting Small Grain. A Time
to Sow, Growing Your Own
Small Grain. Hummingbirds.
Super Cures for Fruitless Trees.
Making Handles.
No. 46 Orchards in the Spring.
Backyard P erm aculture. The
A m azing Luffa. Much Ado
About Mulch. Home Sheep
Shearing. How to Buy a Baby
Calf. Bucket Calves. The Purple
Martin. Water-Pumping W ind
mills-- How They Work. Joy of
Spring Salads.

Clip and mail to FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE, Box 111, Freedom, Maine 04941.
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Fill in here to order back issues o f FARM STEAD MAGAZINE
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Send the issue(s) circled
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W atercress

The Gourmet Green

by Francis X. Sculley

Watercress grows from Maine to Georgia--and westward
to the Pacific coast. This watercress is growing wild in a
Maine bog.

herever diners pay an “ arm and a leg’ ’ for dinner,
be it in America or Europe, the pungent greens
known as watercress (Nasturtium officionale) will
occupy a conspicuous spot. Whether as a garnish for a
lonely broiled lamb chop marooned in the center of an
island of white china, or as the key ingredient in a tangy
salad, this member of the mustard family always plays a
tasty role.

To those who could not tell watercress from a
watersnake, be assured that it is easy to identify. It bears
no likeness to any poisonous plant. It may grow with its
head completely under water or it may extend above the
surface to a height of six or seven inches. The leaves are
smooth and dark green or brownish green during the
spring. They are compounded and have a number of tiny
leaflets that usually number from three to nine.

To some, the mere mention of watercress can create
visions of an icy spring, a mountain rill or a spring fed bog
with crystal clear water; to others it is only an ornament of
a gourmet meal—not the every day.

In late spring and early summer the round leaves may
take on a reddish tinge. When the white flowers appear in
June the plant should not be gathered. At this stage it has
a tendency toward toughness, and the taste is a bit too
fiery. It is best to harvest watercress in the spring and fall.

W

Yet, believe it or not, watercress grows everywhere—
from Maine to the high mountains of Georgia and
westward to the Pacific coast. Although it is the Cadillac
o f salad greens, unchecked mounds of it remain
unharvested each year, often within reach of anyone
willing to walk a little bit. While it is more abundant in
springs and small mountain brooks, it has adapted to the
changes imposed upon it by society, and may often be
found in a roadside ditch. One of the largest patches I have
ever seen was in a large drainage channel on a farm near
Port Allegany, Pennsylvania. This growth was luxuriant,
though few residents bothered with the harvest. The key
to watercress growth is clean, cool running water.
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Most hotels and produce stores would pay well for a
steady supply of watercress, and with it in such plentiful
and ready supply, one cannot help but wonder why there
are not a few watercress millionaires. A big reason is that
it is difficult to ship long distances because it deteriorates
rapidly after picking. When gathering it, you should make
certain that it receives plenty of cold water.
Seeds can be obtained from most nurseries, and if you
have access to clear running water or a spring, you’re in
business. It will also grow in soil that is well-shaded and
kept constantly damp, and may also be raised in garden
pots.

HERE’S A G IF T ...
You may want to give yourself!

8-1/2 x 10-3/4 x 8-1/2 Inches high

SPROUTER
KIT

An average packet of watercress seed will yield about
1,000 plants! The seed is very fine.
Large clay pots are best for watercress seedlings be
cause they hold moisture and can be placed in shallow
pans of water. Seedlings need plenty of moisture.
Plants can be started from seed or cuttings. Sprigs will
root in a glass of water, but you must change the water
daily. To start watercress from seed, sow sparsely in a
mixture of soil, ground limestone and sifted humus. It is
vital to keep the seedlings wet at all times, and the
container in a spot that is cool and receives only partial
sunlight. As soon as the plants are big enough to handle,
they can be set out along the banks of a stream. The best
time to do this is April and May, depending upon you re
gion. If care is taken to keep the water clean, you could de
pend on having cuttings every spring and fall for the
future.
Watercress is in a class by itself in salads, particularly
the one with orange slices, tiny shallots and French
dressing. In England it is used in sandwiches. Try it with
bacon and tomato. It can be boiled and eaten as any other
spring green, but like them it too will cook down
considerably, so you need a lot of it to make a meal.
Delicious soup is made from watercress.
Look for it where there is deem running water, and be
certain that you wash it well. Once you’ve found a patch
you’re in business. It is a perennial, and with care you will
have a steady supply for years to come. Its fresh and tangy
leaves will add zest to your salads, soups and sand
wiches.
□

Three generously sized perforated sprouting trays, pro
duce a family sized crop of sprouts (between 4-6 cups).
Requires only a couple of minutes tending, simple as pour
ing a glass of water into top tray twice a day. Keeps you
constantly supplied with fresh sprouts for a fraction of
the cost.
Easy to follow sprouting
instructions included.

Durable rust resistant
m etal rack.

Heavy duty w ashable
plastic trays.

High yield - 6 to 8 ounces
of sprouts per ounce of
beans o r seeds
For sprouting all kinds
of edible beans and seeds
in 3-5 days. Three
different kinds at one time.

O ur suggested list of beans
and seeds for sprouting:
Alfalfa, Cabbage, Radish,
M ung beans, Lentils, Soy
beans, and W heat Berries.

5 PIECE SPROUTER KIT
Only $14.95 shipped anywhere in the
continental United States.
Sorry, No COD orders please.

Francis X. Scully lives, writes and forages in Port Alle
gany, Pennsylvania. Art by R. Passalacqua.

M ail to: N O V E LC R A FT S M FG . C O ., IN C .

P.O. BOX V

ROGUE RIVER OREGON 97537

Please ship____ Easy Gro SPROUTER KITS
□

Check or Money Order Enclosed

I | Myself
□ Gift
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO NOVELCRAFTS
Name
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address.
City _
State

Zip.

Phone.

Watercress is ready for picking in about five months,
but thinnings can be eaten at the two to three month size.
Gather seed pods when they ripen in the fall.

■

If this is a gift please send shipping instructions. Send enclosure
card or message and we will insert it in the carton.
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Black-eyed Peas

by Bev Klauer
alf the fun of gardening is
trying something new. I try to
do this every year to help keep
my garden work from becoming a
mundane chore. Thanks to my
Southern neighbors and one of their
traditional foods—black-eyed peas—I
grew an extraordinary vegetable for
the first time last gardening season.
I planted them at the same lime I
planted my green beans, and sowed
them only an inch to an inch and a half
deep. But you must regulate your
plantings according to your own
garden’ s soil conditions. Plant your
peas shallow if your soils are heavy
and plant deep in light soil. If the
ground is hard and dry, deep planting
is necessary to provide plenty of
moisture for this seed to properly
germinate.
The first thing I found out about
black-eyed peas is that they stand
weather extremes very well. My last
gardening season was dry and hot.
While my green beans and some
other things did poorly and eventually
just dried up, the black-eyed peas
thrived beautifully. Since the plant is
actually a tropical plant, that is not too
surprising. But when the weather
turned wet and quite cool, they still
did very well. I can’t see that any
weather extreme hinders them.
The next thing I realized is that it
would have been better to have put up
a trellis-type fence for them to crawl
on, although they did manage very
well without the fence. When I plant
them again, I still think I will not use
fencing but will just give them more

H
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room and not put another crop too
near. The plant is viney so the rows
have to be planted far apart. I would
suggest three feet. When mature,
black-eyed pea vines are composed
mainly of long twining tendrils. Some
of these tendrils crawl out along the
ground while others twine around the
center of the plant making it bushy
and compact.
The vegetable pods grow on
upright spikes that emerge from the
tendrils. First the spikes shoot
straight up above the plant, then,
several pods shoot out in an explosive
pattern from the top of these strong
spikes. It’s fascinating to watch the
vegetable grow. And another big plus
for the vegetable is that it’ s so easy to
pick. There is no stooping or bending
over in a back-breaking position. The
pods are all above the plant, hanging
from the very strong upright spikes.
I discovered that when I picked a
pod off, another bloom would soon
appear and produce another
pod—they seemed to appear
endlessly. The trick is not to break off
the top of the spike when you pick the
pod.
You can cook up the peas fresh or
wait until they mature and dry. The
pea pods are ready to pick when they
lose their glossy green color and are
leathery to the touch. They will then
be just starting to take on a yellow
tinge. At this point in maturity they
will be easy to pick without breaking
off the top o f the spikes. The pods
must be completely mature before
picking them. If they are not, it’s
nearly impossible to get the pea out.
They grow up to nine inches long and
hold many peas.
Another name for the black-eyed
pea is cowpea or black-eyed bean, and
it is more related to a bean than a pea.
Matter of fact, they look and taste like
a beaii, and they’re great when they
are cooked with some meat for
flavoring. Some pieces of bacon will
serve the purpose, but I think they are
best cooked with ham. They cook
quickly, becoming tender in less than
an hour. They are high in fiber and
protein. I let a lot of them dry on the
bush because they are so prolific.
Then when I make baked beans, I use
about half dried beans and half dried
black-eyed peas. It’ s a good change.□

BLACK-EYED PEA SALAD IN
TOMATO SHELLS__________________
Serves 6
cups dried black-eyed peas,
rinsed and soaked overnight in water
to cover
3 sprigs parsley
1 celery stalk, halved
1 sprig thyme
1 garlic clove
6 peppercorns
Mustard Vinaigrette
Va cup
icallions, sliced on the
diagonal
2 tablespoons minced parsley
Va cup minced basil
2 shallots, minced
1 tablespoon slivered lemon peel
6 medium-size tomatoes
IV a

1. Drain the peas and discard the
water.
2. Make a “ bouquet garni.’ ’ Place
the parsley sprigs, celery, thyme,
garlic, and peppercorns in a cheese
cloth sack. Place the sack in a 3-quart
soup pot; add peas and cold water to
cover by 2 inches. Bring to a boil,
lower heat, cover, and simmer gently
until tender (about VA. hours). Drain;
discard bouquet garni and cooking
liquid.
3. In a large mixing bowl, mix the
peas with the dressing. Add the
scallions, parsley, basil, shallots, and
lemon peel and gently toss. Cover
with plastic wrap and chill.
4. Slice the stem ends from the
tomatoes and scoop out the seeds.
Scoop out and coarsely chop the pulp.
Combine the pulp with the pea salad.
Invert the tomato shells and let them
drain on paper towels about 30
minutes. The shells may also be
prepared a few hours in advance, if
desired. Cover them with plastic wrap
and allow them to drain in the
refrigerator.
5. To serve, mound the pea salad in
the tomato shells.

From: Soups & Salads. Rodale Press,
Emmaus, Pennsylvania. 1981.
Bev Klauer has written several
articles for Farmstead, her most
recent being “ How to Buy a Baby
Calf,” in the Spring 1982 issue. She
gardens in Tipton, Iowa. Art by
Elizabeth Bailey.__________________

Firestone

Heavy Duty

Truck Tarpaulins
12 x 16......................
$23
16x20..............................................$27
20x20..............................................$31
18x24..............................................$33
18x32..............................................$45
20x30................................
$45

26 x 40.............................................. $84
26x55............................................$115
30x60............................................$145
50 x 100..........................................$390
60 x 120..........................................$547
50 x 150..........................................$562

B efore Midnight M ay 1 6

Firestone

As part of an advertising test
will send any of the above
truck size tarpaulins to any reader of this
publication who reads and responds to
this test before midnight, May 16. Each
Tarpaulin Lot (#Z-18, PVC) is constructed
of high density fabric (with virgin grade
ingredient, supplied by Gulf Oil Co., Dow
Chemical Co., and Union Oil Co.) with
nylon reinforced rope hems, double lock
stitched hems, electronically welded
seams, 100% water proof, #4 (V£ dia.)
metal grommets set on 3 foot centers with
reinforced triangular corner patches and
are recommended for all heavy duty use,
and all bulk or pallet riding materials,
< and will be accompanied with a LIFE

Tarp Mfg.

TIME guarantee that it must perform
100% or it will be replaced free. Add $7
handling and crating for each tarp
ordered, Firestone Tarp Mfg. pays all
shipping. Should you wish to return your
tarpaulins you may do so for a full refund.
Any letter postmarked later than May 16
will be returned. LIMIT: Fifty (50) tarps
per address, no exceptions. Send appro
priate sum together with your name &
address to: Tarp Test Dept. #230G,
Firestone Tarp Mfg., Inc., 6314 Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90038,
for fastest service from any part of the
country call collect, before midnight 7
days a week.

Call Collect (213) 4 6 2 -1 9 1 4
(Ask operator for)

T A R P TEST No. 2 3 0 G
Before midnight, 7 days a week
Have credit card ready
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Jerusalem
Artichokes
by Eric Freedman
erusalem artichokes, also known as “ sunchokes,”
are plants which produce knobby, edible tubers.
They were first introduced to European explorers
and settlers in the 17th century by our native Americans.
Although they bear the name “ artichoke,” these plants
are unrelated to that warm weather perennial called globe
artichokes. They also have no connection with Jerusalem
or with anything else biblical, for that matter. In fact, their
English name is a corruption of “ girasole,' ’ an Italian
word for their relative, the sunflower. When Jerusalem
artichokes flower, usually in September, they produce
lovely yellow sunflower-like blossoms on branched stems.

J

What I discovered was an impressive-looking perennial
which needs little care, and just minimal mulching, fertili
zing, weeding or watering. The tubers they produce can be
harvested in the deep of winter and into the next spring,
and are easily eaten raw or cooked.
One of the great advantages of Jerusalem artichokes is
the ease with which they grow, even in relatively poor soil.
For this reason, they can be called a lazy gardener’ s crop.
Of course, the better the soil, the larger the crop--but if
you’re short on prime gardening space, a small patch of
land now overrun with weeds or devoted to lawn will
suffice nicely. Digging in or tilling in some compost or
leaves will enrich the soil as well, but there’ s no need to
devote long hours of labor to this crop. A moderately
sunny, or sunny area is best.
When I’m getting ready to cook Jerusalem artichokes, I
save small, bud-like odd-shaped pieces which would be
hard to peel. Then, I stick them in the ground
helter-skelter, knowing that some, at least, will produce
new plants in the spring.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture suggests a fertilizer
high in potash, but I’ve never fertilized mine. The closest I
come is to dig in some wood ashes and the decomposing
leaves which mulched the patch--a quick spring operation.
I only bother watering if there is a prolonged dry spell.
The tall, heavy foliage reduces water loss by evaporation
from the ground and my patch below a small rise gets
extra rain from run-off. There’ s another advantage to the
tall stalks; they shade out weeds, so I don’t have to pull
them out myself.
But, here’ s a word of warning: don’t plant your
Jerusalem artichokes too close to your garden. First, they
spread underground, and since it’ s almost impossible to

harvest all the tubers, they can take over your bean patch
in a few years. Second, since they grow quite tall, they can
shade out sun-loving vegetables.
For my Jerusalem artichokes I picked a weedy section of
low-lying land about six by ten feet. The plot was about 15
feet from my main garden, so there was no danger that the
tall stalks—usually at least six to ten feet tall—would block
the sun from my other crops.
You can obtain your tubers from a seed company as I
did, or from a fellow gardener, from the wild, or
occasionally from a supermarket or natural foodstore. The
tubers themselves can range from pea-size to four inches
in length. Cut the larger ones into pieces about two ounces
in weight; the first year plant them about four inches deep
and about 24 inches apart. In later years, you’ll find the
plants won’t grow in such neat geometric patterns because
you may fail to harvest some small tubers.
In my part of the country, Jerusalem artichokes
generally flower in September. The blooms remain bright
through October, even after a few nights of mild frost.

In the fall, I mulch heavily with a foot or more of leaves.
It keeps the ground tillable longer so I can go out
Thanksgiving weekend or later and dig without a pick-ax.
To keep track of where I’ve harvested when the leaves
cover all signs of digging, I use sticks to mark the corners
o f the already dug sections.
Even if the ground has frozen solid, you can satisfy a
Jerusalem artichoke craving with a little work. You may
end up prying up chunks of frozen ground, then bringing
them into the basement or garage to thaw so you can get
the fruits of your labors.
When early spring comes, dig up whatever is left of your
patch. I’ve found that Jerusalem artichokes which
remained in the ground all winter will keep better and
longer in the refrigerator afterwards. I’ve kept some
March-dug ones until the following October. To store them
in the refrigerator, brush off loose dirt and put them in a
plastic bag. Check them occasionally to remove any which
are getting moldy or mushy. Throw those in the compost
pile.

The best time to start harvesting the tubers is after the
stalks dry, usually in November. If the ground hasn’t
started freezing, begin harvesting by pulling up a few
stalks, then dig with a shovel or pitchfork. Dig carefully,
because the roots damaged by a spade or fork won’t keep
as long. If you’re like me, you’ll leave the little ones in the
ground as a source of next year’ s crop.

Nutritionally, the Jerusalem artichoke is low in calories
and has no starch. For diabetics, the advantage of
Jerusalem artichokes is that their carbohydrates are in the
form of insulin and their sugar is levulose. They Eire also a
good source of thiamine while providing some Vitamin A,
ascorbic acid, iron, niacin, protein and fiber.

I harvest only as much as I think I’ll need for a few
weeks at a time since Jerusalem artichokes have a limited
storage span in the refrigerator. The ground provides
better keeping even if it alternately freezes and thaws.

After I sampled my first crop, I mentioned the experi
ment to my mother-in-law. She then told me about her
early memories o f JerusEdem artichokes, which grew
alongside a garage behind her parents’ farmhouse. She

The choice
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told me how she cooked them and served them with milk,
butter, salt and pepper.
Raw, Jerusalem artichokes have a mild, nut-like flavor.
Cooked, they are similar to white potatoes, only slightly
sweeter. Peeled and thinly sliced, they can be added to
salads. Prepared the same way, they can be stir-fried or
sauteed for Oriental-style dishes and will add a crunchy
texture much like that of bamboo shoots or water
chestnuts.
The late gardener-author James Crockett said he
preferred Jerusalem artichokes slowly roasted with lamb.
Scrubbed, they can be put around any kind of roast for the
last half hour of cooking time, then served with the gravy
or natural juices of the meat.
Our favorite way to prepare these tubers is to simmer
about a pound of well-scrubbed Jerusalem artichokes in
boiling water for 15 to 30 minutes, then peel and serve
them in melted butter mixed with lemon juice and chopped
parsley. Some people substitute chives for the parsley. Be
careful not to leave them in the boiling water too long or
they’ll get tough. You can check their progress with a
toothpick.
You can also use Jerusalem artichokes to make a
potato-less potato salad. Steam about a pound of these
tubers for 10 to 15 minutes, and then peel them. Chop
them with the whites of two hard-cooked eggs, a red or
green pepper and a stalk of celery. Add other delicious
ingredients of your choosing—olives, a chopped pickle,
steamed fresh green peas, spices, parsley or other herbs,
for example—and mix with mayonnaise or a mayonnaise
sauce.
Most cookbooks, including vegetarian and natural foods

cookbooks, have few if any Jerusalem artichoke recipes.
So imagination and creativity play a major part in how
versatile you find these almost-forgotten vegetables.
Substitute them for other vegetables and you’ll discover
variety. Use them in soups, for example, where potatoes
or turnips usually appear, or in place of cauliflower or
beans when eating with a cheese or cream sauce. If you’re
a homesteader, you might find a better use for the foliage
than as potential compost. The tops can be harvested for
forage, and the maximum yield for that purpose will be at,
or just before blossoming.
If you do so, however, your tuber yield will drop by
two-thirds to three-quarters because the tubers which
begin forming in early August develop fairly slowly until
blossoming time. The longer you wait to cut the green
tops, the larger your tubers will grow, but the forage will
be coarser and more fibrous.
Once you have learned to recognize these distinctive
plants you’ll be able to recognize them growing wild along
roadsides or in fields where bams or farmhouses once
stood. In the late fall, I enjoy “ stalking the wild Jerusalem
artichoke’ ’ in our area, trying the wild ones and
occasionally planting a few of those tubers in my own
patch for the next season.
This gardening season, try growing this unusual plant.
It will give you great returns for little effort and something
else, besides-a sense of returning to America’ s native
“ roots.’ ’ □ _______________
Eric Freedman is a reporter for The Knickerbocker News
and is a freelance writer who enjoys working in the garden
or with a typewriter. He lives in Troy, New York.
Jerusalem artichoke by Elizabeth Bailey.

Dependable
Dobbins Sprayers
MODEL 1072

• MAXICROP is natural solubilized sea
weed, made available in convenient,
easily applied and readily absorbed form.

1-4 P.M. Saturday, May 1, 1982Allegan County Fairgrounds
Allegan, Ml
(25 miles North of I-94,
Kalamazoo exit)

Some of our winners have included:
Champion Oxford Ewe & Supreme Cham
pion Ewe, Michigan State Fair
Consecutive Champion Romney Flocks
Numerous Champions & Reserves, North
American International Livestock Ex
position

For more info, and catalogue:
W rite: Edward Read Barton
Box FSP, 920 Miller Rd.
Plainwell, Ml 49080
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the finest natural material for healthy roots

Gives You Results That
Others Dream About

BARTON’S OAKLAWN FARM
4th Annual Production Sale

SELLING up to 200 head of
Suffolks, Romneys, Oxfords &
Dorsets. Yearlings, ram and ewe
lamb, club lambs, and mature
ewes.

MAXICROP

• MAXICROP is the finest natural material
for healty roots...vigorous growth in
lawns, flowers, maximum vegetable and
fruit crops.
• MAXICROP is safe, non-pollutant and
economical.
Spray with confidence. Dobbins low
pressure power sprayers minimize drift and
overspray. Model 1072, has centrifugal
pump with one moving part. Spray wand
adjusts from solid stream to fine mist for
uniform spraying coverage. Use Dobbins
sprayers on lawns, shrubs, flowers,
vegetable gardens and trees.
Many other models to choose from.
See your local power equipment dealer or
write for free catalog.

D
OBBINS
CPOWCETO
SPRAYER
Master Manufacturing Co. P.O. Box 694
Sioux City, IA 51102 (712)258-0108

SIZES AVAILABLE:
For Gardeners:
8 ounce, quart and gallon bottles.
For Farmers and Commercial Growers:
22 lbs. kegs of soluble powder (makes
33 gallons of liquid concentrated M AXI
CROP) and 44 lbs. kegs (makes 66
gallons).
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM:

M A X IC R O P , U.S.A., INC.
11 West College Drive,
Suite J
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
Or
P.O. Box 964F
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
Telephone [312)253-0756

Reviewer
WORK HORSE HANDBOOK, Lynn
R. Miller, Mill Press, Inc., Reedsport,
Oregon 97467, 1981. $12.95 large soft
cover.
by Sam Brown
n ever increasing number of
people today are using horses
for an ever increasing number
of practical applications. Lynn Miller,
editor of The Small Farmer’ s Journal,
a publication about practical horse
farming, has compiled a useful book
in the same personal style as his
magazine. It’s called Work Horse
Handbook, and is a beautifully illus
trated and sincere offering of the
dedicated horseman to the further
ance o f his love—workhorses.
The book goes through all the
general aspects of horse raising and
working, such as harness and har
nessing, feeding and stabling, which
many other books on this subject also
include. However, Lynn Miller ad
ditionally covers principles of dy
namics, driving, costs of work and the
value of horses as power. Throughout
the entire text, Miller conveys a sense
of partnership, of reciprocity between
horse and horseman that is the key to
success in working with these ani
mals. Without bearing down heavily
on details of illnesses or foal raising
or hoof care, he covers the basics with
a calm and patient eye, the same eye
he admonishes every teamster to pos
sess. Particularly appealing is a short
description of the senses (visual and
auditory) of a horse, how they work,
and how they make the horse react.
Too many novices may not have the
correct empathy for their horse that

A

dispels tension and increases com
munication, and this brief chapter
notifies the amateur that these
“ horse-senses” are important to
know.
Miller does have some personal
references for hitching, equipment,
maintenance and the like, but is
candid in stating his viewpoint, and
requests that the reader consider
Work Horse Handbook “ just a book”
by “ just a man” , and seek other
sources of information. Older team
sters are invaluable links, he says, to
the “ near-forgotten art” of horse
manship, and Miller suggests that
hours spent in their tutelage are
priceless possessions, experiences
handed down that even the best of
books cannot replace. As the interest
in horses for work grows, the demand
for timely, feeling books such as Work
Horse Handbook will hopefully un
leash more knowledge from “ old
timers” for the benefit of all. Lynn
Miller is to be commended for
keeping the momentum growing.
THE WOODWRIGHT’ S SHOP A
Practical Guide to Traditional W ood
craft. By Roy Underhill. University of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill.
1981. $11.95 (softbound)
by Kate Blanchard
e seem to be living in an age of
books for do-it-your-selfers. As
twentieth century readers and
d oers we are inundated with
how-to-do-it manuals on virtually
every su bject im agin able, from
Chinese cooking to body massage.
The subjects covered are almost as
numerous as the activities of twen
tieth century man, woman, and child.
The opening scene of The W oodwright’ s Shop shows Roy Underhill
briskly leaving the bustling metro
polis, carrying a wooden tool carrier
in one hand and an axe in the other.
He walks along a noisy super-highway
out into the countryside, over a
railroad trestle, along a sleepy brook,
and down through a path in the woods
to the nineteenth century woodtimbered building that houses his
woodworking shop. The sign above
the bam doors reads: ROY UNDER
HILL
WOODWORKER - IRONSMITH. This is the setting of the
National Public Television series
“ The W oo d w rig h t’ s S h op ’ ’ , a
thirteen-part series offered by the
University of North Carolina.
The W oodwright’s Shop A Practical
Guide to Traditional Woodcraft takes
the reader into an era before wood
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workers used power tools in making
the functional objects of daily life. It is
a guide, from tree to dwelling; it
progresses from beginner’s tools and
techniques to more advanced pro
jects. Roy Underhill sums up his craft,
“ I teach traditional hand-tool wood
working... working with wood from a
living tree.”
The warmth and enthusiasm of the
author show up throughout the text.
He treats his tools with T.L.C.,
displays an abiding reverence for his
material, wood, and lets us in on his
growth as a craftsman. His phil
osophy of working and teaching
stresses using common sense and
working from an understanding o f the
materials and the purpose of each
tool. The worker is linked to the
material by the tool.
Roy Underhill says he works by
“ eye and by feel,” keeping an open
mind to new ideas. As a teacher, his
concern lies more in helping us
develop “ confidence in ourselves”
than in “ numbers and measure
m ents.”
The book offers a feast of tradi
tional country woodworking. Ample
helpings of instruction served up in
easy-to-read sections with heaps of
photos, which illustrate each im
portant step graphically, are given.
The author is articulate; his style is
friendly as he introduces the working
wright’ s vernacular. Those of you who
enter the land of woodcraft for the
first time, will encounter an exciting
new language of nouns and action
words: tenon, mortice, stail, billet,
peen, poll, split, and splat; hewing,
turning, riving, drawboring, and
squaring. You will learn to speak with
a hand-tool vocabulary: glut, froe,
spokeshave, scorp, gouge, ripsaw,
spike dog, auger, riving break, and
shaving horse.
There’ s an adequate index and a
bibliography o f primary sources on
traditional workways.
One of the most valuable sidelights
of this learning book is the guidance
on how to search out, rehabilitate, or
make antique tools.
The Woodwright’ s Shop’ s view into
the nineteenth century world of
“ handmade” reaches out to folks in
the twentieth century: craftspeople,
woodworkers, antique collectors, folk
lore buffs and back-to-the-landers. It
presents an alternative technology for
energy-conscious inhabitants of the
“ eighties.” There is something for
every wood lover among us.
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Early Summer Issue 1982
Here, easy access to the books that furnish you with the how-to,
what-to and when-to on everything from wood heating and
raising livestock to gardening, building and more. These books
make valuable and welcome additions to any library of
self-sufficient living.

Note: Look for the ★ to
find new titles on the shelf.
WORGAMC

way TO MULCHING

back to basics,” FARM EQUIP
MENT AND HANDS TOOLS is a
unique volume. It explains and
pictures how to build racks, stan
chions, land rollers, harrow frames,
stump pullers and many more.
Illustrated.
Harcover.. .S108................... $7.95

***
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THE ORGANIC WAY TO MULCH
ING by the editors of Organic
Gardening Magazine.
Provides information on what mul
ches to use for what crops--fruits,
vegetables, and ornamentals--and
how to use them. Readers will learn
how to conserve moisture, stabilize
soil structure and temperature, hold
down weeds, and build soil fertility
naturally.
Hardcover . . . .R 2 5 ............... $8.95

NEW HORSE OWNERS ILLUS
TRATED MANUAL by Guy Perrault
“ More than 435 photographs with
accompanying text on the choice,
care, tack, riding and training of a
horse...explains what is proper and
safe - and what isn’t - in each of
these areas,” Western Horseman.
Softcover . . . .S 132............. $12.95

FARM EQUIPMENT AND HAND
TOOLS, George
A.
Martin,
Ed.
As valuable for its historic informa
tion as it is for methods of “ getting

GETTING THE MOST FROM
YOUR GARDEN by the editors of
Organic Gardening Magazine. Ex
cellent guide that shows how to
produce an abundance of vege
tables through the use of intensive
gardening practices. Thoroughly
examines such techniques as seed
starting, transplanting, succession
and relays. Includes instructions on
how to set up high-yielding close
spaces; contributions from regional
gardeners who relate their techni
ques; and a complete intensive
growing guide. “ Whether or not
you are an organic gardener this
book is worth reading.“ ...American
Horticulturalist.
Hardcover . . .R - 7 2 .............. $15.95

MAKING THE WEATHER WORK
FOR YOU: A Practical Guide for
Gardener and Farmer by James J.
Rahn
A unique volume that will help you:
determine specific growing degree
days for your particular garden site,
use plants as natural weather
instruments, build a practical home
weather station for under $25,
become more attune to the role
climate plays in the growth and
development of your plants, and
more.50 illustrations.
Softcover... .G20................... $7.95

G-34 KEEPING THE HARVEST by Nancy
Chioffi and Gretchen Mead. Complete book
on canning, freezing, curing, pickling, and
dry storage. Excellent for the beginner as
well as the experienced food preserver. Over
200 photos and illustrations.
Softcover............................................... .$7.95

Gardening
G 17 NUTS FOR THE FOOD GARDENER by Louise
Riotte - Care, cultivation, propagation, grafting,
budding, harvesting, and recipes for 15 nut
v a rie tie s . Also grove im provem en ts, foiling
predators, source lists. 192 pp„ illustrated.

R70 ORGANIC GARDENING
UNDER
GLASS by George and Katy Abraham-Fruits
and vegetables or ornamentals in the
greenhouse. An excellent bookl All the
details on what size and type of greenhouse
is right for you. 320 pp., photos and
illustrations, hardcover ......................$10.95

R-35 DICTIONARY OF USEFUL PLANTS by
Nelson Coon. Outlines the dominant uses of
plants-food, medicine, crafts--plus over 600
identifications of plants and their families.
This is a comprehensive reference on useful
plants created especially for the layman. 383
illustrations, bibliography.
Softcover ............................................... $7.95

Softcover................................................$5.95

G-15 GROWING YOUR OWN MUSHROOMS by Jo
- The first workable approach to smallscale mushroom growing. All you need is a small
cellar or outbuilding to start. Easy methods, plus
many recipes and special section on preserving
mushrooms. 180 pp., 100 illustrations.
M u e lle r

Softcover

$6.95

Hardcover

$8.95

R-15 SMALL-SCALE GRAIN RAISING by
Gene Logsdon. For every gardener and
homesteader who wants to increase both the
quantity and quality of his homegrown food
supply by growing and using whole grains.
Individual chapters are devoted to corn,
wheat, sorghum, oats, soybeans, rye and
barley, buckwheat and millet, rice and their
many varities. Also included is a section on
uncommon grains--wild rice, triticale, saf
flowers, and legumes. 320 pp. with illustra
tions.
Softcover ....................................
$7.95

Greenhouses
R-48 THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE BOOK
edited by James C. McCulagh. The first
comprehensive volume that deals with
design, construction and crop production in a
variety of solar greenhouses. Provides
detailed technical and design information,
with an emphasis on low-cost, low-energy
structures. 344 pp., 136 photos, 135 illustra
tions.
Softcover ................................................$9.95
Hardcover ............................................$14.95

R54 UNUSUAL VEGETABLES edited by
Anne Moyer Halpin--Something new for this
years garden contains all the information
needed to grow 79 out-of-the-ordinary vege
tables. 464 pp., hardcover................$14.95
G49 FRUITS AND BERRIES FOR THE
HOME by Lewis Hill guides you to home
grown apples, plums, strawberries, black
berries, nuts and more. 288 pp., trade
Softcover ........................................... ..$8.95

O rganic
R-23 HOW TO GROW VEGETABLES AND
FRUITS BY THE ORGANIC METHOD by
J.l. Rodale. This hefty volume is actually
seven books in one, covering general organic
gardening techniques, vegetable growing,
the home fruit garden and orchard, organic
fruit culture, organic nut culture, herb
gardening and growing unusual fruits. This
remarkable book is the organic vegetable and
fruit grower’s bible. More than 600 charts,
tables, how-to-illustrations and photos. 926
pp.
Hardcover.............................................$16.95

R-65 THE RUTH STOUT NO-WORK GAR
DEN BOOK by Ruth Stout and Richard
Clemence. This welcome book presents Ruth
Stout’s unique advice on organic growing
techniques that can help the gardener avoid
many chores and still achieve a productive
garden. How to combat insects, grow tasty
vegetable all year, foil both drought and frost
--these and many other growing secrets of
the author’s year-round mulch method are
revealed. 234 pages, photos, index.
Hardcover...............................................$7.95
R-43 GETTING FOOD FROM WATER: A
GUIDE TO BACKYARD AQUACULTURE
by Gene Logsdon. Water, wherever found,
can be an important source of food for the
gardener, homesteader or farmer. In two
sections, the book deals with natural
aquaculture in existing bodies of water as
well as in man-made ponds, streams and
tanks. Information is included on how to
build ponds, weed and fertilize them, seed
them with fish and harvest their produce. 208
pp., illustrations and photos.
Hardcover............................................. $12.95
R-12 MANUAL OF PRACTICAL HOME
STEADING by John Vivian. A complete
how-to guide for people who want to become
self-reliant, “ ...as close to the ultimate book
on practical rural living as you are likely to
fin d ...” Maine Times.
Softcover................................................. $9.95

Soil
Helen and Scott Nearing
m.i'.ioir*ci and

R-62 GARDENING WITH KIDS by Sharon
MacLatchie. Gardening with children is not
as simple as it might first appear, so this
book has been prepared to alert the adult
gardener to what children expect, how they
approach things and the best methods for
successful organic gardening. W ith the child
in mind, this book covers planning, choosing
foolproof vegetables, and recipes for young
gardeners. 224 pp., photos.
Hardcover...............................................$8.95

Alternatives

u s ih q

Our
Sun-Heated
Greenhouse
Grow Vegetables A ll Year Round

by Helen and Scott Nearing

GF20 OUR SUN HEATED GREENHOUSE
by Helen and Scott Nearing gives a personal
eye view of how they planned, built and use
their inexpensive easy-to-build greenhouse.
Hardcover . ................................... ..$11.95
Softcover ............................................... $7.95

G-6 THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE BOOK by
Peter Clegg and Derry Watkins - Everything from a
sim ple cold fram e to an a ttra c tiv e window
greenhouse to an elaborate solar structure is
thoroughly covered here. Heavy emphasis on
energy conservation, solar considerations, small
greenhouses and attached greenhouses. Complete
details on designing, building and using; ways to
save and produce heat; progressive designs to fit
every budget, every location; excellent details on
construction, foundation, floors, structure, framing,
materials. Also included are operating and growing
details with special insights into the greenhouse
environment, soils, growing conditions, pests and
diseases. 176 pp. with 120 illustrations and photos.

Softcover ............................................ $10.95

R-11 THE GARDENER’S GUIDE TO BET
TER SOIL by Gene Logsdon. How to develop
rich, fertile soil and keep it that way year
after year. Every gardener, novice and
veteran, can derive down-to-earth tips on
ensuring bountiful harvests of tasty and
nutritious fruits and vegetables, beautiful
flowers and majestic trees. 260 pp. 33
illustrations.
Hardcover .....................................
R-31 COMPOSTING: A Study of the Process
and Its Principles by Clarence G. Golueke,
PH. D.. One of the nation’s leading
authorities covers in depth the processes,
pitfalls and profits of making compost at
home and large-scale composting as a
solution to our solid waste problems. 128 pp.
Softcover ................................................ $6.95
G-39 LET IT ROT! The Gardeners Guide to
Composting by Stu Campbell. Composting
brings gardening full-circle. Here, in practi
cal, how-to terms are alternative methods, an
illustrated guide to homemade equipment,
extensive composting material list, and notes
on waht to avoid, location, and activators. An
informative understandable gardening tool.
152 pages.
Softcover...............................................$4.95
R61 THE EARTH WORM BOOK by Jarry
Minnich is the most complete up-to-date
book available today on earthworms and
their use. It brings together all the latest
information on every aspect of this valuable
and useful creature. Hardcover......... $12.95

Seeds
G-13 GROWING AND SAVING VEGETABLE SEEDS
by Marc Rogers - Step-by-step information on
raising vegetables for seeds. How to grow, harvest
and store them to help out gardening costs and
improve the quality of home garden crops. 112 pp.,
75 illustrations.

Softcover

$5.95

G-24 RAISING A CALF FOR BEEF by Phyllis
Hobson - Enjoy superior beef for less than half the
supermarket cost. In 15-18 months you can have
6 00 700 lbs. of beef with just lh hour of car» per
day. In cludes com plete in form atio n for care,
feeding and housing. Also complete photos of home
butchering. 128 pp., 100 illustrations.

Softcover ...............................................$5.95
R-14 THE SHEPHERD’S GUIDEBOOK:
Raising Sheep for Meat, Wool and Hides by
Margaret Bradbury. For anyone contemplat
ing raising sheep. The author discusses what
to look for in buying a flock with emphasis on
marketable production. She talks about
breeds and even gives instructions for
preparing wool for spinning, directions for
tanning sheepskins, recipes for lamb, and
some tips on butchering. 200 pp. with
photographs.
Hardcover.............................................$10.95

Livestock
R-28 THE HERBAL HANDBOOK FOR
FARM AND STABLE by Juliette de Bairacli
Levy-This book brings information to farm
ers and owners of domesticated animals in
treating their livestock without chemicals.
Separate chapters on each animal include
herbal care for diseases, delivering young,
and keeping animals healthy. 320 pp.
Softcover.................................................$7.95
R-27 THE HOMESTEADER’S Handbook to
RAISING SMALL LIVESTOCK by Jermone
D. Belanger--A most complete and informa
tive book on raising goats, chickens, sheep,
geese, rabbits, hogs, turkeys, and other
small stock. The chapters cover diet,
feeding, breeding, butchering, bedding,
tanning hides, using m anue, building
housing and feeding equipment. 256 pp. 50
illustrations.
Softcover..........f....................................$7.95
Hardcover........'....................................$10.95
R-22 CHICKENS IN YOUR BACKYARD: A
Beginner’s Guide by Rick and Gail Luttmann. Technical details on housing, feeding,
incubating, butchering and raising chickens
are given in an easy, readable manner.
Illustrations.
Softcover................................................. $5.95

R-55 RAISING RABBITS by Ann Kanable.
Covers all aspects of raising rabbits on a
small scale: housing, stock, breeding, feed
ing, and health care. Discussions of meat
production and use of by-products such as
pelts and manure are included. 208 pp.,
photos and illustrations.
Softcover................................................$7.95
Hardcover.............................................$10.95

R-13 RAISING THE HOMESTEAD HOG by
Jerome D. Belanger. Raise a pig in the
backyard? Why not, challenges the author,
as he explains that properly maintained pigs
are not smelly or dirty. It covers the full
range of hog raisi. g including feeding,,
diseases and related management topics. 224
pp. 36 illustrations.
Hardcover.............................................$11.95

R-69 A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SMALLSCALE GOATKEEPING by Billie Luisi-This
book begins with the basics and covers all
you need to know from acquiring goats to
running a goat dairy. Breeding, birthing,
milking, housing, feeding, maintaining heal
thy happy goats—your questions answered.
224 pages, photos, illustrations.
Hardcover............................. ...
. . . .$8.95

Veterinary >
Guides
R-26 A VETERINARY GUIDE FOR ANIMAL
OWNERS by C.E. Spaulding, D.V.M..
Here’s a book that’s long been needed on the
farmstead—a handbook for specific preven
tive measures and cures for all common pet
and livestock ailments. It’s organized by
animal, and each chapter gives health-care
information for that particular animal. A
book that animal owners will use time and
time again. 432 pp. 60 illustrations.
Hardcover.............................................$14.95
G-25 KEEPING LIVESTOCK HEALTHY: A
VETERINARY GUIDE - by N. Bruce Haynes. DVM
Dr. Haynes’ emphasis is on prevention and early
detection of farm animal disease problems. For
horses, cows, pigs, sheep and goats he provides
information on how and what to feed, shelter,
reproduction, diseases and much more. 160 pp., 70
illustrations.

Softcover

$12.95

R-16 THE DRAFT HORSE PRIMER by
Maurice Telleen. For people who want to
learn the fundamentals of using work horses
on the farm. This book clearly illustrates the
economy of using draft horses and explains
the basics: how to buy a draft horse; how to
feed and care for the animals; how to find
and repair horsedrawn machinery; how to
harness and hitch a team; and how to breed
them. 272 pp. with illustrations and photos.
Hardcover.............................................$12.95

Insects
G19 THE BUG BOOK by John and Helen
Philbrick clearly illustrates over 100 bugs
and describes types of damage, preventive
measures, and natural remedies. Trade
Softcover ...............................................$4.95
R78 ORGANIC PLANT PROTECTION edited
by Roger Yepsen, Jr. is arranged in two
parts. Section one explains how to use poison
free plant protection. Section two provides
quick references to more than 1,000 bugs and
diseases. H ardcover...........................$16.95

Preserving
G98 FOOD DRYING by Phyllis Hobson is a
‘ ‘complete treatment of all aspects” —Library
Journal. How-to methods, using the foods,
dehydrators-commercial and homemade, all
you need! S o ftc o v e r......................... $6.95
G97 SWEET AND HARD CIDER by Annie
Proulx and Lew Nichols tells how to make,
harden, distill, judge, drink and enjoy this
historic beverage. A book that has the old
time flavor of cider making, plus instructions
on how to select and grow trees and color
photos to aid in identifying apples. The
ultimate statement on cider.
Softcover...............................................$10.95

R-67 ROOT CELLARING - The Simple
No-Processing Way to Store Fruits and
Vegetables by Mike and Nancy Bubel - This
book, the first devoted entirely to root
cellaring, covers the subject thoroughly. It
describes a variety of small-scale rood
cellaring techniques and give instructions for
constructing different types of cellars of
varing size. The book provides ideas for
country, suburban, and city root cellars. Not
everyone can live in the country but, with the
aid of this book, everyone can benefit from
natural cold storage. 320 pages, photos,
illustrations, charts, index.
Hardcover............................................. $12.95
G-47 THE CANNING, FREEZING, CURING
AND SMOKING OF MEAT, FISH AND
GAME by Wilbur F. Eastman Jr.—Step-bystep instructions, methods, materials, costs,
including plans for a smokehouse. Covers
small and large game, fish, beef, poultry,
loaded with old time recipes for smoked
hams, salmon, sausages, bolognas, bacons,
venison, mince-meat and more. Illustrations,
photos, charts, 220 pages.
Softcover ............................................... $5.95

WORK HORSE
HANDBOOK

ORGANIC ORCHARD
ING: A GROVE OF
TREES TO LIVE IN by
Gene Logsdon.

WORK HORSE HANDBOOK
written and illustrated by
Lynn Miller.

Complete guide for the home orchardist. Explains how
propagating, planting, grafting and pruning are easier
than you think: 50 photos, 79 illustrations.
Hardcover... R-77.................................................. $16.95
SUCCESSFUL COLD CLIMATE
GARDENING by Lewis Hill

I
Get more from the ground where
the growing is tough. Includes
advice on placing your garden,
lengthening your season, and
choice of crops.
Softcover.. .S30 ....................... $9.95
Hardcover.................................. $14.95

A

Written by the editor of The Small Farmer’s Journal,
this beautifully illustrated volume covers all the
standard topics: raising, working, harnessing, feeding
and stabling your horse; plus the cost of work, hitching,
driving and the value of the horse as power. Truly a
labor of love, and as the author says merely one step in
the trek to learn about horses, this is the most complete
and responsible handbook on the use of horses and
mules as motive power on the farm, in the woods, and
on the road. A must for those who drive a team. 11x81/2.
Softcover ......................... .....................................$12.95

V-

THE ORGANIC GARDENER’S
COMPLETE GUIDE TO
VEGETABLES AND FRUITS

THE SCYTHE BOOK:
Mowing, Cutting We
eds, and Harvesting
Small Grains with Hand
Tools by David Tresemer, Ph.D.

edited by Anne M. Halpin.

The scythe, a useful and aged tool, is more economical
than a machine, and perhaps as productive, for the
small scale grain grower. Tresemer discusses not only
its use in harvesting, but also the growing and storage
Softcover..................................................................$6.95

Covering all the aspects of growing food--from planning
and planting to harvesting and storing--this is a
complete gardening reference book. With plenty of
practical tips like how to drought-proof your garden and
how to make your own insect traps and irrigators,
this volume will help new gardeners learn what they
need to get started, and put the experienced grower on
the road to greater yields. Over 250 handsome,
instructive illustrations; numerous charts and tables.
Hardcover . . . . R 2 4 .............................................$19.95

The FARMSTEAD BOOKSTORE

Order Form
PLEASE SHIP ME:

FARMSTEAD
BOOKSTORE

BOX 111
FREEDOM

Code NO.

MAINE 04941

How many

Cost

ORDERED BY
Mr. / Ms_____
Address
C ity____________________State______ Zip
[If a Gift]
PLEASE SHIP TO
Mr. / Ms______________________._ _____
Address

____ ________________________

C 'ty--------------------------------- State-----------Zip----------------

Shipping and Handling ......... $ 1.25
Maine Residents add 5% Sales Tax ...................
Total .......................

‘ Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Any titles temporarily out of stock will
be shipped when available. Due to book publishers' price increases, our
prices are subject to change without notice.

.

To orc,er additional books use separate sheet.
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Acreage
128 ACRES abandoned farmland, fields,
woodland, well, power, frontage. Located
Honeydale N.B. private sale. $23,000. Box
56, Grafton, NH 03240. (603) 523-7593 ES2P
80 ACRES WOODLAND, 20 acres pasture,
cabin, two wells, hand pump, propane
refrigerator, $21,500. N.B.* Canada. Majors,
P.O. Box 252, Van Buren, ME 04785
ES1P

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS COPIED, 8” x10“
B&W Enlargement $2.00. Original Re
turned! Robbie’s Cameras, 5804-D Raleigh
LaGrange, Memphis, TN. 38134______ ES1P
CORNDRYER operates with many heat
sources including woodstoves. Send 20 cent
stamp for Brochure. Earl Bachman Com
pany, Dept. F, 410 W. 2nd Ave., South
W illiamsport, PA 17701_____________ ES1P
DANGER! A chainsaw doesn’t forgive.
Safety clothing is a must. Bullco, Box 258,
RFD 3 W aterville, ME 04901_________ ES3P

ROB ROY’S 24-acre woodstead offered,
including two nationally known alternative
houses, Log End Cave and Cottage. Cordwood sauna, outbuildings, Sencenbaugh
windplant, organic garden, IVfeacres pas
ture, apples, pond. $63,500. W ill finance.
Roy, RR1, Box 105, West Chazy, NY 12992.
(518)493-7744_____________________ ES1P

LOG HOME GUIDE yearly subscription; 4
issues including illustrated directory. $15.00.
Log building plans, prices, schools, books.
M uir Publishing Co. Ltd., Box 37F W.
Rutland, VT 05777-0037_____________ ES1P

PRODUCTIVE K E N T U C K Y Farm land,
abandoned farms, and wooded acreage. Free
brochure. Hart County Realty, Box 456W,
Munfordville, KY 42765. (502) 524-1980ES1P

100-CARD BIBLE G AME..! $2.00 Scriptgames, 5837C, Stewart, Sylvania, OH
43560_________________________
ES7P

Kitchen

START COMFREY MINT PATCHES. Live
plants with root stock, instructions. 5/$3.00,
10/$5.00. Comfrey Corners, RD 1, Bristol,
VT 05443________
ES2P

HOW SAFE IS Your Drinking Water?
Home-portable water purifier turns any
water into pure drinking water. Removes 106
toxic chemicals including PCBs and THMs.
Free Brochure. Khem, 3022 Brighton First
St., Brooklyn, NY 11235
ES1P

HOMESTEADERS FESTIVAL!! Fifth An
nual! July 22-24. Thirty self-reliance work
shops. “ Inspiring, practical,” - Nearings.
Free info: HOMESTEADERS NEWS, Addison, NY 14801____________________ ES2P

SAVE $$$-Buy direct 18/8 surgical stainless
steel cookware, waterless-$195.00. Home
demonstration price $639.95. Also wholesale
electric skillets, food choppers, canners,
roasters, etc.. LeBlanc’s - FS, Rt. 1, Box 106
- 3I, Tifton, GA 31794. 912-382-1278, nights
912-382-0110._______________________EfiE

Miscellaneous
“ JOHN LOVES MARY” Bumpersticker.
Send names, $3. Printshop, W hitefield, ME
04362____________________________ SP2P
COMPANIONS FRIENDS. Single, countryminded men and women seeking companion
ship with other country-minded folks. In
formation: Country Companions, 556-B
Kumquat, Fairhope Ala. 36532
SP2P
ORGANIC CLEANERS: SASE for infor
mation. E1702 Olympic, Spokane, WA
99207
SP4P

BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES-quality at reason
able prices. Everything for beginners or
established beekeepers. Send $1.00 for
informative 62 page catalog. Hardscrabble
Farm, Rt 1, Box 86, Barnet, VT 05821 SP2P
MOLE/MOUSE CONTROL. No trap or
poison. Instructions. Send $2.00 to Router,
P.O. BOX 64, Windsor, OH 44099
SP2P
NUKES M AKE ME P U KEI-other con
sciousness-raising designs -- T ’s, sweats,
jerseys! Free Catalog! Screenfreaks, Box
278F-1, Lansing, NC 28643___________ES2P
COW BEAN bag or enlarge for pillow,
pattern and instructions. SASE and $1.00.
Frances Crouss, Margaret St., Monson, MA
01057
ES1P
EARN EXTRA MONEY. Two legitimate
home based business opportunities avail
able. Products are ideal for gardening and
farm use. No gimmicks. Free details. Green
Enterprises, Box 539, Milton, MA 021860539
ES1P

____ _________________________Subscription
moving? please let us know ...
Service I
ES82 I

MAIL TO:
Farmstead Magazine,
Box 111,
Freedom, Maine 04941
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SELF INSTALLED LIGHTNING RODS. Now
you can escape the high cost of Lightning
Rods. Install them yourself. Lowest prices on
U.L. materials. Simple complete instructions
provided. Send $1.00 for 20 page information
booklet to: Lightning, Box 640, Cobleskill,
NY 12043_________________________ES3P
DEPRESSION COMING? Don’t take the
chance. W ith little time and money you can
be ready for it. Have peace of mind for
yourself and family. Send $3.50 to Box 662,
elm, W A 98597
ES2P
M AKE UNLIMITED PROFITS selling West
minister W ind Chimes. Sold over 50 in Dec.
$40.00 each. Made for $6.00. Plans and
instructions $3.00. SASE Oscar’s Chimes,
3708 North Main, Victoria, TX 77901
ES1P
30 SPECIAL DIABETIC Recipes $3.00.
Delmonico Potatoes $1.00 SASE. Alex, 53
K e n n e lw o rth
A ve.,
Brockton,
MA
02401
ES2P
SURVIVE THAT FIRST YEAR! From city to
country. Save money and time while making
your move “ back to the land” easier. $4.00
Manual. Mt. Valley Publications, Dept. FS,
Box 807, Bow, W A 98232____________ ES2P
RUSTIC TABLES-beautiful, sturdy, easy
assembly. Send $3.00 for plans to Creech’s
Corner, P.O. Box 186, Summitville, IN
46070____________________________ ES1P
ALASKAN EMPLOYMENT. $1000 weekly
possible. Men. Women. Skilled. Unskilled.
Information $1.00. M erit, Box 31, Radio City,
NY 10019_________________________ ES1P
PLUMP PASTEL CRIB QUILTS. Animal
applique. $40.00 Postpaid. M. Watzig, 1926
Crest PL, NW Albany, OR 97321______ ES1P
ANGORA RABBITS. VanTine, Penobscot,
ME 04476_________________________ES2P
BUYING FURNITURE? DON’T...until you
have read my book on How to Buy and Care
for Furniture W isely-Plus Tips on Decorat
ing. Save hundreds of dollars by following
instructions, written by an expert. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Act Now! Send $7.95 to
Jack Barrier, PO Box 399, Dept. FP4-82,
High Point, NC 27261_______________ ES2P
HORSEDRAWN WAGON KITS: traditional
wood-wheeled designs. Brochure, $1.00.
Takilma Forge, Box 285F, Cave Junction, OR
97523
ES1P

Poultry
FREE PICTURE CATALOG. Goslings, Duck
lings, Turkeys, chicks, Guineas, Bantams,
Pheasants, Quail, Swans, peafowl, other
unusual breeds. Books, medications, equip
ment. Gamebird Eggs. HOFFMAN HATCHERY, Gratz, PA 17030_______________SP2P

RARE BREED CHICKS

and Bantam* from far away lands.
Araucanaa Lay Colored Easter
Eggs. Blue, Green, Pink, Olive,
Gold. Choose from over 40 va
rieties of Rare and Fancy bread*.
Also popular laying breeds from
the nation's leading breeders.
Poultry Show winners from coastto-coast. Safe shipments guaranteed to all 50
states and U S. possessions Send 501 for big
color picture catalog. With catalog we send a
coupon good for 501 whon you ordor chicks.

MARTI POULTRY FARM

Box 27-32

Windsor, Missouri 65360-0027

The F A R M S T E A D Peddler
BABY CHICKS. Buy direct from hatchery.
Cornish-White Rock Broiler chicks. Brown
egg pullet chicks. Send for price list. Burr
Farm Inc., RFD #1 Box 99, Hampton, CT
06247
*
SP2P

MAKE EXOTIC RUSSIAN TEA from ingre
dients on your shelf. Recipe $1.00 and SASE.
Kolassa, 218 Kossuth St., Rome, NY
13440____________________________ ES1P
TV AWARD WINNING RECIPE “ Crowd
Pleasing Cabbage.” Feed 8-10 people for
$3.25. Send $1.50 to G.G. Experimental
Farms, 'Box 281, Rt 5, Murphy, N.C.
28906____________________________ SP2P

FREE CATALOG, wholesale prices. Reds,
Cornish cross, Barred rocks, white rocks,
sexlinks, leghorns, turkeys, ducks. Reich
Poultry Farms, Ri Marietta, PA 17547
G4P
FREE--Five free chicks with each order.
Raise chickens (also Bantams and Ducks) for
meat and eggs. We ship Parcel Post all 50
states. Send 50 cents for big picture catalog.
Shows over 35 rare, exotic and standard
breeds. 25 chicks as low as $6.96; 50 for
$8.95; 100 for $13.95; fob. Clinton Hatchery,
Inc., Box 548-57, Clinton, Missouri 64735.
T ek-hone (816) 885-8500.
SP3P
BANTAMS, CHICKS, DUCKLINGS, GOS
LINGS, guineas, partridge, peafowl, phea
sants, quail and turkeys. 135 breeds com
mercial old-fashioned, and fancy poultry
produced without antibiotics. Send stamp for
catalogue. W illow Hill Hatchery, Dept.
FM,Richland, PA. 17087____________ SP2P
NATURALLY RAISED HARDY GOSLINGS.
Rare, unusual ducklings, chicks. Illustrated
catalog and book list, 50 cents. Pilgrim Goose
Hatchery, Dept. FS-82, W illiamsfield, OH
44093____________________________ ES3P
TURKEY POULTS-White, Bronze; Raising
Tips, Prices, 25&; Used Brooders 100
Capacity, Laughlin Turkeys, Girard, PA
16417
ES2P

Raise BANTAMS

for Pets, Food and Profit
B e au tifu l sm all birds. E as y to raise.
C a n be ra is e d in y o u r b a c k y a rd .
T a k e little fo o d . W ill s u p p ly e g g s for
y o u r ta ble and e ggs yo u c a n sell to |
n e ig h b o rs. W e h a tc h o v e r 20 p opular

*

I

b re ed s of B a n ta m s as — B lue P o r
c ela in A n tw e rp s , B lack T a ile d J ap a n e se , G o ld e n S eabrig h ts , A ra cu a n a s an d m any o th e r bre eds .

25 assorted Bantams only $30.00 fob
O rd er d /re c t from this ad. S end 50C fo r B ig
p ic t u r e c a t a lo g . W ith c a t a lo g , w e s e n d
c o u p o n go o d for 5 0 * w hen o rd e rin g B a n ta m s.

GRAIN BELT HATCHERY
Box 125-1180, W indsor, M issouri 65360

CHARMING MAINE FARMHOUSE, large
barn. Fine year ’round condition. Five acres.
$32,500. More land possible. Owner: (617)
491-5318 or Box 1-F, Troy, ME 04987 ES2P

Recipes
SWEET AND CRUNCHY high protein
peanut butter snack recipe-$1.20. Recipes,
309 Meader, Campbellsville, KY 42718 ES1P

BETTER THAN MOST DANDELION WINE
recipe send $1.00 and SASE to Don, PO Box
82 Somerville, OH 45064
ES1P
TASTY OLD-FASHIONED RECIPES.Basic,
Simple, Low-Cost. Send $2.95 with large
SASE to Delectable Delights, PO Box 1771,
Corvallis, OR 97330
ES1 P
POOR M A N ’S CAKE. Eggless, Butterless,
Sugarless. $1.00. 33064 Ann Arbor Trail,
Westland, Ml 48185________________ ES1P
GOURMET QUALITY SPICES, herbs, old
fashioned candy and fragrance oils. Catalog
50 cents. Maxwells Country Store, Box 498,
Tariffville, CT 06081________________ ES1P
UN BELIEVE ABLE THIRD GENERATION
Flourless Cake Recipe. $1.00 . SASE McLish,
Rt 2, Box 230A, Waterloo, AL 35677
ES1P
DAD’S 10 Favorite wild game recipes.
Venison, squirrel, & Birds. Send $3.00.
Donna Sammarco, 8525 Mulberry St.,
Laurel, MD 20707__________________ ES1P
BRAISED OXTAIL WITH ORANGE. New
Exciting Flavor. For Recipe $5.oo. SASE to
R. Bennett, 2902 Gull Ave., Medford, NY
11763____________________________ ES2P
W ANT TASTY EATING? Five sets of
delicious recipes, each containing five
recipes. Sets available for: Meat and
Chicken; Side Dishes; Dips; Potato Dishes
and Desserts. $1.00 per set. Buy five sets
and get free catalog of specialty food
products used in many of the recipes.
Catalog alone $1.00. Green Enterprises, Box
539, Milton, MA 02186______________ ES1P
HOMEMADE tartar sauce - pate’ - fruit
leather - apple butter. SOUPS - “ left
over” - chicken broccoli - jewish sweet, sour she crab. $1.50 each, $4.00 for three
ANASTASIA, 247 W illow Brook Drive, Port
Hueneme, CA 93041________________ ES1P

Seeds
FREE gardening catalog. Full color with 82
strawberry varieties, plus all other fruits.
Grower since 1837. W rite: DEAN FOSTER
NURSERIES R#2, Dept. F-2c, Hartford, Ml
49057. 616/621-2419.________________ G3P
GROW LUFFAS-Natures way to clean.
Decorative, Healthful, Edible. Seeds and
complete planting instructions $3.00 SASE to
Bill Duff 933 Oak St. NW Cleveland, TN
37311_____________________________SP2P
DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE: Lists
non-hybrid vegetables, culinary herbs and
medicinal seeds. Send 1.00 (refundable with
order) to SANCTUARY SEEDS, 2388 West
4th Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V6K
1P1.
G3P
PEPPERS-ORNAMENTAL OR HOT CHILI.
125 varieties. Mixed seeds, $2.00 SASE
each. Listing, SASE. Van Vleck, 10536 119th
Avenue North, Largo, FL 33543
G3P
BABY EVERGREENS, seeds, seedlings,
rhododendron, azaleas, flowering shrubs,
shade trees, large assortment of rare and
standard plants. Catalog free. GIRARD
NURSERIES, Geneva, OH 44041
SP2P
QUALITY TREES, BARGAIN PRICES. Free
Catalog. Mr. Tree Nurseries, 2371-39th
Ave., San Francisco, Ca. 94116
SP2P
COMPANION PLANTING CHART. 110 dif
ferent plants. Beautiful calligraphy. $3.00
postpaid. Focusing, Rt 2 Box 859, Kettle
Falls, W A 99141___________________ ES1P
GROW GINSENG! $60/pound! Have seeds,
roots, Goldenseal. Comfrey. Complete grow
ing, marketing information. F.B. Collins,
B50, Viola, Iowa 52350_____________ SP2P

Tools
NEW -W eeding Tongs, Spade and Rake
Handles. Steel, 12” long, soft jaws. $6.9 5 Handling and Postage, $1.45 Wiregrass,
P.O. Box 1228, Petersburg, VA 23804 ES1P

DELICIOUS SOUTHERN PECAN PIE
Recipe. $1.25. Maher, RR 16 Box 320, West
Terre Haute, IN 47885_______________ES1P

Wanted

GOOD EASY WINE recipe. Send $2.00.
SASE. J. Pavloski, Box 266B, W hite Haven,
PA 18661
ES1P

HURRY. HOME WORKERS NEEDED. For
Details send SASE. DPS SERVICE Rt 4 Box
1131-B, New Caney, TX 77357________ SP2P

^ ES82

PUMPKIN ROLL NUT CAKE plus four other
delicious easy to make recipes $1.00 SASE
HulboJ, RFD 4, Norwich, CT 06360
ES1P
RAT’S TAIL RADISH has edible seedpods to
2 feet long; 4 vegetable Amaranths; Skirret,
a once popular European root vegetable;
Chinese artichoke plants; numerous other
new, old and foreign vegetable seeds.
Descriptive catalog—25 cents. Greenleaf
Seeds, POB 89F, Conway. MA 01341
ES1P
WANT COMPLIMENTS, try my Jellie Roll
and unusual home canning recipes, Tomato
Mince Meat, Bunny Sausage, etc. Send
$2.00 SASE to Beaver, 15552 Colorado Ave.,
Paramount, CA 90723
ES1P

H e re 's h o w to a d v e rtis e in
THE FARMSTEAD PEDDLER:

Send yo u r ad to :
FARM STEAD M AG AZIN E

Your ad in this section costs only
$1.50 a word. You get a 10% discount if
you run the same ad in two or more
consecutive issues: Garden (Jan. 15),
Spring (March 1), Early Summer (April
15), Summer (June 1), Harvest (July 15),
Fall (Sept. 1) Holiday (Oct. 15), W inter
(Dec. 1). Copy must be received six
weeks before publication date.
You may use this coupon to submit
your ad; however, payment must be
included.

Box 111 F re e d o m , M ain e 04941

N a m e __________________________
A d d re ss________________________
_____________________Z ip______
N um ber of w ords_____________
C o s t: $ _ _ _____________________
For issue(s):
□ W in te r □ G a rd e n Q S pring
□ E arly S u m m e r C. S um m er
□ H a rv e s t
Fall
H o lid a y

l
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is enough wood to displace about 195
million gallons of high-quality heating
oil—enough to heat at least a quarter
of a million homes for a year.
But the Forest Service thinks that is
a drop in the oil bucket compared to
what will be cut in the future. The
agency estimates that the annual
demand on public and private forests
for fuelwood will be about 26 million
cords by the year 2030.
--American Forests

diesaveg
acid remarks
Last March, Canada’s Minister of
the Environment, John Roberts,
noted that his nation is becoming
increasingly impatient over the Rea
gan administration’ s inaction on acid
rain. In May, the Reagan administra
tion passed up an opportunity to
openly discuss the issue with Can
adian officials who were attending a
national conference on acid rain in
Buffalo, New York. The administra
tion substituted the scheduled ap
pearance of an administration repre
sentative with a short message deliv
ered by Deputy Secretary of State
William Clark who simpfy reiterated
Reagan’ s campaign promise to re
solve “ the phenomenon known as
acid rain.’ ’
Finally, last June, Representative
Ken Kramer (R-CO) charged that
Canadian efforts to lobby the United
States for stricter air-pollution con
trols on American coal-burning facili
ties in an effort to reduce acid raincoupled with stricter Foreign Invest
ment Laws recently adopted by the
Canadians—harm American business
interests in Canada while benefiting
Canadian business in America.
The two continental friends are not
likely to settle their acid-rain differ
ences in the near future. Meanwhile,
the relationship is marred by a change
in pH.
-American Forests

homefire forests
Almost 20 percent of the wood
taken from the National Forest Sys
tem last year was used for heating
fuel. The Forest Service issued more
than 972,000 permits for fuelwood
cutting; those permittees cut more
than two billion board-feet of timber,
equal to about 1.3 million cords. That
80
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Diesel fuel and vegetable oil. Put
them together and they make “ diesa
veg ,’ ’ a mixture that could “ become a
fairly common farm fuel’ ’ by the end
of this decade, says John Baldwin,
professor of agricultural engineering
at Louisiana State University.
Alternative fuels such as gasohol
have gotten a lot of attention in recent
years, but diesaveg probably makes
more sense for most farmers because
most of their machinery is powered by
diesel engines which can’t bum
gasohol.
While diesaveg costs are the big
gest drawback now, that could
change. Currently, diesel fuel costs
about $1.20 per gallon while the price
of a gallon of sunflower oil is about
$2.24 and soybean oil $1.92. The
standard mixture of 75 percent diesel
fuel and 25 percent vegetable oil has
only a 1 to 2 percent energy loss from
straight diesel fuel.

solar covers
At a wind speed of five meters per
second—roughly the national average
-convection may account for up to 83
percent of the heat lost through the
transparent cover of a solar-thermal
collector. One way to cut those losses,
thereby increasing the collector’s
efficiency, is to deform the normally
flat collector cover—literally to rough
en it up.
This “ concept of roughening a
surface to decrease convective heat
transfer from it is a novel on e,’ ’
according to its designer, Pattabiraman Raghuraman, and his colleague
Daniel Kon at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’ s Lincoln La
boratory. To their knowledge, it had
“ never been investigated.’ ’
In testing Raghuraman’s theory,
the researchers experimented with
Plexiglas plates into which they cut

crisscrossed grooves. Various groove
widths, spacings and depths were
tried. What they found was that these
“ rectangular island” geometries in
deed cut losses as long as the ratio of
groove spacing to depth was less than
two. And they have yet to identify a
“ lower limit to this ratio which will
maximize heat transfer.”
--Science News

energy tip
You can help your refrigerator or
freezer operate more efficiently-and
save energy at the same time—by
giving it plenty of room. These
appliances need air circulation, so
don’t shut them up in tight places.
Models with grills at the lower front
have filters behind the grills. Clean
the filters frequently. Dirty filters cut
air flow and use more energy.

save with shade
Shade trees planted 20 feet or
more from your house on the south
and west sides can lower the tempera
tures inside your windows in summer
by at least eight degrees Fahrenheit
and as much as 20 degrees Fahren
heit. In addition to shielding out the
heat o f the sun and lowering the
temperature, shade trees contribute
refreshing oxygen to cool you off.

ethanol from
fast-growing trees
That “ tiger in your tank” may be
replaced someday by an autumn
olive, a sycamore, or a black locust.
University of Illinois researchers stu
dying fast-growing trees have found
that these species are the best for
conversion into fuel alcohol.
Plantation production, although not
economically feasible now, may even
tually provide an alternative to rowcrop production, particularly on mar
ginal lands, according to Gary Rolfe,
head of the Department of Forestry.
About 750,000 acres o f land in Illinois
are marginal for agricultural pur
poses.
Biomass materials can be proces
sed to produce ethanol which is used
alone as a fuel or mixed with unleaded
gasoline to produce gasohol. These
materials can also be used to fire
boilers or can be mixed with coal to
stretch supplies.

You’ll never need
another book club.
If you can only join one book club in your lifetime, here’s the one that offers the
definitive how-to books on every topic th a t’s important in building a selfsufficient style of living.
Books about building, fixing, making your home more productive. Books about
energy alternatives. Books about growing your own food, preserving it, prepar
ing it naturally.

If you don’t want the Mam Selection, or if you prefer another book-just let us
know your wishes on the form enclosed with the bulletin, and return it by the
date specified. If you do not have at least 10 days to send your instructions and
you receive a book you don’t want, just return it at our expense. You’re asked to
take only 2 more books in the coming year, and you may cancel membership any
time after that, or remain a member as long as you like.
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After all, why rely on others? You can save money and do things /7g7?f-yourself.

As a new member, you’ll also receive the club bulletin
every 4 weeks (13 times a year). It describes the club’s
Main Selection, plus alternates. If you want the Main
Selection, do nothing-it will be shipped automatically,
and you’ll be billed at the special club price (up to 30%
off retail prices) plus shipping and handling.

20 Basics
r
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Sufficiency

YOURS FREE
For Joining

□ Yes, I w a n t u s e fu l b o o k s to help me do th in g s fo r m y s e lf!

Please accept me as a member. Send me the 3 book? I've numbered below plus “20
Basics of Self-Sufficiency,” and bill me just $1.00 plus shipping and handling. I agree
to take 2 more books at special club prices during the coming year, and may resign
any time after that. A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment

How you get the books you want: Start now-by choos
ing your first 3 books for just $1.00, plus shipping and
handling. (New members also receive our 95-page book,
"20 Basics of Self-Sufficiency,” free on joining.)

Rodale Self-Sufficiency Book Club
P.O. B ox 10627,1716 L o c u s t S treet, Des M oines, Iowa 50336
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No Risk Guarantee: If for any reason you are not satisfied, you may return your 3
books within 10 days, owe nothing, and your membership will be cancelled. The 95page book, "20 Basics of Self-Sufficiency ,' is yours to keep whether or not you remain a
member.

1.
2.
3.

Mr./Mrs.
Address
C ity___

State------------Zip-------4 0 6 j

K IT H
GREAT FOR THE LARGE GARDEN
Contains enough material to water ten 50-ft. garden rows. ..
300 Emitters, Insert Tool, 100 ft. -1 /2 " Poly Flex Hose for headers,
with extra couplings, 500 ft. - 3/8" Poly Flex Hose for laterals,
1/2" Swivel Tee, 1 0 -1 /2 " Male Hose Tees, 1 2 -3/8" Female Hose
Couplings, 12- Male Hose Couplings with Hose Caps, 3 Repair
Couplings, Hose Y, and Hose Strainer with stainless steel screen.
Order Kit H, freight
included, for only ...

11500

GARDENS

KIT F-200

TREES

FLOWERS

ALL YOU NEED TO WATER
200 FT. OF GARDEN ROWS

KIT F-50S

Fully assembled. Provides a 200-ft.
long wetted strip. Contains 200 ft. of
3/8" Poly Flex Hose, coupled, with
Emitters on 2 ft. spacing, Swivel Tee,
Hose Shut-Off, and Flow Control.

BEGINNER’S SPECIAL
Ready for use. Contains 50 ft. - Poly
Flex Hose with Emitters on 2 ft. spacing,
coupled, with Flow Control.
Order Kit F-50S
Postpaid, only

j « *950
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Order Kit F-200
Postpaid, only

SUBMATIC PRESENTS
A BETTER WAY TO WATER

a x a
n n
)4 U .U U

DRIPA
DRIP6
DRIP6

DRIP IRRIGATION is a simple, proven method of dispensing small quantities of water
directly to the root zone of plants by means of supply tubing and emitters. This slow, controlled
watering can optim ize soil conditions for the best plant response—som ething like a person
having balanced meals each day ratherthan Thanksgiving Dinner oncea week. U n de rdrip irrig ation , w aterisdelivered
at 1 to 4 gallons per HOUR from each emitter, spreading through the soil by capillary action, thus
saving water and labor, reducing chances of disease, and causing plants to grow faster and
bigger. The fantastic increases in yields being reported from all over the world with drip irriga
tio n —coupled with its w ell-know n capability of saving precious water—make this modern
method of irrigation truly A BETTER WAY TO WATER.
□ VISA
□ MasterCard

WE
ACCEPT

□
□
□
□

ACCO UNT NUMBER

Exp.

Please ship me one KIT H, freight prepaid, for only $115.00
Please ship me one KIT F-200, freight prepaid, for only $40.00
Please ship me one KIT F-50S, freight prepaid, for only $12.50
Check enclosed
□ Please charge to credit card indicated above

N AM E

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Texas Residents add 5% State Sales Tax

IN A HURR Y? Call for the name of your nearest dealer
or place your order directly with Submatic S06~ 747-Q000

